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The aim of this thesis is to understand urban regeneration issues, a new concept

in Turkish planning literature, by means of investigating changes and transformation

processes realized in urban centers and to propose a design strategy for a region of the

Alsancak District, Izmir, from economical, social, cultural, technological as well as

spatial points of view.

Ever since the emergence of urban life, cities have been subjected to changes

and transformations. Particularly in the last decades, the cities as increasingly becoming

parts of the changing world system have been not only forced to exceed their

boundaries by the effects of developments in information and communication

technologies but also faced globalization phenomenon. Consequently, they have to

attract national and international investments by means of regenerating their

deteriorated and decayed sites in order to gain the p0sition of world cities in this

competitive process. For this purpose, the city ofIzmir ought to have a place and gain a

new vision for the future. Alsancak District was therefore considered as the most proper

area of the city in order to realize this objectives. Because this area tends to lose its

eCbnomicaland physical function due to the removing of the port, and then face to the

spatial and functional transformations.

Within this general frame, the subjects in the parts of the study were outlined as

follows: In the introduction, the urban regeneration concept was defined and the

problem, aims, methodology, and organization of the study were clarified. In the second

chapter, dynamics, and process behind urban regeneration issues, which have been

gained a growing importance in the recent years were then examined. In the third

chapter, operational aspects of the subject were studied and the general framework of

the urban regeneration issues was determined. In the fourth chapter, the city center

concept and its transformation process were taken into account. Chapter 5 then included

regeneration projects applied in the developed and developing countries. Chapter 6

evaluated the planning approaches and interventions, considering the urban problems,

and potentials, and establishing relations with the urban regeneration issues. In the

seventh chapter, a design and development strategy for the Alsancak District was

proposed in the direction of gained experiences from the exemplified projects.



In the conclusion, a general evaluation was made discussing the whole

conceptual, pragmatic and legal aspects of the subjects with the general planning and

development strategies and the proposal organizational principles of the case study.



Bu tezin arnaCl,ekonornik, sosyal kiiltiirel, teknolojik ve rnekansal bakl~ ayl1an

yeryevesinde, kent rnerkezlerinde ya~anan degi~irn ve donii~iirnsiireylerini inceleyerek

kentlerin ve kentli niifusun yeni talep ve ihtiyaylarml kar~llarnaya yonelik, Tiirk

planlarna pratiginde yeni bir kavrarn olan kentsel yeniden canlandrrrna konularml

anlarnak, izrnir kent rnerkezinde kentsel yeniden canlandrrrnaYl (rejenerasyon)

gerektiren bir alan iyin bir uygularna stratejisi geli~tirrnektir.

Kentsel ya~arnmvarolu~undan bu yana kentler fonksiyonel ve fiziksel ayldan bir

yok degi~irn ve donii~iirne ugrarnaktadrr. Ozellikle son donernlerde, degi~en diinya

sisterninin birer paryaSl olarak kentler, yalmzca bilgi ve ileti~irn teknolojilerindeki

geli~rnelerin etkisiyle degil aym zarnanda globalle~rne olgusununda etkisiyle kendi

smrrlarml a~rnak zorundadrrlar. Boyle bir siireyte izrnir'de yer alrnah, kendi kirnligine

sahip olrnahdrr. Bu dii~iincenin geryekle~rnesi iyin en uygun alan olarak Alsancak

bOlgesi dii~iiniilrnii~tiir.Seyilen bu alan, lirnarunda ta~mrnaslyla ekonornik ve fiziksel

i~levleriniyitirecek, rnekansal ve i~levseldegi~irnlerlekar~lkar~lya kalacaktrr.

Bu yeryeve iyerisinde tezin bOliirnleri ozelinde tartl~llan konular ~oyle

srralanabilir. Giri~ bOliirniinde ilk olarak kentsel yeniden canlandrrrna konusu

tanrmlanrnl~, tezin sorunsah, yah~rnanm iyerigi ile arnaylarl ortaya konrnu~tur. ikinci

boliirnde son yillarda onerni giderek artan kentsel yeniden canlandrrrna konularmm

ardmdaki dinarnik ve siireyler belirlenrni~tir. Uyiincii bOliirnde konunun operasyonel

boyutlan degerlendirilrni~ ve kensel yeniden caniandrrrna genel yeryevesi tespit

edilrni~tir. Dordiincii boliirnde kent rnerkezleri ve ve kent rnerkezlerinin donii~iirn

siireyleri ele almrnl~trr. Be~inci boliirnde geli~rni~ ve geli~rnekte olan iilkelerde

uygulanan projeler incelenrni~tir. Altmcl bOliirndeTiirkiye'deki planlarna yakla~lrnlarl

ve rniidahaleleri, kentsel problernler, potansiyel ve olaslhklar kenstel yeniden

canlandrrrna konularl baglarnmda degerlendirilrni~tir. Yedinci bOliirndeise elde edilen

bulgular l~lgmda izrnir Alsancak bOlgesi iyin uygularnaya yonelik bir tasarrm stratejisi

geli~tirilrni~tir.

Yargl bOliirniindekonunun biitiin kurarnsal, pragrnatik, yasal boyutlarl, geneI

planlarna ve geli~rne stratejileri ve omek alan yah~rnasmm oneri organizasyonel

prensipleri tartl~llarak genel bir degerlendirrne yapllrnl~trr.
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All the human settlements are in a process of both social, economic, physical

and functional changes and transformations. As a result of these changes and

transformations, they develop, decline, decay, and then regenerate. In these

circumstances, urban regeneration, the re-evaluating and re-examing of urban functions,

activities and interests, from different social, economic, cultural, technological and

physical point of views, has emerged as an increasingly important area of concern in the

studies of urban planning and urban design. These processes can particularly be

observed in all the major cities of developed and developing countries in a more

considerable level. This is perhaps because of the fact that in these major cities,

especially in their inner areas not only a variety of development or re-development

planning actions are carried out on packages but also the affects of urbanization

pressures and the major global issues and new technologies more intensively occurred.

For the time being, many of the major cities are attempting to revitalize their

decayed and deteriorated areas, serving the new needs and interests particular to their

urban structure and development process. However, the regeneration of an urban region

may not mean just attempting to revitalize these areas decayed but also mean the

management and maintaining of their existing built environment. Elsewhere, a failure to

manage urban environments can led to uncontrolled land-use change, piecemeal

redevelopment, inadequate deteriorating infrastructure, as well as physical decay.

Especially, negative effects of the World War II have emerged the needs for re-

evaluation of the cities. At the same time, the effects of the globalization and the new

developments speed up to changes and transformations of the cities.

Globalization, the new developments and changes, the new demands of the

citizens concerning with changing world perspectives, the changes in regional

attractiveness, the new employment opportunities, the changes of the activity pattern of

the cities, economical restructuring and also quality of built environment have affected

to the structural changes of the city centers and emerged the needs for regeneration. All



the cities in the world will have affected these structural changes. As a result of all these

processes, re-structuring of the central areas have great importance from the aspects of

city planning and urban design disciplines.

"T0 regenerate" is to generate again, bring, or come into renewed existence.

However, when urban regeneration is discussed, it is introduced something more than

urban renewal: re-use and re-investment in the social, economic, cultural and physical

structure of existing areas.For this reason, the determination of the urban regeneration

concept should be made with respect to reasons necessitating such an approach and in

the light of implementations carried out. Within these implementations, there are social,

economic and political changes including new progress and economic development, as

well as new physical environment and social requirements in harmony with these

changes.

The term "regeneration" has sometimes been used with the synonym of the term

"revitalization". These two terms generally refer to an entire urban district or the city or

region as a whole. They include several types of actions carried out as packages

responding to the changes and transformations in the functions of urban areas. This is

for provision of workable solutions to the problems faced by cities (Kovancl, 1994).

Urban regeneration provides a broad focus with an emphasis on sustainable

improvements in the quality of urban life of the dweller, encompassing economic, social

and environmental objectives. By its very nature, urban regeneration demands a more

holistic approach to solving urban problems and requires more robust methods of

arresting decline in areas of change. Increasingly, effective partnership between the

various sectors is seen as essential to reversing this process (http://www.man

chester.gov.uklatoz.htm).

Urban regeneration is a source of concern not only for the global issues, but also

for the changes and the transformations in regional attractiveness, employment

opportunities, and competitive interaction of the urban functions and of the activity

structures, quality of the built environment. One of the current trends in urban

regeneration for many western countries can be accepted as an opportunity to change

the modern capitalist city both physically and socially by regenerating urban

environments within the declined central areas.



It is obvious that each activity in a city is in need of acquirement of its own

environment. Urban regeneration is a way of providing this need. There are two issues

related to the studies of urban regeneration:

• To meet the requirements a rising from new developments,

• To prevent the deterioration of old urban environments and to adjust them into the

new demands and the new requirements.

Couch (1990) describes urban regeneration as, seeking to bring back investment,

employment, and consumption, and enhance the quality of life within urban areas.

Holcomb and Beauregard (1981) agree with Couch, but they add "growth" and

"progress" to the defmition and state that, like earlier labels (e.g. urban redevelopment,

urban renewal and urban regeneration) urban revitalization implies growth, progress,

and the infusion of new activities into stagnant or declining cities which no longer

attractive to investors and middle-class households. Urban regeneration, revitalization,

the re-evaluating, and re-examing of functions, activities and interests in cities from

different social, economic, cultural, technological, and physical point of views have

emerged as an increasingly important area of concern in urban studies. This importance

originates from the need to adopt the urban environment to the present requirements of

the urban people and the new dynamics of the city.

While this changes and transformations exist in the world cities, our cities also

gets own share from these processes. Particularly these changes and transformations

have affect our three metropolitan city more considerable level which are Izrnir,

Istanbul and Ankara. From this aspect, one of the most important problem in our cities

concerning with this re-structuring process is lack of the design and planning policies.

In recent years, urban regeneration has become an important concern in urban planning

and design studies from the economic, cultural, technological and physical point of

VIew.

Urban regeneration can be accepted as continues economic process as a result of

changes in socio-economic conjectures, cities faced with a need for regeneration and a

need for new developments.



Many of the cities in 21st century faced many of the same problems that big

cities have always faced, such as slum housing, poverty, congestion, decaying.

However, city centers have also continued to develop structural and spatial changes

according to their socio-economic structure and size.

Ever since the emergence of urban life, cities have been subjected to changes

and transformations in terms of activities and physical environment. Particularly in the

last decades, they have been forced to exceed their boundaries by the effects of the

significant developments in the information and communication technologies and that

of globalization phenomenon. Cities are parts of the changing world system, and in a

competitive process to develop, growth and to become a world city. One of the most

important ways for this purpose is to attract the national and international investments

by means of regenerating the deteriorated and decayed urban environments.

The first aim of the thesis is to understand urban regeneration Issues and

processes, which is a new concept for Turkish planning literature, by means of

investigating changes and transformations realized in the city centers. The second aim is

to propose a design strategy for Alsancak District, a potential regenerating central area

in izmir. Alsancak District was considered as the most proper area in order to realize

this objectives. Because it was supposed that this area will lose its economical and

physical function due to the removing of the port, and then will face to the spatial and

functional transformations.

In the early times of the thesis it was aimed to develop a design proposal apart

from the improving of a design strategy such an area. But, afterwards it was understood

that urban regeneration was a multi-aspect issue, and its most important part was

administrative frames. So it was considered that it was necessary to restrict of the study

with these frames due to the significant constrains of the study such as a limited time

and the lack ofthe staff.

In Turkish planning practice, physical characteristics of an urban project (spatial

design and engineering) are emphasized rather than the social administrative aspects of

them, which are more crucial on the project implementation process. Nevertheless,

design is a result that can be produced in numerous types depending on the creativity of

designer and the applicability of project. And, the most significant criterion of a

4



project's success is the consistent political support to realize the project, and sufficient

fmancial sources, and the partnership to the developments. So, if an urban regeneration

project can not be realized, its considerations can not be more than an estimation or

expectation. As a result, the thesis focused on the determination of the development

strategies, which are the basic components of only urban regeneration process, rather

than the provision ofthe design work out that would be in this context, for this, a design

strategy for Alsancak District was set.

The thesis objected to realize its purposes in a five-stepped process:

• The determination dynamics, motives and operational concepts of the subject and

the constitution of theoretical background.

• The examination of city centers into the transformation process to expose the needs

for urban regeneration

• The examination of developing and developed countries experiences which will

constitute a database for further studies.

• The examination of urban regeneration perspective in Turkey

• Testing of gained experiences in a case area related with strategical approaches of

regeneration concept.

• To search and understand the process of urban regeneration

• To show the regeneration as an urgent need for the future of cities.

• To investigate regeneration issues related to different countries.

• To examine urban regeneration perspectives in Turkey.

• To propose a strategic model aimed at application in izmir Alsancak district.

Thesis is composed of three approaches: theoretical, analytic, and pragmatic.

The aim of the theoretical approach is to constitute conceptual and operational

backgrounds necessary for further explanations and discussions in the following parts of

the study. This approach included wide, intensive and systematic literature survey and



the web search. The subject is not known well due to becoming a new concept for

Turkish planning context. So it was hard to make the definite and clear defmitions

becauseof the conceptual similarities with other redevelopment and planning concepts.

For this reason it was applied many researcher's explanations. The problems,

opportunities, planning approaches, and strategies were exemplified with selected

examplesaccording to development levels of the countries.

The case study section included both analytic and pragmatic approach in

determination of physical social and spatial characteristics of the case area. Analytic

approach included the selection of regeneration required area by analyzing of izmir

MetropolitanCity center in a transformation process and it included field analyses and

surveys of selected area by using land and plan analyses, visual materials, and maps.

The fmal one is pragmatic approach that included proposing a strategic model aimed at

the redevelopment of the area. The pragmatic approach consisted of three steps. First

step is to set aims, objectives and goals, the second is constitution of organizational

framework by using of gained experiences from previously exemplified projects. The

fmal step is designing of conceptual design workout.

Thesis used primarily three categories of sources:

• Previous researches and written sources: they included books, research reports,

laws, and regulations.

• Maps, plans and photos: Particularly used for Vlus Historical City Center

Redevelopment Project and case area.

• Internet surveys: they used for different country's experiences and commission

reports about the study subject.
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In these circumstances, in this study, starting from the Introduction part as the

fIrst chapter, there are eight chapters discussing and evaluating urban regeneration

issuesand their applications on urban city centers.

The second chapter, Review of Urban Regeneration Issues includes the

theoretical bases and the descriptive analyses of the study. It consist of examining the

process of economic restructuring, globalization, technological improvements and

impactson urban areas, modern/post-modem debates and its implication on urban areas.

All these process affects the ClJITentissues and planning context.

The third chapter, Operational Concepts of Urban Regeneration, presents

motives, guiding strategies, fmancing methods and types of urban regeneration

instrumentsof urban regeneration.

The fourth chapter focused on a comprehensive evolution of the city centers and

its transformation process both in developing-developed countries and in Turkey. This

chapterat the same time deals with activities of city centers.

The fifth chapter, Design Critique on Three Urban Regeneration Projects,

elaborates the strategies and the projects, which was selected in respect of their

development levels of countries. These are Britain: London-Docklands, USA:

Baltymore, Syria: Bab-al Faraj city center redevelopment projects. The reason of the

selection of these examples is concerning the distinctive characteristics and properties

of their planning and designing policy and approaches that may help to introduce

problems, approaches, possibilities, and solutions. There is an increasing need for

exemplifying their achievements in order to derive significant clues for urban

regeneration objectives and strategies.

The sixth chapter, Urban Regeneration Issues in Turkey, deals with the meaning

of urban regeneration issues within the Turkish planning context, need for urban

regeneration in Turkish cities, planning procedures with existing legal, political and

institutional structure. Then Ulus Historical City Center Planning Studies were selected

to demonstrate changes and transformations in urban structures, which are attributed to

the regeneration issues and their requirements

Chapter 7 is A Case Study of City Center Regeneration Project in izmir. First,

Izmir selected as a case area. It was defmed with its location, demographical, social and

8



physical characteristics. Then, project area selected according to the locational and

structural data refers to need for urban regeneration. Present physical and social

properties of the area were given and area were analyzed according to its spatial

features.Then some design strategies were proposed for construction of a contemporary

citycenter according to the fmdings of the thesis.

The seventh chapter, conclusion, includes general fmdings and evaluations

related urban regeneration issue as a tool for re-development process and directions

whichlight to way for further researches.



The decade of 1980s is bringing new policy directions and new ideas for the

urban people. Urban problems and solutions are quite different than before because

cities are always in a process of change and transformations, which effects whole urban

areas. In the urban pattern all parts of the city are subject to this transformations.

Regeneration issues seem to be concerned essentially for those areas.

Urban regeneration can be evaluated as the re-evaluating and re-exammg of

functions and revitalization of cities and of urban environment and adaptation of them

into the new uses.

This part of study includes the theoretical bases and the descriptive analyses of

the regeneration issues. It consist of examining the process of economic restructuring,

globalization, technological improvements and impacts on urban areas, modern/post-

modem debates and its implication on urban areas. All these process affects the current

issues and planning context. These effects were clarified in Figure 2. These

clarifications necessitate the emergence of a new demand and a trend towards a new

urban policy: urban regeneration.

Technolocigal
improvements

Changes in aspects and urban
problems

Changes in urban planning
approaches and urban plaImers



The formation and regeneration of urban environment related with new

developments and new functions and dynamics, which are assumed to be the outcome,

the processes of globalization. In order to evaluate regeneration activities, however it is

essential to understand the general characteristics of the dynamics of the global scene

with properties of the particular periods because global factors have enormous impacts

on the way of people life. These factors will interact differently in different cities to

provide the different outcomes through the interaction of local and global dynamics. By

depending upon the mentioned assumption, process and dynamics have profound

implications for cities because they are at the focal point of this process.

The industrial city is accepted as the production of particular economIC

organization that emerged in the nineteenth century, which based on industrial

production and capitalism. The form of the production and the limits of possibility of

transportation and information technologies, are great important factors on

determination of the structure of industrial cities also work organization and capital

mobilization its own historical period. The industrial city provided a range of business

and financial services for an economy on a regional basis. (Hall, 1991)

The Modem City has emerged through rebuilding of the industrial city. It may

be thought as upper level of industrial cities. In these process a strong role was assumed

through the provision of public housing, transport, and welfare facilities, as well as

regulation of the private sector by planning controls. Mass production and

manufacturing activities moved to the suburbs and automobile, trucks and

communication techniques took the place of rail and water as the form of the moving

people, goods, and information. A new spatial division of labour emerged among the

cities. This situation was related to functional division between production and

administration within national enterprises that superseded those previously organized on

a regional basis. (Kovancl, 1996)

The wide spread economic and political dislocation of the last 1970s and the

early 1980s has challenged the certainty of this modem city and the urban system.

These dynamics could cause the emergence of a postmodem city. The postmodem

debate over urban system and city structure includes;



• Wholesale displacement to third world Countries of suburban mass production

industries followed by inner-city re-industrialization based upon the adaptation of

new flexible production technologies, just in time inventory and delivery systems

and new division of labour between large firms and small firms.

• The growing importance of the city based functions of design and fashion in highly

segmented but global markets,

• The transformation of urban cultural and leisure activities from past times to

economic enterprises.

• The rediscovery of the quality of the built environment and a sense of place and

their incorporation in to images, which shape individual and corporate investment

and location decisions.

• The growing importance of the media and audiovisual industries in creating and

marketing these images of place;

• The emerging role of information and communication technologies in supporting

process of organizational restructuring associated with the globalization of

production and distribution.

• The commodification of information;

• The undermining of national urban hierarchies. (Kovancl, 1996,12)

"While these dynamics are operating world-wide, the particular forms

emerging are being shaped by the historically specific circumstances of

individual cities set within the particular national economic and cultural

context. Public policies designed to assist the process of structural

economic change and cope with any socially undesirable side effects are

beginning to address the threats and opportunities arising from this highly

fluid situation". (Hall, 1991, 3)

As a conclusion of this process, it is possible to classify the dynamics, which

take an important role of urban regeneration;

• Economic restructuring and its impacts on urban areas

• Globalization and impacts on urban areas

• The new technologies and its implication on urbanization process.



Economic restructuring refers to the economlC changes and transformations,

which effects both in economic and in social life. In order to understand the process of

economic restructuring and its effect on urban areas, there is a need for examining some

characteristics of economic restructuring in different periods.

The Postwar Period (1950's): In the postwar period there existed important

transformations in the shape of the cities. Particularly in the United States the highly

level of housing demand was emerged. Residential, commercial and industrial

developments were being preferred to locate along highways and secondary urban

centers had emerged. Expanding of metropolitan areas merged to some new concepts in

the urban form, like metropolis, megapolis, metroplex, megacity.(Knight, 1989) These

developments had been resulted rapid growth and shapeless in urban form because of a

rapidly increasing income rise in private transportation and declining quality of life. In

order to control urban growth, green belts and satellite towns were built in Britain.

(Flanagan, 1993)

Coming on the 1960's had an important role for the industrialized countries of

Europe and United States that experienced high level of socio-economic welfare.

Capitalist Period (1970's): After the 1970's capitalism had experienced a lot of

significant changes. Due to the improvements in transportation and communication

techniques, wider and suitable settlement areas were found. The success of the boom in

the middle of 1960's was expected to be an obstacle for further advance. Due to

improvements in transportation and communication a wider geographic market within

the range of any industrial plants was experienced. Expanding industrialization and

economic development of peripheral areas were the two important factors in the market

spreading. (Flanagan, 1989)

There are several approaches, which try to explain these changes and

transformation. Cooke (1986) indicates that regime of accumulation and the mode

regulations are crucial concepts. Although the stabilization over a long period of the

allocation of net product between consumption and accumulation is clarified as the

regime of accumulation. There should be a body of structured rules and social process
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in order to make sure the unity of process that is called the mode of regulation. (Cooke,

1986)

Cooke (1986) stated that in the 1970's the movement of the Fordist system

towards the less developed world was accepted as a sign of the beginning of a severe

crisis in the regime of accumulation. In response to the shifts in international

competition, the capitalist world system undergoes global restructuring. For example,

reindustrialization of Japan through exports both in low value goods and high-quality,

high-value durables had made an important effect on worsening the industrial capacity

problem in Europe and the United States. Britain showed the effects of crisis firstly

among major capitalist economies. Then the United States, France, Italy and also

Germany and the newly industrializing countries started to undergo economic crisis

between 1974 and 1978. Finally, in the early 1980s, fluctuations started to be observed

in the Japan's economy. (Stomer and Scott, 1986)

In 1980's: The increased competition was experienced between cities. Cities

have begun to create distinctive images with the effects of all the means of competitive

environment and image construction. However, in the last two decades, one of the

important issues in this perspective was to find the profitable and effective projects to

absorb excess capital because a considerable proportion of surplus has belonged to the

speculative place construction. (Harvey, 1993)

Many researchers claim that the restructuring of the cities is the result of the

crisis of the old fordist type of production and its socio-spatial results in urban areas.

Harvey indicates that restructuring the city, the breakpoint between the old and the new.

These processes have different effects on urban areas. Some sectors like computer,

modern electronics and engineering ... etc. industries prefers large areas which have the

characteristics like near for the access to motorways, high quality environments and

various infrastructure facilities in order to provide their locational requirements. These

requirements can be easily satisfied in the countryside than in the congested urban

areas. (Kovancl, 1996)

According to Feagin and Smith's (1987) statements, there are some important

ways to form the physical structure and geographical profile of urban development.

These are "the interplay of global capitalism", "the state", and "the activities of urban

residents". Within these ways, the impacts of global capitalism have been accepted as

the easiest one to identify. For example, when manufacturing industries start to change
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according to the global reorganization of capitalism, physical changes have been

observed in the built environment of cities.

"Moreover, each type of economic restructuring includes "investment" or

"disinvestment" both in the physical facilities of production like plants,

shops, warehouses, offices and in the workers housing. Disinvestment in

the form of plant closures has an important negative impact on urban

development. The effects of this situation can be seen not only in

abandoned factories but also in warehouses, shops, and abandoned offices

and also in housing." (Feagin and Smith, 1987, 56)

Economic restructuring and its impacts can be seen in different areas; such as

urbanization patterns, uneven development within cities, transformation of built

environment and daily life of urban residents. Also, the process of restructuring has

produced changes in the built environment for both growing and declining cities. The

important effects on the everyday life of urban residents especially refer to the

economically and socially marginalised inner city residents. (Kovancl, 1996) For

example, in the U.S. central cities;

"Revitalised downtowns with glistening towers of glass and steel and

gentrified inner city residences contrast sharply with the dilapidated

residences of the poor inner city neighbourhoods, and well-dressed office

workers on their way to new jobs in the downtown push past the homeless

whose single-room occupancy units have been razed to make room for

these towers. The upgrading of downtown and inner city neighbourhoods

in many central cities has dramatically increased the cost of housing,

exacerbating the shortage in low cost housing and contributing to

homelessness for the most marginalized households. The polarization of

the inner city areas as simultaneously a locus of elite enclaves and home

for economically and socially marginal groups, has also been identified in

European cities." (Leitner, 1989, 558-559)

It is possible to conclude that most urban decay and deterioration can be known
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as the physical outcome of collective decisions to move fixed capital expenditures to

other areas of a city or to other cities around the country or around the world.

Globalization has emerged as an important phenomenon from different social,

economic, cultural and technological aspects. Its importance comes from the various

process with the advance of technological innovations, improvements in communication

technologies and transportation technologies, internationalization of markets,

mobilization of information and importance of that. This process indicates many

important developments to penetration of the structures of economy and urbanization.

The most important impacts of globalization process; which are motivational factors on

urbanization and restructuring of the city;

• The growth of importance of new information technologies,

• Increasing importance of financial/fiscal structure,

• The rise in rate of multinational corporation operations

• The increasing importance of information as a new sector for these corporations

• The expansion of non-industrial corporations and its own economic activities, such

as banking, insurance, finance, management, consulting firms and so on.

(Aslanoglu, 1998)

In addition to all of these constitutions, the exaggeration of markets is leading to

new opportunities for international exchange. This is actually a result of the

improvements related to communication technologies. All of these changes nevertheless

cause the expansion of the range and the diversity of activities as well. While costs have

spread over larger markets, research based new product developments have became

widespread. In addition, the importance of specialization in production has increased

because of new and differentiated needs of people in the world market (Thrift, 1994).

The expansion of global communication networks and the increase In

international exchange have led to one important process, which is "the appearance and

collapse of the physical and physchological barriers among counties". According to

Harvey (1989), this movement of capital and people across the world is called as "time-

space compression"(Aslanoglu, 1998). Harvey (1989) indicates that destruction oftime

within the space effects to the economic structure in a common way. The expanding of
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railway network, the invention of telegraph and radio communication and increasing of

private car ownership change the space and time concept radically. Similarly

developments on information and communication technologies makes the world small.

The constriction of spatial barriers with the global issues do not decrease the importance

of the space, on the contrary, it becomes a significant concern about what includes the

world space.

All of these issues defined as "the constructive devastating of capitalism".

However, as a result of these developments, the rhythm of daily life changes. The

technological developments accelerate the life in the frame of "time-space

compression". This situation provides the mobilization and elimination of the barriers in

respect of the global capital reasons. Some of the cities have great importance, which

surpass the nation-state comprehension. (Keyder, 1993)

Since the elimination of spatial barriers, the slipping sensitivity of capital

through the particular cities has increased. Some of the cities aim to attract the capital

by increasing their differentiation. Thus a new hierarchy within the global urban system

exists as a result of this elimination of spatial barriers (Keyder, 1993). The cities like

New York, Paris and Tokyo which are at upper point of this hierarchy in respect of

economical and positional aspects, are functioned into the control process in

International levels such as New York, Paris, Tokyo.

On the other hand cities have to create attractive environments to attract

international capital. They need to set required infrastructure systems, business centers,

airports and communication and information networks. Significant changes also emerge

from inner spaces of the city. The most important of these are fragmentation of urban

areas and efforts to reduce the urban densities. The unique continuousness in this

fragmentation is the process from production to consumption. For instance the firms

such as Benetton, Mc Donalds that exist most of the countries, create similar places in

urban space. (Aslanoglu, 1998)

Globalization is a many-sided and influenced process. In this process both global

cities emerge and cities become effective in a globalization process. The construction of

New York, Battery Park City, and London Docklands are interesting example in this

respect. (Aslanoglu, 1998)

Battery Park City constructed a waterfront area, which the navigation sectors,

and industry had lost their importance and transported another areas in Manhattan, New
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York. The area formed with World Finance Center, open areas and shopping centers.

(Figure 8) But project caused some unexpected problems in another parts of the city

such as homelessness, unemployment, crime, and garbage because of the high housing

prices and gentrification issues. (Aslanoglu, 1998)

Chanary Wharf in London Docklands project similarly aims to gain financial

center, housing and recreational functions to the old docks and ghettos. Another

similarity between Docklands and Battery Park is construction of the project realized by

international firms. Furthermore these firms prepares educational programs for

accommodation of surrounding local people. In New York, there are some educational

applications of IBM which construct the Battery Park. Consequently to come back the

elite to the city center again. The educational interventions of financial corporations are

the new social process means of globalization. This may be explained as changing of

the space and social process by the financial movements. (Aslanoglu, 1998)

While industrial and non-industrial corporations have expanded their operations

In the world, banking, finance, insurance, management firms and consulting,

engineering, advertising services have been in need of internationalization of their

operations in order to provide the growing requirements or needs of people. Under these

bases, the tendency of transformation from an international to a global economy comes

into the existence. (Kovancl, 1996)

Due to the importance of elimination of spatial barriers, attributed to different

spaces, cities start to attract more capital and people through the organization of special

and characterised urban spaces. Differentiation within the various places and

competition in order to attract capital investment become an important process in cities.

As a result of these, a distinctive image for cities emerged within this process. (Harvey,

1989)

Particularly, since the 1980's, the competition has increased between cities for

the many forms of mobile investment. Cities show their performance in transnational

level and events. Under these conditions, a new issue of city marketing has emerged by

which cities in a competitive environment. Within the discussions of city marketing,

some economic and commercial facilities and cultural events are accepted as crucial

multiplier effects. Therefore many cities have begun to accomplish these types of

activities. (Harvey, 1993)



Figure 3. Aerial Photographs of Battery Park City in different periods.

(http://www.corbis.com/Alison Wright)

After 1985 urban areas have experienced some trends which provide both

economic threats and opportunities. With the economic decentralization in particular

sectors, the economic growth potential of smaller lightly industrialized areas are

enhanced. Another important result related with economic reconcentration is accepted

as the growth of major metropolitan centers, particularly in control and organization

functions. (Harvey, 1993,206)

Today, globalization is very important concepts ill order to achieve urban

development. With the integration of national economies into the global economies and

the power coming from these processes; cities have increased their role and have

provided the strategic linkage functions. Cities with the accessibility to information and

newly developed technologies and adopting themselves to the new order of relations

have obtained favourable positions.



Changes in technology over the time, effect not only the quality of life,but urban

values as well. Nevertheless technological innovations and improvements had been

distinctive factors on urban form. Particularly these major changes and developments

had emerged in the Western World. For example steam power, the railing, the

generation and distribution of electricity, motorcar had been a revolution for concept of

the space, urbanization and urban form. On the other hand, today's new innovations,

like the new computer systems, electronic sensing, telecommunication technology, new

energy resources which are the more recent developments will affect the whole society

and its patterns of living and working. The developments in today from the years of

1960 show that technological solutions and changes are able to offer the most effective

ways to solve urban problems.

The recent technological changes might be expected to induce further substantial

changes and transformations in life style, in patterns of urban activities, and in urban

form. Telecommunication has caused a major increase in the separation of information

flows from the movements of people and goods. One important result of this separation

can be seen as substantial increases in industrial efficiency, in trade and in travel

opportunity. Further development and utilitization of telecommunications might have

additional impacts in this area affecting activities of organizations and interactions

between them. This refers to the production and distribution of goods and services,

locations of employment, number and length of trips involved. One other important

result is that new technology has allowed manufacturing and service industries to

substitute automated machines of workers. (Saskia Sassen, 1996)

Within the recent technological changes and their influences, the multi-

directional mobility and low-travel cost should be importantly considered, because they

brought about high levels of car ownership which resulted in traffic congestion along

the radial arterials, but cheaper and faster travel in other directions It may also lead to

considerable dispersal of employment activities at the metropolitan level over the last

years. (Kovancl, 1996)

In addition, electronic technologies have experienced acquisition transmission,

and processing of great quantities of information of existing industrial and service

processes, and on movement's people and goods. If these types of information are
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combined with some models, they could be used in dynamic process control, traffic

control, service provision. After the analysing and accumulation of the information, it is

used in long term planning and management systems including urban and planning,

with direct and indirect impacts on the urban built environment. (Kovancl, 1996)

According to Sassen (1996,104) technological changes have some different

influences, such as;

• Changes in productivity and in costs of the various factors involved,

• Changes induced in these activities as a consequence,

• New activities induced by new technologies,

• Unemployment and social disruption,

• Increased leisure resulting from increased productivity,

• Changes in locational patterns of urban function,

• Inconformity of new activities resulting from new and developed technologies with

the old urban environment.

In the past, the results of technological development were seen as higher labour

productivity in some industries and as obsolescence in others. This has eventually

resulted in the development of new industries. These developments have caused an

overall increase in production and gross national production. Higher incomes, higher

levels of security and comfort, and greater opportunities have resulted for many of those

involved.

The location and size of plants, employment offered, hours of operation, location

and operation of distribution and marketing systems can all be greatly changed m

accordance with technological innovations, also with substantial implications for urban

activities and interactions, and hence for urban built form.

In order to examine the structural changes and functional transformations in

cities, it is necessary to analyse the bases of technological change in an urban context.

The reason behind this is that the adaptation of changes in technology to the

environment is one of the most important subjects for the dynamic urban system.

The more relevant impacts on urban environment may occur at the different

levels such as level of individual buildings, through changes in human activity patterns
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and space requirements; and, at the suburban, urban, and regional levels, through

changes in interactions between activities affecting densities and locations of

residential, employment, shopping, and recreational activities, transport and

communications, and at the relevant infrastructure needs. (Schafer, 1988)

The complex relationship b~tween technological development and cities has also

shown more directly in the different transport modes and the development of housing. It

should be remembered that it was the technological change in the transport sector for

example from steam shipping to the railway, then the omnibus to the private car that led

to the development in the settlement patterns of most West European cities and

therefore the growing importance of major cities over the last 200 years.

The use of technology requires careful observation and planning. This refers to

an integrated approach, such as between planning and transportation concepts.Many

researches, approaches and planning concepts depending upon documents from

international organizations, national Governments or communal planners are concerned

with the effect of technological change on the future of cities. The more generally

accepted thesis is that if the introduction of new technologies and techniques in the last

150 years has had so marked and lasting impacts on urban context, then the new

technologies of today and tomorrow will also have greater effects on the future of cities

and the settlement patterns.(Kovancl, 1996)

There are some different ideas about technological innovations. Although some

innovators need and see them as the way to a "brave new world", other skeptics fear

that technical innovation will destroy existing cultural, economic and social structures.

Therefore there is a need for analysis of some different ideas on urban issues which are

influenced by technology, and the fears and hopes. The pictures stated by Schafer show

options and possibilities that can lead to the need for decision in research, planning, and

politics:

The first approach is accepted as "naive image of the future". It assumes those

new technologies; new information and communication techniques may cause

disurbanization, city center decay, urban deterioration, and the demise of local transport.

With the technological developments, there exist concept of "more freedom, less

stress", and a settlement pattern which means more offices outside the city, and

electronic office work from home. (Schafer, 1988)



"One sees a scattered settlement in which the many single family houses

are linked by a cable system, on the other hand there are computer

terminals in the living rooms and computer centers where people do their

work. There are decaying tower blocks and office buildings in the city

center; the office space is up for sale, while urban life is going on in the

pedestrian zone all around, with leisure pursuit for pleasure. City cafes,

games, grass lawns for sunbathing have replaced the city traffic."

(Schaefer; 1988; 259-260)

The second scheme of a city of the future "The Neocapitalist City" refers to the

different wishes of many Western societies.

"The city is young, urbane, professional, and so is the social pattern of its

inhabitants, the people who live, work and find their recreation there. The

architecture is highly sophisticated and artificial: with ultra-modern temples of

high culture, high performance, and leisure facilities. A city like this is also

based on high-performance technologies, particularly in the communications

field: it is attached by an umbilical cord to worldwide electronic communication

networks, and the physical traffic is concentrated on interregional and

international high speed links in air and rail transport." (Schafer, 1988, 260)

The third scheme "the postmodern city for living and working" has given a long

and difficult way of rethinking and restructuring. Within this city, one major important

issue is the reintegration of the living functions, such as housing, recreation, education

and work in a close spatial context.

''New technologies have been used here mainly to organize the production

of goods and services in comparatively small production sites and without

undue strain on the environment. So the people who work here and live

nearby are able to spend their leisure time mainly in the vicinity of their

homes or make use of the extensive social and cultural facilities available.

The city center sees itself as the main junction in a wide network of

neighbourhoods, and this is also evident in the architecture. The urban



dominants are shopping, cultural events or just to serve as meeting places.

The inhabitants of this city find it quite natural for these areas to be

reserved for pedestrians, cyclist, and local public transport." (Schafer,

1988,260)

According to many researchers, the second and the third scenarIOS could be

described as a "positive breakthrough strategy" which means breaking through tile

crisis elements of a shrinking population, the loss of significance, the threat to the urban

environment and the deterioration of the infrastructure. After the analysis of these

schemes, it is possible to formulate that" New technologies do not in themselves

characterize urban space, they rather strengthen existing lines of development. So they

are not trend setters they strengthen trends."(Schafer, 1988)

It seems that the new technologies are of great importance for spatial

development. However, they can not make recommendations as to which technologies

are good and bad for spatial development. The reason is that there are no simple

solutions for these types of situations. In fact, the third scheme that is mentioned before

"the post-modem city for living and working" states that new technologies and

techniques can be accepted as ambivalent in their effects owing to a growing flexibility.

For example, some techniques may have certain effects in a specific social, economic,

ecological and political context.

Finally, in the consideration of technological change, with respect to the urban

issues, there are two important controversial and at the same time mutual urban aspects:

• New urban developments with potential urban growth

• Urban transformations and dynamics experienced within urban environment.

In the adaptation and integration of the changes between technology and

environment, these two important issues should be elaborated systematically.

Although the beginning of modernism can be based on the 1500s, the process

of constitution of world trade, it is impossible to find conceptual synonym of this
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change since 1790s (Aslanoglu, 1998). Nlodernism was significantly an urban event

after 1848. It was surviving in a complex relation with urban growth, migration

movements, and enormous changes in architectural environments. The urgent need of to

cope with physiological, sociological, technological and political problems of large

scale urbanization caused to emergence of modernist movements. (Harvey, 1997)

Modernism takes part in two changing processes as a unifying concept. First is

the process of "objective modernization" process, which emerged by the population

movements, urbanization, industrial investments, and capitalist market forces. The

second is "modernism that finds the meanings in a cultural vision". (Cooke, 1988,42)

According to Berman, modernism is a spatial experience. The cities are a space

which migrators experienced the modernism. All individuals coming from rural areas

will be citizens. In this general framework modernism is a process that positivist-

technocantric and linear progress and rational planning dominated, and a process that

information and production standardised. Although postmodernism is a fragmentation

and articulation process. Postmodernism perceived the city as a space of diversities and

differentiation. (Harvey, 1989)

Criticisms related with the modernism and the determination of the spatial

constitutions were realized with together. In the scope of the producing solution

alternatives for economic crisis of 1970s, particularly in the western countries and the

world some structural transformations were observed such the emergence of the new

technologies, the new organizations in production, the differentiation of consumer

groups and so on. In addition these developments brings significant changes on re-

evaluation of space concept together. (Aslanoglu, 1998)

According to Timms and Kelley (1985), the trend beginning with Haussmann's

works for re-shaping of Paris in 1860 and continuing with Ebenezer Howard's "Garden

City" proposal, Le Corbusier's "Plan Voisin" for Paris, and Garnier'S "Linear City"

sets the basis of large scale urban renewal efforts of 1950s and 1960s.

Many disciplines and many professions have been influenced an important fact

which has been called as "postmodernism." This fact is a discussion continuing in

various intellectual circles such as in art, literature, architecture, planning, and other

expressions of culture.
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Charles Jencks claims that the beginning of the postmodernism was the date of

the demolition of Le Corbusier's public houses in S10Louis due to being unlivable

environment for low-income groups. (Jencks, 1984)

Glass towers, concrete blocks and steel planks which seems to run over all of the

world cities were leaving its places to decorated multi-store blocks and imitation

middle-age squares and traditional housing construction and renewed factories and

warehouses and also all type of environment gained to the re-using. (Harvey, 1997)

Figure 4. Right: Le Corbusier's "Plan Voisin" for Paris in 1920s Left: Constructed Part

of The Design of Stuyvesant Town, New York. (Harvey, 1997,87)

Mentions about a similar evolution of planning process. Douglas Lee

characterising the development of large scale integrated planning model (The most of

these plans prepared in a possible conditions of the technologies of that times) for

metropolitan regions of 1960s as a useless efforts. (Lee, 1973)

Planning, as with other fields, such as its close relation to architecture, is subject

to the new school of thought of modernism and post-modernism. Modernism was a

movement of which planning was a part. This school of thought for planning came out

of a reform movement in reaction to the industrial cities of the nineteenth. Modernism is

then a cultural reaction to the processes of modernisation associated with the rise of

capitalism in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Beauregard, 1989).

Modem architects for their part, sought to design cities that would promote

industrial efficiency and as well, in the face of massive housing shortages, standardised

dwelling types capable of mass production. To Harvey, modernist planning and



development focused on the large scale, technologically rational, austere, and

functionally efficient "international style" design (Goodchild, 1990).

Modernist planning is being challenged by the political and economIC

manifestations of post-modernity. Problems became evident in the 1970's and 1980's as

new political forms, economic relations, and restructured cities posed difficulties for the

premises that underlie the tenants of modernist planning. To try to put the difficulties

faced by modernist planning in context, reference can be made to Goodchield' belief

that there is a crisis of urban modernization on two levels: the scale of physical and

social problems in the modern city (inequality, segmentation, and alienation are

inscribed in the physical and social landscape of cities) and on a higher level, the

questions of: What do we think cities are for? What are the values that should regulate

urban life? What does civic identity mean now? (Goodchild, 1990).

It follows that the modernist paradigms are, under current conditions, unable to

effectively deal with demands as the scale of urban systems has increased and have

become networked into global systems. Planning has, as a result, become more

fragmented and piecemeal.

When studying post-modem planning, it is a simple matter to concentrate on the

faults of the modernist approach. However, it is arguable that some kind of large-scale

planning and industrialization of the construction industry was needed if capitalistic

solutions were to be found for dilemmas of post-war development demands. This was

combined with the investigation of new techniques for high-speed mass transportation

and high-density development. Although the modernist planning approach may have

found solutions of a kind, the success of these is widely debated for these solutions were

achieved by methods and provided results that are noticeably different from those of

post-modernist planning. An example of this is the loss of ornamentation and

personalized design (Harvey, 1989).

In architectural and planning context, postmodernism means the divergence of

modernist approaches which intensified over the rational and effective planning efforts

and maintained to this plans by architectural features that far from artificiality. (Harvey,

1997)

The times and urban conditions that spawned modernist planning have changed

and what was developed under that paradigm is now in the near and near-distant past. In

response to the shortcomings of the modernist paradigm and changes in the organization
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of society and economiC activity, post-modernism emerged. It can generally be

described as "post-fordism" and can be characterized by the emergence of new

information based industries such as computing (Goodchild, 1990).

Modernism was a reaction in revulsion against the nineteenth-century

metropolis. This lead to the development of new, visionary and utopic approaches for

the planning and development of cities. For example, Ebenezer Howard, Frank Lloyd

Wright, and Le Corbusier devised new ways of organizing human settlements and lining

arrangements.

Today as a result of the postmodernism, the pluralist and totalitarian approaches

to the urban developments which perceived as a "collage", become a general rule in

place of the plans based on the distribution of different activities to the regions

functionally. This is in contrast to habit under modernist thinking for imposing plans

based on functional zoning of different activities. Post-modernism aims for a return to

the human scale, the re-creation of community, and vernacular forms. For some

European followers of post-modernism incorporates the restoration and re-creation of

traditional "classical" urban values, which includes the restoration of older urban fabric,

the re-habilitation to new uses, and creation of new spaces that express traditional

visions with modern technologies and materials. In short, post-modernism seeks to find

ways to express the aesthetics of diversity. (Harvey, 1989)

Modernist ideas of planning and development tend to focus on large-scale,

metropolitan wide, technologically rationalized, and efficient urban plans with no-frills

architecture. Where modernism, in general, aspired to utopia, post-modernism is more

rooted in the real world. Post-modernism holds a conception of the urban fabric as being

fragmented and a hodgepodge of past forms superimposed or overlain on each other.

Urban design is sensitive to vernacular tradition, local histories, and customized

architecture (Harvey, 1989).

Some key ideas on Post-Modernism are: diversity in the landscape, local

context; renewal and regeneration, and coping with conditions. Two built environments

that exemplify the differences between Modernism and Post-Modernism, both in

London, England, are the Royal Festival Hall and South Bank Centre versus the

Docklands. The futurism of Royal Festival Hall contrasts with the nostalgia of more

recent development in the Docklands.



According to Harvey (1989), with the postmodernist thoughts, cities take much

more care to create a positive and high quality image of place. They should search

architecture and forms of urban design that respond to such needs. (Harvey, 1989,66)

The projection of a definite image of place blessed with certain qualities and the

organization. They have been achieved through an eclectic mix of styles, historical

quotation, ornamentation, diversification of surfaces (Harvey, 1989, 67).

Table 1. The different perspectives in the early modern, modern and postmodern debate

and changing planning concepts.

Early Modern Modern Postnwdern

1900-1914 1920-1939 1960-1979
1940-1970 1980-

The city as a symbol of The city as an object, as The city as landscape; as
Concept of the city social order / disorder as mass housing an expression of social

a corporate agency diversity

Forms of Uncoordinated voluntary Municipalities as agents Deregulation,
administrative and municipal initiatives of the state deconcentration,
intervention decentralization

Piecemeal blueprint Comprehensive either Piecemeal, coping with
Decision making blue print, unitary or the contradictions
styles adaptive

FORDISM POSTFORDISM
Form of economic Increasing Mass production of Flexible and small batch
organization sumdardization sumdardized products; production of a variety of

emphasis on repetition product types
and simplicity

Continued emphasis on
Public health, lower lower densities, day and More diversity; more

Themes in Urban densities, more daylight sunlight; functional emphasis on local
Design and sunlight zoning, mixed flats and context, mixed land uses

houses

The postmodern city and its expressIOns on urban form are basically to

appropriate or restore designated meaning through processes of social and spatial

differentiation. According to these differentiations, major themes in urban forms are
29



"more diversity", "more emphasis" and "mixed land-uses". The major difference

between modernist and postmodernist ideas about urban forms and context, this comes

from the variation and differentiation of their planning approaches. Harvey states that

the modernist urban planning works mainly through, mono-functional zoning. As a

result, circulation of people between zones by way of artificial arteries becomes the

central preoccupation of the planner. These generate an urban pattern anti-ecological

because it is waste-of time, energy and land." (Harvey, 1989,67)

The basic situation in architecture, townscape, and urban form is therefore

related with the direct result and expressions of functionalists monotonized pattern as

legislated by functional zoning practices. According to Krier, the major modern

building types and urban fabric, such as skyscrapers, the central business district,

commercial areas, office parks, residential suburbs, industrial districts are all variably

horizontal or vertical concentrations of single uses in one urban zone or in one building

program. (Harvey, 1989)

There are some differences between paradigm of modernization and

postmodernization. Modernization consist of:

• Geographical spread to the periphery and suburbs

• The partial convergence in income and unemployment indicates between classes

and the regions,

• The economic development In close proximity to new collective consumption

environments. (Cooke; 1988; 483)

On the other hand postmodernism contains:

• The empirical divergence of income and unemployment indices between the classes

and the regions,

• Economic development occurring in areas of privatised consumption. (Cooke, 1988

483)

Postmodernism as a contrary approach to modernism perceives to urban fabric

in separate parts. It is possible to dominate whole metropolitan areas. In this reason,

urban design takes up the urban areas in several parts. It creates specialized and

imposing spaces and architectural forms. Postmodernists separate from modernists

about the matter of interpretation of the space concept. While the modernists see the

space as something to be shaped for social purposes and the postmodernists on the other
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trends directed the regeneration of past urban forms. This type of imitations creates

mutually similarities, which is difficult to separate original ones. (Figure 10)

However the pronunciation of modernism is a dominant characteristic of urban

renewal efforts after war. Particularly, after the World War II, the general trend is in the

direction initiation of a large-scale re-construction and restructuring programs. The

regeneration and re-construction of old urban fabric is an essential component of these

trends.

Throughout the world, the several solution alternatives examined m these

general frameworks. In England, for example, many of quite restrictive laws related

with urban and rural planning were resulted with the restriction of suburbanization.

Consequently, the new urban developments, infill developments and renewal operations

in a high density. (Harvey, 1997)

While the most of European countries adapted to variation of England's

applications, U.S. was entering a quite different type of urban reconstruction and

regeneration process. Rapid and uncontrolled suburbanization developed. As a result of

this both the employment opportunities and peoples begun to migrate to the outside the

city. These developments caused the inner-city decays and city center clearance process.

In addition to this they provided the emergence of an effective regeneration strategy

directed at reconstruction of C.B.D. The multi-storey monumental skyscrapers as a

force symbol of big firms were begun to construct such as Chicago Tribune Building,

Rockefeller Center, Trump Tower, and Philip Johnson's AT&T Building. Today



monumentalist modernism of Rockefeller Center and Trump Tower and Postmodernism

of AT&T Building designate the silhouette of New York City. (Harvey, 1997)

Figure 7. Trump Tower and AT&T Building, Fifth Avenue, New York,

(http://www.corbis.comlAlison Wright)



On the other hand Jenks (1984) claims that the postmodern city based on two

significant technological developments: the new information technologies and

communication technologies. These two components caused to collapse ordinary time

and space concepts. Thus these concepts have created the new internationalism and

functional differentiations into the cities and societies. This appears from the point of

view transportation and communication vehicles, which provides the social interactions

into the space. For these reason architecture and urban design would be equipped

unlimited possibilities in respect of diversity of the spatial forms.

Urban regeneration efforts of 1960s had created more functional city centers

affected the modernism, which formed by offices, shopping centers, markets and so on.

One of the most impressive examples of this was Mies van der Rohe's One Charles

Centre. (Figure 14) Baltimore Harbour Place Pavilions would be given as an important

example of postmodem urban regeneration initiatives. This project designated for

encouragement of urban regeneration. Aim of this project is to end the fear arised from

the social events of the 1960's, of living on the city center. Project was taking the

important role on efforts of making the city center an attractive place. (Figure 15) This

development which accepted as a unique success, was a postmodern city center

regeneration example into scene of the modem urban renewal initiatives. (Harvey,

1997)



Figure 9. Left: One Charles Center Right: Federal Government Building, Hopkins

Plaza, Baltimore (Harvey, 1997, 109-110)

It is possible to increase this type of regeneration project such as Faneuil Hall in

Boston (Figure 16-17), Fisherman's Wharf and Ghirardelli Square in San Fransisco

(Figure18), South Street Seaport in New York (Figure 19), Riverwalk in San

Antonio(Figure 20), Covent Garden and Docklands in London(Figure 21), West

Edmonton and Metrocenter in Gateshead. (Harvey, 1997)



Figure 12. Monterey's Fisherman's Wharf, San Fransisco(http://www.corbis.com!

Alison Wright)

Figure 13. Views from Ghirardelli Square, San Fransisco(http://www.corbis.com

Alison Wright)





Today cities are regenerated and renewed continuously so as to create high

qualityurban environment and "image". In the period of intensive competition among

the cities and urban entrepreneurism contribution of urban image by the way of the

constitution urban spaces have been stated an effective tool since 1973.

The fact that the built environment is a product and the mediator between social

relations. In other terms, the spatial form of a built environment reflects social relations

over time and space. Such urban phenomena of gentrification, production of

community, rehabilitation of urban landscapes and recuperation of history therefore

helpus to comprehend postmodem environments in cities.

There were also other urbanists whose styles were quite important in evaluation

of postmodem built environment. As mentioned before, the theories of, Leon Krier and

Oswald Unger expressed various hypothetical schemes for the regeneration of major

cities.

"These theories depended principally on classical traditions of urban

design and made reference to Hadrian's villa, to the Renaissance city, to

neo-classicists like Piranesi and Schinkel and to more recent examples of

neo-classicism, like Speer's Berlin- Their schemes like Unger's design for

student housing in Berlin, Leon Krier's Triangular Civic Building project,

designed for Rome and Robert 'crier's Rinerstrasse housing in Berlin were

strongly utopian. In them, they attempted to challenge the values of the

modern city by referring to some lost or mythical world of civic

mindedness and communality, a kind of syndicalist society in which

individual self-development takes place within an overall framework of

public order." (Risebero, 1992,62)

Many postmodern buildings and even wider segments of the urban areas in cities

have become eclectic and disoriented serving the needs of different life styles. Finally, it

can be said that built environments have become extremely more fluid and even

anarchic, since there are no big rules of style, materials, or planning to obey.



Urban regeneration has become an important concern in urban planning and

design studies from the economic, cultural technological and physical points of view.

Urban regeneration issues with respect to the changing planning context can be studied

in two concepts:

• Changes in urban aspects

• Changing approaches to urban regeneration

According to Taylor and Newton (1985, 67) the urbanization stages can be

classified under the four subtitles;

• Urbanization

• Suburbanization

• De-urbanization

• Re-urbanization

Urbanization: Urbanization is the first phase of city growth. There is a

significant movement from rural areas to the urban areas in this stage. It is possible to

mention about the growth in relation to economic and demographic aspects, resulting

from different forces and innovative efforts within the central areas of the city. This

means that the growth in number of cities and urban population. Migration movements

in developing countries due to the decrease of prolificacy tends nourish urbanization.

(Kele~, 1996)

Actually, urbanization is not merely perceived as a population movement.

Because urbanization fact arised from changes in economic and social characteristics of

a society. A broad definition of urbanization concept is probably like this; it is an

accumulation process of population which creates organizations, the division of labour

and specialization in remaining proportion to the urban structure, and which is caused to

changes in human behaviour and relations that is special to the cities, and which results
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In Increase the number of cities and the growth of the cities as to parallel to the

industrialization and economic developments. (Kele~, 1996)

Today, urbanization movements are separated from previous centuries' with

some peculiar characteristics. In the nineteenth century, the most of major world cities

was position of transit cities which the raw materials and goods are exported to the

European countries and North America. In reply to this, industrial goods produced that

countries were imported in these cities. Accumulation of population of European and

North America cities in the same century was commonly became dense in surroundings

of widen industrial regions. Another characteristic of today's urbanization movements is

a population explosion has lived in this century. In the beginning of this century, while

the population growth rate of developed countries is 2 percent, the developing countries

have 2.8-3 percent. (i~bir, 1991,22)

Regions 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995
Sub-Ref(ions 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000
Developed Regions 0,69 0,53 0,50 0,49 0,48 0,46
Developing Regions 1,43 1,58 1,56 1,61 1,62 1,60
Africa 2,28 2,28 2,19 2,02 1,83 1,64
East Africa 3,92 4,02 3,69 3,31 2,96 2,61
Middle Africa 3,26 3,01 2,67 2,27 1,89 1,54
North Africa 1,81 1,68 1,60 1,46 1,32 1,16
South Africa 1,17 I,ll 1,15 1,12 1,07 1,00
West Africa 2,65 2,66 2,56 2,44 2,30 1,15
America 0,63 0,61 0,62 0,59 0,55 0,51
Latin America 1,37 1,21 1,06 0,86 0,70 0,57
Middle America 1,26 I,ll 0,98 0,86 0,95 0,83
North America 0,01 -0,00 0,12 0,23 0,33 0,41
Asia 1,16 1,21 1,22 1,43 1,59 1,69
West Asia 0,58 0,67 0,64 0,91 1,13 1,35
China 0,31 0,71 0,71 1,16 1,57 1,94
Japan 1,22 0,13 0,08 0,17 0,24 0,31
South Asia 1,78 1,79 1,77 1,85 1,90 1,91
Europe 0,73 0,70 0,62 0,55 0,49 0,44
East Europe 1,14 1,05 0,99 0,91 0,83 0,74
North Europe 0,52 0,46 0,39 0,30 0,23 0,19
South Europe 1,09 0,98 0,88 0,79 0,70 0,62
West Europe 0,49 0,56 0,46 0,39 0,34 0,30
Austria-New Zeland 0,21 0,10 0,12 0,15 0,18 0,19
Malaise 2,82 1,34 1,42 1,55 1,71 1,88
Russia 1,13 1,04 0,95 0,85 0,76 0,66
World-Total 0,72 0,81 0,84 0,98 1,03 1,03



Table 2 gives the urbanization rates in the world according to the regions. In the

period of 1970-2000, the urbanization rate of developed countries is more than

developing countries. Population growth of developing countries' cities is high level.

Especially, urbanization fact in Turkey, is one of the fundamental components,

which give shape the economic and social structure of country. It is not only a result of

industrialization and changes in agriculture but also it is a sign of the process of social

changes. Explosive urban growth is a recent experience for Turkey. During the 1920s

less than one-sixth of the population lived in cities and towns with more than 10.000

inhabitants. Cities grew slowly before 1950; the urban population increased from 2.2

million to 3.9 million between 1927 and 1950. (Kele~ and Danielson, 1985,27)

However, after 1950, urban growth accelerated sharply. Over 3.3 million people

'were added to the urban population during the 1950s. Turkey becomes one of the most

rapidly urbanizing countries in the world between 1950 and 1980. (See in table 2.)

Rapid urbanization also multiplied the number of major urban centers. Only five cities

had more than 100.000 inhabitants in 1950, by 1980 there were twenty-nine.

URBAN RURAL

Census Yearry Census Yearry

Years
Total year % increase. year % increase.
(xlOOO) populat. Ratef.4l} populat. Ratef.4l}

(xl 000) (xl 000)
1927 13.648 3.306 24,2 - 10.342 75,8 -
1935 16.158 3.803 23,5 1,750 12.355 76,5 2,223
1940 17.821 4.346 24,4 2,672 13.475 75,6 1,734
1945 18.790 4.687 24,9 1,510 14.103 75,1 0,912
1950 20.947 5.244 25,0 2,247 15.703 75,0 2,149
1955 24.065 6.927 28,8 5,567 17.138 71,2 1,748
1960 27.755 8.860 31,9 4,921 18.895 68,1 1,953

1965 31.391 10.806 34,4 3,971 20.585 65,6 1,714
1970 35.605 13.691 38,5 4,733 21.914 61,5 1,251
1975 40.348 16.869 41,8 4,175 23.479 58,2 1,379
1980 44.737 19.645 43,9 3,047 25.092 56,1 1,329
1985 50.664 26.866 53,0 6,261 23.799 47,0 -1,058
1990 56.473 33.326 59,0 4,310 23.147 41,0 -0,556
1997 62.606 40.735 65,0 2,820 21.870 35,0 -0,740



Despite three decades of rapid urbanization, four million more people lived in

rural Turkey than in the cities in 1980. By the 1980s over 700.000 rural dwellers a year

were moving to urban areas. Because of migration urban population grew five times

faster than rural population over the past thirty years, despite birthrates that were 40

percent higher in the country than in the cities. Most migrants eventually settle in the

larger cities, but many initially move from village to smaller city, which increases the

number of settlers in the metropolitan centers who have had some experience with

urban life. (Ke1e~ and Danielson, 1984)

The annual rural population growth in 1975-1980 period is only 1,3 percent, but

urban population growth is 4,4 percent. It was observed that the rural population growth

has started to be negative that was to say to become small.

City Population 1960 1980 1990

10.000-20.000 15,8 10,8 8,0
20.000-50.000 21,9 15,2 12,7
50.000-100.000 17,0 10,7 11,9
100.000- 45,3 63,3 67,4

The urbanization rate of Turkey in 21 st century is in level of developed countries

according to 1997 population census. Turkey is entered to 21 st century by living 65

percent of population in the cities. This numerals show that the fundamental component

behind the urbanization is migration movements. However much, the basic factors

behind the process of urbanization are shown as unsuitable living conditions of rural

areas, the attractiveness of the cities take an important role. (Kongar, 1998) But

certainly that, the living conditions of cities have become worse day by day.

As to be seen in table 4, izmir as a major city of Turkey by following istanbul,

takes place amongst the centers, which its population growth is, the highest ratio. This

situation caused the considerable problems into the cities and their centers. Urban

problems quickly become national issues, and the multiplying demands for services and

creating new kinds of conflicts are continued to growth. City centers take own share

from these negative developments.



Rapid growth and massive migration have turned the largest Turkish cities into

sprawling metropolitan areas. Their population is characterized by sharp differences in

income, housing access to municipal services and quality and quality of life. And the

most severe consequences of accelerated urbanization are constructed in istanbul,

Ankara, as well as in izmir, Turkey's third city. (Kele~ and Danielson, 1984)

Years 1985-1990 Growth in
1000

Cities 1950 1960 1970 General
Country and
town centers.

istanbul 118 185 283 44,78 38,47
Ankara 183 413 769 21,28 24,31
izmir 124 161 283 30,14 33,02
Adana 133 263 399 22,86 32,03
Bursa 134 198 356 38,26 47,82
Es~hir 148 252 356 14,21 23,16
Gaziantep 126 217 395 33,04 46,21
Kanya 114 212 355 22,97 28,37
Kayseri 125 195 319 17,59 26,02
Diyarbalm 106 188 316 31,70 44,44
Erzurum 112 189 282 -1,87 16,16
Samsun 118 235 360 9,22 21,99
Sivas 125 224 317 -1,06 29,82
Malatya 134 230 359 10,60 31,04
Kocaeli 124 252 422 46,42 47,09
igel 121 228 380 40,63 52,91
ElaZIg 115 237 425 5,91 18,26
Kahramanrnara~ 124 196 379 12,22 22,94
Sakarya 138 308 393 22,46 27,42
San1mrfa 109 170 284 46,16 60,54
Kmkkale 138 375 802 -8,88 -11,07

Suburbanization: Suburbanization IS another phase of city growth

accompanied by a residential relocation to the surrounding suburbs. The emergence of



suburbs gains speed in nineteenth century by moving the urban settler from central city

through the surrounding of the city. In the same time the migration is another factor

behindsuburbanization.

Especially, the increasing car ownership enables people the challenge the

pressures of urban life for the more relaxed life in smaller "ring towns", while staying

near enough to enjoy the many high order services the city offers, such as hospitals,

schools for higher education, large department stores, theatres and so on. (i~bir, 1991)

Figure 17. Left: Subway Suburb Project Illustrating the Potential of Deserted Inner-city

Areas for New Suburban Development. Right: Crawford Square is a New

Development in Pittsbutgh's Hill District (Barnett, 1996, 147)

Suburbanization is essential issue for developed countries' major cities. A few

cities like New York and Los Angeles and many other D.S cities have seen big drops in

population, resulting in large areas of vacant land and deserted, burned out buildings.

Most of the growth has taken place in new areas. For example, Houston grew by 174

percent between 1950 and 1990, it has older, inner city areas as rundown and deserted.

(Barnett, 1996, 145)



Figure 18. New Suburb in Boston Frontier Creates many of the advantages or suburban

communities (Barnett, 1996, 147)

Aerial View of Golden Gate Park Amid San
Francisco Suburbs

Figure 19. Views from Different Suburban Settlements (http:// www .search. gallery

.yahoo.comlsearchlcorbis)



The population in the city of Berlin is decreasing primarily due to sub-

urbanization (out-migration into the surrounding counties outside the city limits of

Berlin). This is in particular the case for native Germans, whereas, until 1995 more

people with other nationalities immigrated into Berlin than they out migrated.

Suburbanization is based on social, demographic and legal aspects. The

economic aspect of suburbanization can be listed as follows;

• Inexpensive housing and rents

• Development of transportation possibilities.

• The changes of work habitance.

Tho",.nd
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Particularly the changes of work habitance are important for regeneration issues.

The tendency to remove the business and guilds from city centers to suburbs caused

important structural changes in city centers. The functions and activities of centers

changes and variates. More specialized branches of work, national and international

fIrms start to become dense in C.B.D. As a result of this, whether spatial or functional

requirements of central areas change relatively to constructed areas.



Another factor is social and demographic motives about suburbanization. This

includes the necessity of wide housing due to increasing family size, and the

comfortable and healthy urban environment.

The legal aspects of suburbanization IS emerged from the politics of

governments related the housing policies. Especially it was seen that the governments

have supported to construction of dwellings in the suburban areas to reduce the density

of city centers.

Over the past three decades, the major Turkish cities have spread outward at

increasing rates. Automoti ve transportation has had the same effect on the Turkish

metropolis as in cities all over the world.

In istanbul and izrnir the spreading metropolis has spilled over the core city's

municipal boundaries, and the suburban areas beyond the city limits have been growing

very rapidly, as shown in table 6. Before 1981, there were 31 suburban municipalities

andizmir had 10.

1950 population= 100
istanbul izmir

Years City Suburb City Suburb

1950 100 100 100 100
1960 149 379 159 311

1970 277 1,473 229 586
1980 282 3,393 333 1,072

State Statistical Institute, Population census.

De-urbanization: De-urbanization is a period of decline from both economic

and demographic point of views. It is also characterized by losses in the inner city area

and its suburbaruzed periphery. De-urbanization or decentralization term is a way of

totalitarian research and problem solving which aims to establish the population,

economic activities, administrative corporations existed in city centers to outer urban

areas. (Cengiz, 1994,40)



In developed western countries, at the result of city centers become attractive

areas for industrial corporations and dwellings, an important suburbanization

movements has started as mentioned before. This movement is evident characteristic of

20th century's urbanization. (Cengiz, 1994)

De-urbanization is and urbanization strategy aimed to find the solution

alternatives related with spatial organizations. The industrialization of some villages,

towns or small cities, and to remove the existing industries from city centers. Are

examples of this strategy. (Cengiz, 1994)

Cengiz (1994) indicates that the regeneration and renewal of city centers, and to

keep alive the city centers, to meet the requirements sourced from the changes and new

developments can only be possible by realizing of healthy decentralization policy.

Decentralization is a significant planning policy, which has different alternatives

for development. These alternatives can be listed as following;

• To develop the main existing sub centers.

• To develop the new organized centers such as shopping centers in peripheries.

• To establish the new urban areas makes possible decentralization.

• To remove unsuitable and unnecessary activities from central areas.

• To develop a contemporary administrative business districts. (Cengiz, 1994)

The planning of administrative business districts is accepted as an effective

planning instruments and it becomes an evident implementation tool of decentralization.

The most of western countries projects this districts to prevent to load the existing

centers excessively, to reduce the pressures of specialized administrative functions on

central areas, and to prevent the changes in historical urban fabric into the long-term

planning process. For example the new business center named La Cite Nord project in

Hamburg and La Defense in Paris that aimed to meet the spatial requirements of offices

and aimed to arrangement of the regional developments of the city, are realized in the

light of this aspects. (Cengiz, 1994)

Re-urbanization: Re-urbanization is a stage that conceptually accepted as a

process of urban regeneration and revitalization particularly in inner areas whose major

aim is to enrich cities with attractive provisions for both economic and social purposes;



Aerial View of the Grand Arche in La Defense
District

The Development of la Defense to
provide the city with a modem
business district.

Figure 22. View from La Defense, Paris (http://search.gallery.yahoo.comlsearch

/corbis)

"Indeed, only a successful re-urbanization policy can prevent the large scale

waste of capital that would ensue if capital stock were destroyed in

disurbanizing agglomerations only to be built up a new in smaller

agglomerations at some distances." (Klassen, Mole and Paelinck, 1979,264)



This final stage, re-urbanization, should belong to the "stabilized face of

urbanization" which means the period following the rapid growth in urbanization. This

diminishing rate of urbanization has been observed in many industrialized and

urbanized countries. (Bademli, 1992)

The stabilized face of urbanization is not related with only demographic aspects,

but social, cultural, economic, and physical aspects as well, which have taken important

place in these processes (such as expansions in settlement pattern, growth in planned

and unplanned areas, changes and transformations in built environment, increase in car

ownership pattern, inadequacy of open and green areas). Although with the increasing

in urban population, the demand for urban facilities increases means and ends seem to

be inadequate. As the result, cities and countries have faced with accumulation of urban

problems formed by with reference to their urbanization rates. These problems and

difficulties also define their peculiar urban planning policies. (Bademli, 1992)

The major context for the process described above should be discussed in a more

detailed manner because many countries including Turkey had observed a rapid

urbanization period and has entered another period which entails urban regeneration as

an obligatory issue in the planning efforts. There are many different approaches to

urban regeneration issues, announced under different term since World War II.

In order to emphasise "What has been happening in urban regeneration since

World War II in western countries" there is an essential need to show the changing

focus of regeneration with reference to the five different subjects; physical, social and

economic content of the program, and political and public participation. These subjects

are found in a greater extent in any urban renewal program. Table 6 presents these

changing approaches in the contents of urban regeneration programs and reviews

several of these approaches with an attempt to find a pattern and perhaps a trend in the

way they changes.

There have been many different approaches to the urban regeneration issues

since World War II. However, the concept of urban renewal has been the mostly used

term among others and conjures up different images to the different people. The most



significant form of these approaches, nevertheless has been a shift from the physical

aspects of urban environment.

According to these bases, the regeneration of an urban environment is a broader

concept and should be understood as a comprehensive and integrated process. It should

therefore be analyzed within "the integrated planning - action process" whose major

aim is "the adaptation of the urban pattern to the dynamics of urban change and

development". (Economic Commission for Europe, Committee on human settlements,

The goals of urban policies in the 1980s have been increasingly defined as

"regeneration". In many countries, the public sector has been treated as the cause of the

urban problem, on the other hand the private sector is considered as the solution.

Period
Aspects 1950s 1960s 1970s 1980s

Focus Physical Social Political Economical Integrative

Physical
Redevelopm

Rehabilitation Self Preventionent Renewal

Social
Living Social Community Individual Mutualcare
Standarts Services Power ReaJis

Economic
Govern. Incentive Informal
Investment Schemes Economy

Centralism Power Decetralized Small
Governmental Sharing Wards

Infommtion Consultation Decision Do-it-yourselfPublic Making



Although essential features of the ideological shift are now clearly visible they

are accepted as incomplete. According to Parkinson (1989,3) this shift defined as;

• Markets have replaced politics as the primary determinant of regeneration;

• The values of urban entrepreneurialism have replaced those of local socialism,

• Private sector institutions have become almost as important as the public sector as

policy delivery mechanisms.

One of the explicit results with respect to the urban regeneration processes is the

occurrence of new actors especially in finance, construction, and property development

sectors (Parkinson, 1989). Sometimes governments are creating new institutional and

fiscal mechanisms to encourage, control or contain rapid changes. Different types of

political alliances between the pubic and private sectors are emerging to direct this

uneven process of urban regeneration. This is concluded that the urban planing process

after the 1980s has been considered as;

• "Entrepreneurial urban mercantilism" and

• "Aggressive place marketing".

" ... Characterised by the emergence of new forms of cooperation between

the public and private sectors, involving a marked shift from large-scale

public-sector projects to joint public-private schemes and an emphasis on

business and economic development. The focus of regeneration has also

shifted from what Hambleton (1991) refers to as a concern of public

policy intervention with the -common good- to one more readily

identifiable with a narrower range of predominantly economIC

objectives." (Imbrie and Thomas, 1993, 8)

Social and economic consequences of these changes are now clearly visible, but

some cities are simply unable to compete within this rapidly changing global economy.

On the other hand, some regions and some sections of cities are able to respond and
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exploit the changes, whether they are succeeding or failing in urban regeneration.

Economic and social consequences are higWy uneven because in each process, there are

different winners and losers.

Parkinson states that, if such issues and questions raised in the 1990s are not

addressed efficiently, the social price that may be very high indeed, and the economic

benefits that have so far been achieved may be lost. (Parkinson, 1989,18)

Finally these ideas also imply that, in the light of regeneration, the aim of the

planners should be using and developing more efficient policies and tools for

implementation including financial and managerial as well as physical and social

aspects.



The reasons and motives behind urban regeneration are associated with a variety

of problems and processes. However, the type, forms, and the density of level of

problems indicate some differences among various countries according to their peculiar

urbanisation processes. These problems and motives reflected not only physical

transformations but also changes in social and economic structure.

Under these conditions, there are three important categories for the motives

behind city center regeneration. These are;

• Social and economic changes,

• Changes and transformations in the activity pattern and the inconformity of new

functions with the existing urban environment,

• Deterioration of urban environment and of urban infrastructure.

The results and implications of social and economic changes can be seen both in

growing and declining urban areas. Today in many urban areas, there are some

important causal features related with the need for urban regeneration, such as

"structural economIC change", "local economIC factors", "concentration of

unemployment". Changes in social conjunctures create the need for new urban

processes including new urban development and regeneration of urban environment.

Social problems may be observed under conditions of growth or decline, and they can

be very complex both in their presentations and their roles within the decline process.

Under this logic, "migratory movements", "social and spatial segregation" and also

social decline" become crucial issues. As the result of changes in socio-economic

conjunctures, cities face the need for new development and or urban regeneration.

Although each country or city has different socio-economic characteristics, the

flowing processes are visible for all cases in order to enhance the motives behind urban

regeneration:



• Urbanization followed by socio-economic development;

• Sectoral developments such as industry or tourism displaying their impact on

urban growth;

• Real estate investment patterns of public and private sectors in terms of real or

speculative investments;

• Alternative investment decisions of public agencIes for regeneration or new

development,

• Natural depreciation of the physical stock. (Economic Commission for Europe,

Committee on Human Settlements, 1992,2)

The results of socio-economic developments and regional difference or

inequalities lead to different urban growth patterns. With respect to these patterns, when

new activities are injected into urban areas, old activities have started to observe some

transformations. New dynamics and trends cause the emergence of conflicts between

new activities and the existing urban environment.

New activities or functions to a certain extent create their own building stock

and environment, but sometimes they choose a place temporarily in the urban

environment or they change their contents or locations. In each case, there is the

problem of accommodation of new demands and conformity with the existing building

stock. (Kovancl, 1996)

For example, today, a more specific process, which concern the city centers, are

construction of large "hypermarkets". Especially this kind of developments which an

important effects on city center, prefer to locate outer area of the city centers, because of

the physical and rantal obstacles of the city such as the traffic congestion, high land

values on central area, need for wider settlement area, preference for potential

development area, density of population and so on. By reason of this kind of

developments leads to change of activity pattern in city centers and change to type of

the service sectors and type of the retail trade and also preference of housing habitant.

Although cities in Southern Europe have used advantages of the richness of

there past, they have an abundant, despite sometimes deteriorated building stock, as

well as unchanged urban structures. As a result, residents are able to relocate in this

urban environment. This issue also constitutes an economic asset for a policy of

regeneration.



It can be generally stated that the medieval urban fabric has also been preserved

in many (Southern) European cities. Although the architectural products of the 20th

century such as high-rise buildings, multistorey garages, the glass facade structures, and

shopping malls near central areas are tolerated, they are incompatible with the historical

and existing urban environment. In other words, those urban structures are not in

conformity with the existing urban fabric and aesthetic values.

In the past decades, for example, traditional housing quarters in European City

centers have usually experienced physical deterioration, because priority was given to

the construction of new structuring. On the other hand, at the present time, these areas

are subject to speculative activities and many renewal projects in order to adapt new

functions and integrate them with the existing urban environment.

In developing countries including Turkey, there is a tendency for growmg

replacement of housing from city centers by commercial and official activities. These

processes lead to "tertialization" of urban centers, and at the same time cause the

emergence of non-conforming uses" as well as 'the increase in density". Within these

processes, the decreasing attention has been paid to the concept of urban image that is

accepted as an important cause of lower levels of environmental and aesthetic quality.

The loss of green areas, traffic problems, alterations and modifications on the building

stock mainly due to functional changes, without any regard to their original

characteristics, historical buildings and old quarters in response to speculative motives

have contributed to the decrease in aesthetic quality, environmental degradation and

physical deterioration. (Economic Commission for Europe, Committee on Human

Settlements, 1992)

It can be finally stated that the following analyses should be required in order to

assess the magnitude of the problem and the way in which to best resolve, such as;

• General land-use patterns,

• Specific activity patterns,

• Social structure of population,

• Density concentration,

• Thresholds of development (the specific level of socioeconomic development which

requires a structural change of activities).(Economic Commission for Europe,

Committee on Human Settlements, 1992)



It is generally believed that both under-use and over-use of a central area cause

deterioration calling for different policy approaches. The deterioration of the urban

fabric and the environment is the result of several factors reflecting not only physical

transformation, but also changes in socio-economic and cultural values and

requirements.

In addition to socio-economic changes, there are some factors, which contribute

to environmental deterioration; such as;

• The age of building stock,

• The lack of maintenance of the buildings,

• The circulation and transportation structure, including the public and the private

systems,

• The infrastructure of public utilities including sewer and water facilities.

Some implementations like the process of urban renewal itself, sometimes

generates the cause of deterioration, as the problem of financial pressure.

The newcomers to cities prefer to settle in dilapidated built-up areas or to

generate new haphazard development zones. Subsequent intra-urban population

movements of particular social groups can result in physical deterioration in these areas.

In all cases, there is a need for regeneration of urban environment arising from changes

in social structure. (OECD Council Report, 1983)

One of the environmental reasons for deterioration is the existence of "derelict"

and "vacant" land. For example, in France and United Kingdom, dereliction arises from

industrial restructuring, changing land-use requirements or rigidities in urban renewal

and planning processes. In some cases, vacant land might be a temporary phenomenon,

but sometimes land may stay vacant for years, blighting the area surrounding it due to

many reasons such as the need for housing, open spaces or socio-cultural

infrastuructural facilities. Lack of resources in the public sector lead to some delays in

such interventions like redevelopment in order to prevent vacancy. There are some other

reasons for vacancy such as; (OECD Council Report, 1983)



• High land-values,

• Unsuitability for re-using because of technical difficulties,

• Land-use and building regulations.

Deterioration of urban environment and of urban infrastructure is generally

accompanied with urban decline in many countries. There exist some differences in

urban deterioration issues because of historical circumstances and geographic situations.

However, it is generalised that some developing countries including Turkey have

pointed out to similar problems in their countries where the legal framework has been

suffering from providing the adaptation of land-use plans on time and adequate

decisions for development.

As a result, it is possible to distinguish two categories of factors causmg

deterioration and also calling for urban regeneration. (http://www.unece.org/press

/specialevent/index. htm)

• Changes in the value system of the country or of the period (eg. modernization

versus desire to live in historical centers, increasing awareness of the cultural

heritage)

• Technological developments and changes in people's values, demands and needs

• Social and economic policies with disruptive effects to building stock and urban

structure

• General market forces and trends such as increases in land values

• Intervention of public authorities on land-use decisions

• Lack of adequate land-use decisions and legal framework

• Incompatibility and conflicts between central and local government policy

frameworks

• Changes in modes and types of urban transportation systems.



• Increases in land prices and property values in particular urban districts

• Official and commercial facilities and their periphery

• Congestion of transport systems and changes in accessibility to the inner city areas

• Low quality standards in building stock

• Transfer of central urban functions to periphery and removal of unnecessary public

installations. (http://www.unece.org/press/specialeventlindex.htm )

Each attempt or strategy to regenerate urban environment and cities entails

specific proposals for economic, social, cultural and political life. Therefore a central

issue for planners, architects, designers, government officials and business leaders today

is to design cities for all their citizens and their needs. In other words, some forms of

agreement could be reached upon the answers to at least some of the following

questions (Parkinson, 1989). What are the goals and the objectives of urban

regeneration? Who should be the beneficiaries? Which mechanisms and tools should be

used and will best achieve the urban regeneration goals? What are we trying to

regenerate; people, environment capital? (Parkinson, 1989)

The answers can be differentiated in the countries according to their policies,

which they adopt, and the way, which they judge their success. Before reaching an

agreement on such issues, urban planning especially after the 1980s are bringing new

policy directions, new ideas and new developments into the problems and solutions for

making urban areas livable once again this is known as "urban regeneration issues."

Although there are a lot of differences in the ways of approaching and solving

the problems and in different countries, in different times, it is possible to define and

classify some major guiding principles for urban regeneration all around the wo~ld.

These general principles, according to Bademli (1992), are applicable

throughout the world, and are evident in the analysis of efforts to bring new life to the

cities. Here the major goal is not only to regenerate urban areas as structural artefacts

but also to create environments in which residents can have regenerative experience -

where the heart of city and the heart of city life converge.



The improvement of the existing built environment is as much important as the

urbangrowth and the attachment process of new parts to the whole urban pattern. This

generates the approaches of "improvement" and of "provision of urban inadequacies"

which belong to the maintenance of new urban areas, formation of urban growth,

provision of land-use decisions in the macro scale. Within these processes, adequacy of

urbaninfrastructure takes important place, because in the next decades, cities all around

the world will face with such problems in the sewage system communication network

and urban transportation structure. All of these inadequacies require some big scale

urban infrastructure projects (Bademli, 1992). In addition to these infrastructure

projects, cities and societies need a lot of urban projects, which should entail social,

economic and cultural facilities in order to regenerate urban areas, ego Some social

provision centers such as concern and congress halls, show rooms, sports center

stadiums, museums and etc.

All of these issues urge mutual relationships between urban projects and existing

built environments these relationships also require new visions for planning policies and

urban project management processes.

Cities present increasingly important role in the global scene with their attempts

to introduce international identity and urban projects in the international level. They

struggle with each other both in the national and in the international level. For example,

London and Frankfurt have tried to become a financial center in Europe: Milan and

Madrid to become a center for environmental issues. Similar competition can be easily

seen in other parts of the world. If cities and countries do not follow changes in the

world system, they become relatively marginal within the globalization process.

This is also valid for Turkey. It is generally stated that Turkey will become a

regional focal point, which affects all Middle Eastern, Middle Asian, and European

Countries. However if efficient and vital investments can not be provided, some other

countries may take important place in this regional focal point. How the international

importance of countries affect the situation of cities in the global scene, tmages,
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resources, existing international roles, urban growth horizon, and newly potential roles

of cities may have important effects on countries significance.

For this reason, it is necessary to determine and evaluate globalization potentials

for major cities, Istanbul, Ankara, and izmir. Among other cities, Istanbul, despite its

huge difficulties, is seen to have more advantageous positions within these processes.

However, cities like Ankara, Antalya, and Izmir have competed with istanbul in order

to take an important role in the international level. For example, Ankara has carried out

"new" and "current" urban projects with an objective of accomplishment within the

globalization processes by being a capital city of Turkey.

Cities and city administrations try to present their importance and identities to

attract the international capital to their cities. Urban projects have been increasingly

taking a crucial role in this competition. The major assumption at this point is that cities

resemble "the entrepreneur" who is in a rivalry in the world market.

The necessity for urban projects can be examined with respect to the

globalization process. The cities compete with each other continuously within the

developing world conjecture. At the same time the cities as a parallel of the

developments lived in Europe in nineteenth century experienced important changes as

mentioned previously. Consequently the cities has to develop and to increase the

attractiveness to enable the international capital and investments in this competition. In

this context the urban projects takes the crucial role in this competition. The urban

projects can be classified under some important subjects.

The first subject is related with "image" and "national and international identity

of the city" while cities is trying to present their natural, historical, cultural and

economic importance, on the other hand they have to determine explicit goals and

objectives in order to sustain their existence. In other words, cities should define their

local, national, and international identities to take new dominant roles in different

platforms.

The second subject for urban projects is efforts to provide urban infrastructure

both in socio-cultural and technical viewpoints at the international level. The provision

and the improvement of socio-cultural infrastructure have crucial importance in respect



of to being more livable and attractive areas. It means that today cities need such

different facilities for leisure, recreation, sports, entertainment, art, and culture.

(Bademli, 1992)

Moreover, when comprehensive plans start to loose their dominance in the

planning profession, urban projects begin to gain much more importance than ever

before.

The fifth and the final principal is "the essential role of participation" by

inhabitants in the preparation and in the implementation of regeneration projects

(Economic Commission for Europe, Committee on Human Settlements, 1992) The

partnerships is seen as the key factor of successful regeneration.

Public officials, professionals, and many social groups with interest and

information in the area require a wide agreement, which is subject to regeneration. In

this process, there are some main actors, such as,

• Policy and decision makers,

• Planners,

• Public and private investors,

• Non-governmental organisations

• Local citizens group.

Successful regeneration operation requires the participation of those groups. Often

inhabitants suffer mostly from regeneration processes. In order to prevent this situation,

planners should take over;

• Persuading the decision-maker for continuous support,

• Preparing discrete programs,

• Coordinating public and private investors,

• Providing conditions for inhabitants to continue their livings.

In this respect, planners should become advocates and general coordinators of
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the local population. The role of planners is very important in the process of

participation. In an area destined for regeneration, in contrast to new development

zones, there is a need for full participation, which can be provided only by planner's

efforts. (Economic Commission for Europe, Committee on Human Settlements, 1992)

However, participation can not be effective without using more and better

information on urban planning methods and procedures. In some countries, efforts have

been provided to draw the attention of large citizen groups to the useful purpose of

physical planning and to issues of urban environment. This attention stresses the need

for better communication with all population groups concerned. This entails new tasks

androles for planners and calls for the intervention of communication specialists in this

field.

All these mentioned guiding principles have special meamng In the urban

regeneration issues because regeneration or devitalisation is seen as a positive force for

economic, social and cultural focus of urban life, which has moved to a more livable

environment.

Urban regeneration has indeed a massive and complex task. The success of a

regeneration program therefore depends upon the partnership of the agencies. The main

agencies of urban regeneration are central government, local government, and private

sector.

Central Government: Central government's direct role as an agent of urban

regeneration is limited. Home (1982) indicates that coordinated approach to urban

problems requires more coordination in central government: the activities of central

government have themselves at times between over-compartmentalized. (Home, 1982)

The difficulty of achieving a coordinated urban regeneration policy is reflected

in central government spending programs. However the distribution of expenditure and

particularly reductions in public spending forced by adverse economic conditions can

affect the urban regeneration situation drastically.

In addition the various central government departments active In urban

regeneration policy have been Ministry of Prosperity and Housing, Ministry of Public

Works with responsibility of for special employment creation programs, and the
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Ministry of the Environment. Especially, the regional offices of the Ministry of

Environment are also responsible for partnership, program authority, and arrangements

in their regions. Its responsibilities for the local government, and particularly central-

local financial relations have also become a crucially important aspect of the urban

problem.

Nevertheless, in recent years the dependence of local government on central

funds has grown in Turkey. Because of this it is necessary to find the new source of

local government.

Local Government: Local governments are the main agents for implementing

urban regeneration policy. The success of local authorities as the main agent depends

upon financial resources. Particularly the loss of population and business from the city

center tends to reduce taxable income and capital faster than the cost of providing urban

public services.

The realization of large urban projects, institutional investors are needed for the

construction of the new shops, offices and has expertises and powers in the field of

physical planning, land provision, housing and infrastructural works and other

municipal services.

A comprehensive regeneration strategy would determine the level of

intervention required. Maximising the potential of site, undertaking appropriate physical

work obtaining private sector interest and marketing the site are some of the means by

which the local authority can achieve regeneration of an area. Intervention can attract

new investment, result in an improved environment, and generally revitalise an area

economically and socially.

The most commonly used statuary power of local government to enable local

authorities to secure the assembly of sites for comprehensive regeneration is

compulsory purchase. Compulsory purchase authorises acquisition of private sector

land and appropriation of public sector land as well as authorising its onward transfer

for private sector development.

To acquire land compulsorily it is necessary for the local authority to establish

that the land is suitable and required in order to securing the carrying out of the

development, redevelopment, or improvement.

Compulsory purchase can be powerful tool and its positive use can facilitate the

regeneration process. Its specific remit would be to tackle ownership constrains and it
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can be used to circumvent problems of a final stubborn owner, to amalgamate land

ownerships and to enable all investors in the land to be identified thereby allowing the

authorityto provide clean title.

However when combined with acquisition by arrangement and selective

development it can secure the local authority's aspirations and bring benefits to local

inhabitants. Positive planning can facilitate regeneration by stimulating confidence,

encouraging private sector investment and by ensuring that comprehensive regeneration

willbe achieved. Overall control of the land by the local authority will provide certainty

topotential funders and developers with the assurance that the land will be available.

Private Sector: The private sector comprises those organizations primarily

concerned with making a profit or a return on capital, and includes companies (eg. in

industry, retail, distribution, poverty development and construction and financial

institutions. (eg. banks and pension funds)

The private sector contributes a knowledge of the market and specific products

namely office and shopping center development, and the ability to undertake feasibility

studies and market research activities.

The public-private partnership has been the major form for urban regeneration.

In order to attract private investments, the public sector has to assemble land and give

developers various types of subsidies. It is clear that strong demand in the urban land

market is the most essential factor for successful urban regeneration. The major

difficulty of urban regeneration is the problem of land assembling.

Methods of urban regeneration are dependent on the factors of the subject of the

regeneration, competence, purpose, and condition. The agencies managing the public

lands must choose the best developing method according to the current regulations,

special local conditions, and the purpose of the regeneration. It is possible to analyze

and make a comparison between the methods to understand the range and conditions of

their application: The methods of urban regeneration can be divided into the one with

the participation of responsible agencies and the one without such participation.



• Urban regeneration made by agencies themselves: The agencies arrange the budget

for urban regeneration and progress in accordance with the given plan. It provides

the special technique and charges the service fee. This method is applicable to

agencies that have sufficient financial resource and the land with complete rights

thereon.

• Joint regeneration: The agencies regenerate the land together with the private sector.

The two partners will usually establish a corporation for this purpose. This method

includes:

• Regeneration based on the land assessment

• Regeneration on the right to use the land

• Joint construction

• BOT (Build, Operation, Transfer)

• Development and utilization of other public departments: The development and

utilization for other public departments in accordance with the given plan and usage.

This method includes:

• Appropriation

• Lend

• Exchange

• Lease and tender for a lease

• Sale and tender

• Private sector development and utilization: The development and utilization for the

private sector in accordance with the given plan and usage. This method includes:

• Release of the land

• Exchange and utilization

• Lease, tender for a lease and lease for the development

• Sale and Tender

• Establishment of the right to use the land



Each method mentioned above has its own advantage and disadvantage. The

regeneration made by the agencies can ensure the new utility of the government, but it

needs a lot of funds and is, therefore, worse in this aspect in comparison to the

regeneration made by the joint development. If the government needs only to plan and

design urban regeneration and does not need to collect the funds, the pressure of

gathering the costs will be released and the quality of the development can be ensured.

Therefore, the joint regeneration is a method that can connect together the public

lands owned by the government and the expertise and technique held by the private

Table 8 shows the opportunities for the private sector to participate in urban

regeneration programs of the government. However because the background of the

participation and the conditions regulated in the related laws are different and needs

further analysis, it is difficult to identify the priority of the application here.

Regeneration method Opportunity of private sector
Participation

Made by the agencies Only the chance of participation in the construction
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Urban regeneration IS an economIC event. Whether the implementation of

projects or to pay the cost of restoration, care, and rehabilitation, and also to support the

public participation depended on the providing of capital sources.

Currently a wide range of sources and techniques are available for the financing

of property development and investment. Over the past two decades financing

instruments have expanded significantly in the Western Europe. Indeed current

financing opportunities of are characterisized by innovation, dynamic competition

among financiers, and the potential for harnessing short, medium, and long term

finance. (Pugh, 1991)

The various financing techniques, which have evolved to fund property

development and investment activities, are improved. European countries improved

some techniques and methods to providing the usage of existing funds more effective

and encouragement of private sector to urban regeneration and to creating alternative

financial sources. There are a number of methods in which the sources and techniques

of property finance may be classified such as tax-based and debt-based methods, public

funds and international financial organizations.



Tax based methods are conceSSiOns and subsidies provided by central

governments in order to encourage the investors in those needed regeneration areas.

Tax based methods particularly, in European countries variates between development

areas.While the tax rates reduct particular areas for restoration expenses, it exempts for

rehabilitation programs, which realized by private investors. In England some methods

developed for urban development finance. For example the reduction in corporation tax

from 52 to 35 %, industrial buildings allowance were considerable taxation incentives

in the early 1980s. In Enterprise Zones 100 %, of capital expenditure was allowed

against corporation and income tax until 1992. Finance leases are particularly applicable

in Enterprise Zones to take advantage of large tax allowances. The Metro Center at

Gateshead was financed this way.

Similarly in Turkey, for instance 22nd paragraph of the conservation law brings

some tax exemptions to encouragement of conservation.

The debt-based methods allow a property development to borrow certain amount

in particular fixed term at interest. Especially these methods are mostly used methods in

European countries which its financial systems and economies developed. Because

there exist a lot of alternative in this countries. For example term loans are very

advantages for developers in England. The loan is for a fixed term and cannot be called

in before the repayment date. The rate of interest charged reflects prevailing market

rates.

Mortgages are a major category of dept finance in European countries. The

conventional long-term mortgages with a maturity of approximately 20 years were

traditionally provided by the institutions, especially insurance companies. They were

normally arranged against approximately 66-75 % of the value of the completed

development.

Beginning from 1980s, the financial sources for property development changed

fundamentally in European countries. The public funds, which are constituted with

divided parts from public budgets, organize with the new managership comprehension.



For example, in Netherlands, 80 % of development costs are paid from public funds, 5

% of costs paid with interest. Using government budget and mortgage sources

constitutes the fund.

A lot of public establishment in Turkey allocates financial shares their budget

fordevelopment projects such as Ministry of Public Improvements, Ministry of Culture,

TheBank of Administrative Provinces, local governments and so on.

The process of deregulation and globalization of capital markets have made new

sources of finance available. There are a variety of ways in which an investor can seek

to raise funds for projects, which may involve one of the following organizations. Some

ofthe important financial organizations are:

World Bank: The International Bank of Reconstruction and Development

(IBRD) is part of the World Bank, which provides loans to the countries' investments.

International Finance Corporation: It is affiliated to the World Bank and

offers a variety of financing packages tailored to meet the needs of an individual

project. International finance corporation loan and equity investments are usually

limited to no more than 25 % of the project costs. The ]FC has been active in Hungary,

Poland, and Czechoslovakia and up to the summer of 1990 had invested over US$ 290

million in Hungary alone.

European Investment Bank: it is an autonomous institution within the

European Community. It arises money on the capital markets for investment in central

Europe and by the end of 1990. Loans are project linked and oriented to the financing of

the fixed asset components of an investment. The EIB fiance both public and private

sector projects in infrastructure, agriculture, tourism and industry.

The success of an urban regeneration operation depends on the right beginning

at the right time and using the right implementations. Regeneration of urban

environment is generally defined as the changes in the activity pattern of cities, which

cause dominance of new locations and at the same time degradation of existing areas. In
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order to improve and upgrade such kind of areas, there emerges a need for urban

regenerationpolicies at different scales for city and region;

• To inject new functions and activities to stimulate urban regeneration

• To integrate them with the existing settlement pattern.

Urban regeneration concept may be considered as a collector concept which

surrounding several elements of urban planning process.

In the light of extensive differences observed in the process and the procedures,

it is generally stressed that these terms have carried different meanings and contents in

different countries due to differences in their planning regulations and practices.

However, there has been a wide agreement to consider that regeneration includes

several elements, with the mixture of them varying between cities and regions. It can

affectparticularly central areas and also all part of cities.

According to general statements of the conference report of Economic

Commission for Europe (1992) regeneration of urban environment as an umbrella

concept is encompassing these different meanings within an integrated scheme.

URBAN REGENERATION

Urban Regeneration as a collector concept encompassing several elements of urban

planning process within an integrated scheme.
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The concept of urban renewal by itself has a physical implication and can not

always define the actual action that is being practiced. In order to overcome this

deficiency, the concept of "urban regeneration" has been used to cover all types of

transformation a city faces. (Gunay, 1991)

Instruments of urban regeneration can be listed like this:

Renewal: The regeneration of urban environment has always been studied and

discussed under the heading of urban renewal. It is generally believed that this term

implies a physical context where urban fabric, individual buildings, and roads are

subject to either demolishment or repair for different purposes of new construction or

conservation.

Urban renewal is often presented as a natural process through which the urban

environment, viewed as a living entity, undergoes transformation. "As the years pass,

transformations take place, allowing the city to constantly rejuvenate itself in a natural

andorganic way" (Treister, 1987).

Experts present at the first International Seminar on Urban Renewal, held in Den

Haag in August 1958, agreed that the main purpose of urban renewal is to deliberately

change the urban environment and to inject new vitality through planned adjustment of

existing areas to respond to present and future requirements for urban living and

working. For them, the fundamental objective of urban renewal is the application of

several principles resulting in the revitalization of any or all portions of the urban

structure which are not fulfilling the functions for which they were designed Urban

renewal generally applies to inner-city areas, centrally located in historical districts

including non-residential as well as residential land uses (Miller, 1959).

This action has been extensively used to define the processes of physical

transformation of cities but it has lack of adequacy for explaining transformations in

activity structures. (Eke and Ozcan, 1996)

Clearance: The underlying reasons for clearance arises from the removal of

derelict or underused urban areas for some other purposes. This method has been widely

used through the urban history.

Redevelopment: Redevelopment consists of the removal of existing buildings

and the re-use of cleared land for the implementation of new projects. This approach is

applicable to areas in which buildings are in seriously deteriorated condition and have

no preservation value, or in which the arrangement of buildings are such that the area



cannot provide satisfactory living conditions. In such cases, demolition, and

reconstruction, of whole blocks or of small sections, is often thought to be the only

solutionto ensure future comfort and safety of the residents. (Miller, 1959).

Redevelopment operations tend to totally change the general layout of an area

by re-arrangement of buildings and roads, since it can not anymore provide

opportunities for vigorous economic activity or satisfactory living conditions. In

addition to the removal of existing physical structure, this mode of urban regeneration

entailedthe re-use of cleared land. So, it became a major tool for city administrators, to

be used especially in degraded areas to regain falling property taxes. Although it could

be strongly critisized when new ideas developed concerning image and identity of urban

Rehabilitation: Rehabilitation is defined as the process of returning a property

to a state of utility, through repair or alteration, which makes possible an efficient

contemporary use while preserving those portions and features of the property which

are significant to its historic, architectural and ~ultural values. ( Eke and Qzcan, 1996)

It is relevant for the areas in which there is loss of original function and

haphazard growth of physical stock with unhealthy and dense environments. The main

aimis removal of buildings causing general detoriation of the environment, rectification

of conditions having adverse effect on land use in the area and the provision of

infrastructure. The physical stock may be renewed, but original character of the fabric

and a sound activity system are the basic objectives of rehabilitation. ( Eke and Ozcan,

1996)

Rehabilitation, often termed conservation or preservation, can be defined as the

opposite of redevelopment. It is based on preserving, repairing, and restoring the natural

and man-made environments of existing neighbourhoods. Rehabilitation is applicable to

areaswhere buildings are generally in structurally sound condition but have deteriorated

because of neglected maintenance. It takes advantage of the existing housing stock as a

valuable resource and adapts old houses to present day life and acceptable standards by

providing modern facilities (Miller, 1959).

However, many people do not consider rehabilitation to be a realistic approach

because of the technical difficulties and the amount of work and research involved.

Rehabilitation is often perceived as a complex and time-consuming process, which is

more difficult to implement than redevelopment. It requires a high degree of social
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organization and social responsibility, as well as a total reorganization of the housing

process. Developers, who see it as an infringement on free enterprise and a barrier to

large-scale redevelopment (Holcomb and Beauregard, 198]), sometimes resist it. In

many instances, old houses are so dilapidated and their original character lost after so

manyyears that it is unrealistic to attempt to upgrade them and to raise their conditions

to appropriate standards. The introduction of new infrastructure to old and dense

neighbourhoods can also be a difficult task.

Improvement: When there is a dilapidation process of physical stock and

infrastructure, there emerges a need for preserving functional character of urban areas

and a need to provide community facilities. Within this bases improvement policies are

taken into consideration together with new urban management systems, to regenerate

suchurban areas and to maintain the continuation of existing functions.

Conservation: Conservation emerged especially in historical parts of cities.

Preservation of buildings and urban fabric having an architectural value or basic

characteristics of a specific era has called for policies of strict conservation measures.

So, instead of the renewal of physical stock, restoration activities have great importance

in searching for original architectural and urban elements and keeping them as a cultural

heritage. (Gunay, 1991)

Historic preservation similar to rehabilitation and renovation implies an

intervention in the physical stock. If approached narrowly, its realm of action is limited

to buildings and its emphasis is technical in nature. There is no reference to the people

other than the concern about how to recrate the life styles of original occupants, if any

would fit the buildings. Preservation is an end itself; it doesn't target any particular user

group. In a sense, in preservation the subject is the historic building and the people

become the object of this created environments. (Korkmaz, 1996)

The methods in the conservation that one approach is to continue to apply the

same kinds of guidelines used for historic preservation (height, bulk, materials,

openings, colour, texture) to the often nondescript, even poor quality (visually and

physically) of houses found in many non historical neighbourhoods ( Eke and bzcan,

1996)

Another way, more geared to this phenomenon, is to develop detailed, block by

block criteria to be applied in cases of;



• Alterations

• Renovation

• Replacement

So as to cover structural and safety standards (by references to the building and

housingcodes); a cost range (to insure quality but preclude "luxury" upgrading that

couldtrigger displacement); and architectural guidelines that allow for a greater range

ofsolutions than possible under most historic district guidelines. (Eke and bzcan, 1989)

In its recognition of merits of the past, preservation is a completely different

attitude to older buildings compared to urban to urban renewal which tired to improve

innercities through clearance.

Revitalization: Transformations m the activity structure of cities cause

dominance of new locations creating degradation in older dominant areas. Under these

circumstances, in order to upgrade such areas, there have to be revitalization policies at

cityscale to inject new functions and activities to stimulate urban regeneration.

Infill Development: All regeneration processes include the issue of new

additions in terms of both activities and buildings. The problem of fit, especially for

physical objects, is a universal argument.

Old and new, traditional or modern or reinterpretation of traditional patterns are

all striking discussions in describing the harmony between the existing and infill

developments. With respect to these debates, infill development has taken an important

role in finding the harmony between old and new, traditional and modern or re-

interpretation of traditional patterns.

Refurbishment: These operations are important for the regeneration in old and

historical contexts, which have stimulated extensive use of townscape elements, and

utilities called urban furniture. The reason behind this is that urban environment is not

only a collection of buildings and spaces, but also many town-scape elements which

have dominant roles for the image and the identity of cities.

According to Turok (1992), it is hoped that more profound economic changes

will occur by refurbishing buildings and enhancing view of the surrounding

environment. As a result, better perceptions of a neighbourhood;



• Persuade others to move back,

• Encourage residents to maintain and improve their properties,

• Raise general price level in real estate market,

• Attract several institutions to build new housing.(Turok, 1992)

Of course, there are some other terms, which are used in describing these

functional processes of regeneration employed in the transformation of urban

environment. These different modes are interlocked and a combination of such modes

canbe practiced in specific cases. (Turok, 1992)

Gentrification and Incumbent Upgrading: Gentrification is an aspect of urban

revitalization, which has received considerable attention in both the popular and

professional literature. Williams (1983) finds "gentrification" as a normal sign of a

successful rehabilitation program and states that the principal purpose of the most urban

renewal/rehabilitation operations is to revive a profitable estate market in the area; if

this is successful, the usual result will be to increase the demand for houses there,

thereby increasing property value and making it tempting for people to sell out, and of

course increasing taxes on those who would like to remain. Environmental amenity is a

major determinant in the location of revitalizing districts and indeed, heritage

designation is commonly sought as an instrument for the preservation and status

enhancement of gentrifying neighbourhoods as pointed out by Ley (1986). Ley (1996)

also defines gentrification and revitalization as a change in household social status,

independent of the housing stock involved, which might be either renovated or

redeveloped units.

Concerning the impacts on the population, residential rehabilitation can take

place in two distinct ways: gentrification and incumbent upgrading (Clay, 1979).

Gentrification is defined as the process by which middle- and upper-class people move

to a neighbourhood, attracted by its proximity to central business districts and replace

the previous working-class inhabitants (Holcomb and Beauregard, 1981)

Through the process of incumbent upgrading, the residents remain in place and

invest in their own time, money, and energy into refurbishing their housing and

improving their social conditions (Varady, 1986). In developing countries, upgrading

generally refers to a comprehensive developmental approach wherein the original

population remains on the site and incrementally upgrades the neighbourhood, with or
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without public assistance. By treating the resident population as an active force in the

housing process, this approach generates a greater pride in the neighbourhood and halts

the impending deterioration caused by a lack of investment and environmental concern

(Holcomb and Beauregard, 1981). It also respects the social links that have formed

withinand among the communities over the years.

According to Holcomb and Beauregard (1981), gentrification is a migration

back to the city by middle and upper class income people, it is interpreted as a vote of

confidence, which carries hope for urban renewal. But Smith (1979) opposes to this

argument and states that, gentrification is a back to the city movement all right, but of

capital rather than people. The people taking the advantage of this returning capital are

still, as yet, from the city.

Locational advantages of the area, such as ease of access to workplace and

cultural Irecreational facilities, its historic and architectural appeal and the social

heterogeneity of population are generally seen as common features among the areas of

gentrification. Yet, none of these factors are found to be necessary or sufficient for

gentrification to occur. (Cameron, 1992).

According to Holcomb and Beauregard (1981), gentrification occurs when there

is a substantial replacement of neighbourhood's residents with newcomers who are of

higher income and who, having acquired homes cheaply, renovate them and upgrade the

neighbourhood. On the other hand, Carpenter and Lees (1995) states that, having

established that for gentrification to occur there must be a turnaround from

disinvestment to reinvestment, it is interesting to examine to point at which this occurs

in the city. Smith (1979) has a different opinion and in his Rent Gap Theory, he

explains it as follows: Once the rent gap is wide enough, several different actors in the

land and housing market may initiate gentrification in a given neighbourhood. Another

approach comes from Ley (1986) and he claims that if downtown employment

opportunities draw populations to the inner city, this population, as it gives political and

economic expression to its own accelerate the gentrification process.

According to Nyden and Wiewel (1991), each position has implications for

action. If one believes that gentrification is a panacea for inner-city neighbourhoods,

then one argues for policies and programs that encourage it, calling it reinvestment,

revitalization, or rehabilitation. If on the other hand, one believes that the uneven

consequences of gentrification are unduly for low and moderate, usually minority,
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households and communities, then one argue that policies and programs should be

pursued to curtail gentrification.

Fainstein (1994) states that elite and middle-class consumers seeking downtown

"improvements" and attractive, centrally located housing have supported redevelopment

actions. Although neighbourhood and lower-income groups have received some gains in

some places from redevelopment, generally, however, the urban poor, ethnic

communities, and small businesses have suffered increased economic and locational

marginalization, as a consequence gentrification disputes communities and displaced

residents (Nyden and WieweI1991).

Holcomb and Beauregard (1981) look at gentrification from a psychological

point of view and state that the costs of displacement are not only financial (moving

expenses, security deposits, increased rent, new utilities) but social (loss of community

ties, reduced proximity to friends and relatives and to medical and other social services)

and emotional (the trauma of displacement from familiar locations).

Cameron's work on incumbent upgrading draw attention to a particular type of

neighbourhood change where the residents of an area without causing residential

displacement improve the physical stock. Hence, it reflects more physical than social

changes (Cameron, 1992).



The most effective factor on understanding historical, administrative educational

and cultural structure of a city is its centers. Because the city centers in historical

processhas faced many physical changes and it has taken many functions. For this

reason,it can not be made clear, definite and continual descriptions about city centers.

The city centers has been deal with different aspects into the studies which has

beendone since today. Generally in these defmitions, the functions included by the city

centerswere based. In addition it has examined the location and importance on the

developmentof the city.

Centers as being the heart of the city contain several functions in different scales

withrespect to the type, size, population, and income characteristics of the city. These

aspectsestablish different nets of relationships among functions and people in the city,

among several cities and countries. This can be explained as such that the center

structureand its developments are a result of the city's peripheral relations.

Since the term city center includes several aspects it is difficult to identify unless

the concept is clearly determined. A clear defmition of centers can be put forward by

identifyingits general and differentiating characteristics and its population and income

peculiarities.

Many researches agreed on the definition that the central business district of the

city is the place where commercial especially retail, administrative, informative,

bankingactivities are concentrated to organize the heard of the city. It is the place where

the surplus of goods and services are marketed, where capital is accumulated and where

capital changes hands, where personal, professional and office services are intensely

supplied,where the population is the most dense where the income is the highest and

where is the most accessible. It is the place of concentrations, both in activities and

buildingdensities.

These identifications may be listed more. Several researcher defmitions have

beenstated following:

According to Johnson, an area surrounds on the highest rate of accessibility



point and the degree of advantage is the highest value these area and high level

functions (retail trade, offices, technical services) exist there. It constitutes a focal point

of city and its sub-region. (Johnson, 1975)

Another definition about city centers is " The area, which the highest level of

communication, goods and service transfer exist." The most determinative

characteristics are to be maximum transportation demands, the highest land-value,

multi-functioned and to serve numerous of people, to crowd retail trade and offices. The

other determinative peculiarity of city center is to become dense the spatial problems.

These problems generally are similar quality all city centers. (Goksu, 1982)

All the centers have a relation with effect area. If this area and the volume of

production and consumption is wide, central functions enlarges and diverse. According

to this viewpoint, spaces may show variations from limited surrounded city centers to

centers, which have international functions. (Cengiz, 1984)

There are some difficulties on definition of centers. One of them sourced by

area's spatial dimension. In addition to this it can not be proved an exposition unity

among to the several concepts. For example American Planners use commonly CBD

(Central Business District) rather than concept of center (city center, downtown ... etc.)

They evaluate the area as an entire, which exist from three regions. These are;

• Core: A dense region included administrative and specialized organizations.

• Core frame: the less dense area in proportion to the core.

• Core fringe: an extension circle which economic activities develop distinct focal

point with disorganized shape.

,---- CORE

/~ CORE FRAME

/ CORE FRINGE



CBD generally is a meeting area of control activities of city. The functions

existed in this area, provides relations between upper rank systems and its own impact

area. In addition to these basic activities, in this area, which are on focal point of that

several activities concerned urban life comes together, the most important and complex

planning problems occur. (Kele~, 1980)

Grotzbach emphasized that CBD IS a characteristic which peculiar to the

metropolitan cities up to 1 million population. The small city centers has the units in

ground floors that aimed to meet daily requirements for citizens. However the middle

sizeof the cities, economic activities begin to use not only ground floors but also use on

the up floors. Thus he states the middle size of city centers has entered constitution

process of CBD, too. (Saarinen, 1943)

The other two concepts related with city centers' that spatial dimensions are

inner city and central city concepts. In generally the central city included the oldest

constructed regions and the regions developed in city walls, -innercity is used as

synonymous. (Kele~, 1980) Central area or central city phrase is generally used on

English planning terminology.

In developed and capitalist countries, city center defined as an area that the

specialized and the third sector activities are effective and which gives shape to the

space direction of own requirements. (Kele~, 1980)

In the Third World metropols, the city centers is a region, which the public

administrations become dense and develops, depend on a harbour. In addition the city

centers is taken an agent role in order to make possible to implication of the control and

inspection mechanisms of developed countries in uppermost level. (Kele~, 1980)

However, in city centers of developing countries, a dual structure is existent.

The modern city characteristics on the one side, on the other hand feudal city center

characteristics on the other side of the city may be usual fact.

According to Giindiiz bZdef definition, city center included several buildings

are generally divided into the three parts:

• Administrative, social buildings and entertainment facilities,

• Commercial buildings

• Workshops, repair-shops, warehouse ( bzde~, 1979)



Modern city centers do not seem to all these functions cited above. The

development of information and communication technologies and as the new sector

"information" brings together the different organizations upon urban functions and

urban spaces.

The most extensive and comprehensive classification viewpoint of functional

and economic specialization is made by Duneon-Reiss. According to this classification

city centers includes;

• Wholesale trade

• Retail trade

Urban centers should be convenient size to meet the requirements of own centers

and its influence zone. One of the most important peculiarities is forced to gather to the

associations, which is in situation of making decision interactionally in the city centers.

This requirement of unity and communication requires to physical expansion of

city centers. These limitations of development opportunity of city centers caused to

increasing of vertical densities when the city tends to enlarge. On the other hand, this

situation also prevents to entrance of large open space required activities to the city

centers and put out such firms, which existed in city centers. The removing of

hypermarkets, extensive industries, and warehouses from city centers is a result of these

All the societies need to provide meeting places its own members. Whether to

perform the religious ceremonies and to establish market places or politic and legal

meetings cause to separation of definite places.



In ancient time, important part of urban population occurred the landowners

which subsisted by agriculture or income supplied from the soil. However it is fact that

number of craft mans and merchants increased by the development of the cities. The

rural economy, which is older than urban economy existed, side by side the urban

economy. (Saarinen, 1943)

In any civilization, urban life has not developed apart from commerce and

industry. It is truly that an urban group can only live by importing its requirements from

outer places. But there is need for balancing in response of this importation by

exportation. Thus a powerful service relation has established between city and

surrounding rural regions.

Generally, the market places that enables the exchange of goods, and assumed to

be two important intersection point among the settlements, accepted as the first

establishment places of city centers. In order to this point of view the first urban

settlements developed surrounding of mentioned urban nucleus. Together with the

development of urban life, religion, administrative, educational and military services

have also became dense in these areas. The most important characteristics of this

period;

• To gather all activities on the one center.

• To become evident of rampart city against of rural settlements

• To occurrence the bourgeoisie as dominant class by commercial development

The industrial period lived in England and Germany in the first half of 19th

century. But in America the period was effective in the second half of the same century.

This period has been lived in South America, Asia, and Africa since today. (Cengiz,

1984)

The most important dispersive component of this period than previous newage

cities was industrial zones. While the industrial and housing zones were one within the

other, in the first phase of development, the needs for expanding of industry required to

distinct region and developing service part of society was became evident commercial

center of the city. (Kele~, 1976)



The usmg of the capital obtained preVIOUSperiod to industrial investments

caused the rapid growth of production scale and increasing of employment opportunities

and in addition to this it caused the migration from rural areas to the cities. These

developments caused two important results;

• To beginning of rapidly expansion process of urban settlements

• To take shape the new housing quarters and suburban settlements. (Kele~, 1976)

In this period, the low-income groups had been lived in central cities and high

and mid income groups preferred to live in suburbs. (Kele~, 1976) It was observed that

different income groups were setting down different housing quarters and also in the

using of commercial regions, working areas, amusement places and transportation

vehicles, they preferred different opportunities.

This fact that named as polarization of modem and traditional centers caused to

development of activities of low-income groups and retail trade in historical and

traditional centers.

The effects of the changes of the social structure on urban space also caused to

separation of social, imaginary, and transformation centers, which focussed to the one

center in pre-industrial period.

Finally, in this period there exist a considerable specialization and differences on

production of goods, commerce, and urban land uses.

The functions of urban centers are related information, administration, and

finance more than production and storing activities. However the diversity of goods and

services in market place is quite different than the previous periods. The functions in

central areas of this period have more abstract characteristics. Capacity of office

services preserves its importance and they have more advantages because of the quality

of employment. (Lewis, 1966)

The transformation of the cities which has more powerful economic structures,

to the convenient places for specialized third sector activities caused to emergence of

metropolitan cities which has administrative, inspective and coordination features.



Nevertheless, the constitution of city centers (CBD) in our country has indicated

the extensive progress into the historical process. Today, it is experienced that our cities

and its CBD's in the development frame of information and communication

technologies, has developed and changed rapidly into the existing urbanization process.

The development of the production, transportation and information technologies

is gained the new dimensions to the all functions. However high level of differentiated

specialization and organizations requires some differentiations in production,

administration, and control mechanisms. As a parallel of this situation, city centers

begin to specialize as a district which the third sector activities becomes too dense.

The city centers is an urban site which the third sector activity (information

sector) is dominant in the developed countries and this city centers also gives shape to

the space according to its own requirements. Housing and business areas are separated

each other with particular characteristics and high and mid-income groups abundant to

the low-income group in the housing areas of city center.

Generally in the crowded third World Countries, uncontrolled growth of city

centers cause to the political and administrative declining and caused to the constitution

of slum and renewable area in city centers. While the centers depend the western

development model, which devoted to energy and consumption are costly and

extravagant, the third world countries can not afford such kind of urbanization.

Although landuse and development density of city centers is arranged with law

and statues, the land speculation caused the functional changes and rising of the

construction of multi-level and high buildings and the density of construction increased.

However, except for the organizational and specialization differences, there are

some functional similarities between the European City centers, which were completed

their developments into the historical process, and the contemporary American city

centers.

The functions of city centers, emergence of this functions, qualities and

quantities and changes of it, are influenced by social, economic and cultural systems

which effects and changes the physical spaces of cities.



The rising of industrialization and income levels brings to result of organization

of commerce-transportation-communication and other service corporations. The

dependent of organization and development sourced communication between industry

and consumption (commerce, transportation, finance, and communication) is in under

consideration.

The phases of employment had lived before in developed economies, confirms

the decreasing of employment rates in production sector. Although employment rate of

service sectors gradually increase.

The metropols, urbanization shape of 20th century, are in direct relation with

technology and communication. The means of communication, correspondence and

transportation and other technical developments caused to dependence of economic

activities on physical space to get poor. Also this situation caused to surrounding urban

systems to take on certain functions of city centers. While the industrial zones had

constituted a part of centers in 19th century, in this century they located out of city

centers which has different size and characteristics. End of this process described as the

removing of industrial areas from central areas; CBD changes to space which decision

mechanisms of production, management, inspection and coordination functions exist.

Central city not a place all the economic activities become dense, commonly it shaped

as settlement with several specialized services and also housing.

Developed western metropolitans accommodate the big sized and complex

commercial centers or firms. These firms supervise the metropolitan and organized

economic activities. Attaining of important number of public services and

administration organizations increased the employment in metropolitan cities. In

addition multi-store office buildings that symbols of the cities begin to crowd. (Bird,

1977)

CBDs has become evident as establishment area of workplaces concerning to

service sector and several decisions mechanisms. Service sectors, which defined, as

third sector constitutes the basic functions on the shaping ofCBD. (Cengiz, 1984)

Third sector activities: The third sector activities are functions that which

responds financing, distribution and inspection of production and service requirements

of urban population. In this sector placed all the activities out of agriculture and

industry, it is possible to make a classification with main title;



• Wholesale and retail trade

• Transportation, communication and information services

• Financial corporations, insurance, the services related to real properties

• Social and individual services.

These activities can be separated these subtitles by making use of Prime

Ministry of State Institute of Statistic's classification:

A, Wholesale Trade

• Foodstuffs

• Agricultural staffs

• Textile and clothing goods

• Wood and construction materials

• Machines and equipment, motor vehicles, electronic equipment and its spare parts

• Glass, ceramic and porcelain

• Agencies and brokering

• Other

B. Retail Trade

• Foodstuffs

• Textile and clothing goods

• Furniture and housing equipment

• Pharmacy, perfumery

• Transport vehicles, agricultural vehicles and equipment ... etc.

• Wood and construction equipment

• Fuel materials

• Stores

• Other

C. Restaurants and Hotels

• Restaurants (alcoholic, nonalcoholic)



• Fast-food restaurants

• Pastry shops

• Wineshops and pubs

• Coffees

• Hotels and motels

• Pensions

• Camping

• Khans and inns

Transportation Services

• Land transportation

• Sea transportation

• Air transportation

• Other

Communication Services

• Post-offices

• Other

Financial Services

A. Financial corporations

• Banking

• Finance firms

• Change/exchange offices

• Stock exchange quotations

B. Insurance

• Insurance firms and predictors

C. Immobile or real property services

• Real property jobs

• Auxiliary firms and corporations

• Renting firms



A. Social and Related Public Services

• Education

• Research and Science

• Medical Services, dentists, veterinary services and other health services

• Profession associations, social associations, clubs

• Other social services

B. Entertainment and Cultural Services

• Cinema, theatre, entertainment centers, imaginary entertainment services

• Tourism and travelling agencies

• Other

D. Individual and Housing Services

• Repair services

• Laundry, paint shops, cleaning services

• Other (Barbers, photograph studios ... etc)

Information Services

• Counselling firms (Education, investment ... etc.)

• Advertisement firms

• Computer, Internet, hardware, software services

• Guidance firms

The Small-Scale Manufacturing Activities: The small-scale production

activities are one of the most important planning issues. They located in city center or

its surroundings in historical development process. In generally they tend to establish

into the city center or its surrounding areas to become near to customer, raw materials,

finance and market.

According to the report of United Nation if someone who held the technical,

economic responsibility of a firm is the same person, this firms can be perceived as the
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small industry enterprises. However in respect of industrial counting of Statistical

Institute of State, the small production activities can be defined as the business which

employless than 9 labourer and which use power less than 50 HP. Institute classify this

activitiesaccording to the international standards as follows:

• Food, drunk and tobacco industry

• Textile, clothing goods, leather industry

• Wood product and furniture industry

• Paper and paper-product and press industry

• Chemistry, oil, coal, rubber and plastic product industry

• Stone and soil industry

• Metal main industry

As we mentioned before, the small production activities subjected several

planning discussions. On the other hand removing of these types of corporations from

city centers has been suggested as a planning principle by the reason of to create risks

and unpleasant views. In addition there are not any possibilities to remove all these

industrial corporations. However inclination of removing such corporations without

making researches about relations between some industrial activities and other central

functions creates unnecessary compulsions. (Cengiz, 1984)

The ones of the suitable example of this are newspapers, printing and publishing

houses. These activity groups produced as to daily orders are in hardly relations with

other services. At the same time these corporations works as intelligence centers of the

cities. In the same way manufacturers and ready-made clothes producers have

compulsory daily cooperation. In generally these types of enterprises have flexibilities

of ability of demand change provision.

The characteristics of small production activities which establishments of its in

CBD is acceptable in definite conditions should be listed as following:

• The production of extraordinary goods and services

• To get the wide spread service area (Local, urban, regional)

• Notto give rise to cause environmental pollution. (Cengiz, 1984)



The change of central areas and functions may result from numerous factors

basing on the changes in the regional, national and international relations, and changes

in the internal structure of the city. However, the concept of the "macro" and "micro"

terms might change basing on the evaluation method of the matter, the urban decline

can be analysed in terms of social and economic problems as a macro analysis, or an

areabound study can be done as a microanalysis in general. (Home, 1982)

The occurrence of decline is quite a complex matter both to evaluate, understand

and to cope with especially in the central areas. However it can be evaluated with

respect to several aspects, an analysis mainly basing on the changes in functional and

physical or environmental structures would give a clear understanding of this

process.(Guler, 1990)

As the most densely located and highly used place of the city the central core of

the city is under a big pressure. The decline of central areas is affected by several

factors for instance, market conditions in which the building rights and landuse

decisions are being tried to change to obtain permission for more intense and rantable

uses, some environmental conditions like traffic, and the growing population in the

urbanization process.

Several economic values are being created on land through landuse decisions,

building rights, locational advantages, rehabilitation programs and social and technical

investments realised by public authorities. Since the land at the central business district

is the most accessible place compared to the others in the city, the value of it and the

pressure on it is the highest.

These high value on land, concentration of activities and people and also

intensive and integrated relations cause to some deteriorations in the environmental

conditions of central areas. For instance, increase of density in the center leads to

congestion, noise, air pollution, lack of circulation of the air, especially because of the

building heights, congestion in the vehicular and pedestrian traffic. The lack of urban

transportation, open and green space, inefficiencies in the garbage collection, social and

technical infrastructures are also the basic environmental problems in the central

business districts.



Industrialization process particularly leads capitalist market to develop and also

spatial impacts and functional separation. Business and residential activities are

separated from each other, and the industrial activities, which were located in the city,

were removed out of it. Together with the developments of transportation technology

and so widely use of automobile caused to a suburbanization process mainly in city's

residential function as mentioned previous chapters. This let to the decentralization of

commercial activities. And in the process of urban revitalization there are attempts to

give life to downtown areas apart from the business times through encouraging

residential function locating in CBD. (Home, 1982)

In American cities however the early development of CBD is different from the

European ones. The core has been developed and the new automobile technology made

it possible and the increasing crowded in the inner city pushed the inhabitants of the

area to live in the suburbs, therefore, suburban development has been occurred. Most

American cities contain colonial type of development in both their spatial forms of city

and CBD. A core has been developed in CBD and in time a very widely laid out

suburban development took place. (Barnett, 1996)

In Developed Countries, CBD shows a compact form and a concentration of

commercial, financial and administrative functions, offices, banks, department stores,

and the like. Together with this concentration some functions also create specialized

areas in CBD for administrative, financial and commercial activities.

On the other hand, in the countries where government plays the main role in the

direction of economic and social life, CBD is developed as an area of public

administrative services, cultural activation and trade functions (Murphy, 1974).

According to Ak9ura, centers show different formations according to the social

and economic characteristics of the country and the city. In industrialized countries

small cities having one million population have one center, on the other hand, big

metropols' center includes complex issues in functional terms as business and trade

center, administrative center, cultural center, sub-centers and so on. (Ak9ura, 1971).

Some of these functions may show continuity in the space expressing formation of one

center having a complex structure in it. Some exceptions of course may occur because

of special development procedures.



On the other hand, in capitalist countries, differences of functions serving to

different social groups don't lead to a straight separation of the center structure (Akyura,

1971). While cities grow and change with respect to the changes in technology,

communication, and transportation, a functional, physical and aesthetic deterioration of

the urban space take place. This deterioration occurs especially in and around the

central business districts. This blighted zone generally located between the central

business district and its surrounding area, which is usually a residential district.

The deterioration of center in the developed countries has been studied by Brian

Berry in his study of commercial structure of Chicago in ]963 and he stated that

changes in retailing are related with changes in population and income (Murphy, 1974,).

Berry explains commercial blight as a process of vacancy and deterioration

resulting from socio-economic process. The flow of population in developed countries

is from the center to the out of the city towards the suburbs. Poor lives in the inner city

however the rich ones in the suburbs. In the outer parts of the city where high-income

groups live the vacancy rates are relatively low both in centers and ribbons. But as low-

income groups are expanding outward from the older areas of the central city, the higher

income areas are dropping to a lower income status. As a result of this social change in

the neighbourhood demands especially for more specialized goods and therefore stores

decline. So that, vacancy rates increase in this business center which may be considered

as the largest one in the city since the big and highly specialized stores, choose to locate

in these centers. As a result of this decline, also the land values and the rents drop in the

business center. The remaining vacant store are being used by the business types which

supplies the demands of lower income groups and which comes from the adjacent

ribbons. Because of this business shift from ribbons to center, the vacancy stores rise

and demand for services decline in these ribbons. These vacancies occur in the poorer,

older and more deteriorated buildings in the ribbons and since they are usually not being

replaced by other uses a structural deterioration occurs in the area.

The center structure changes according to the development level and conditions

of the country. So the structure of central business district in developing countries is

quite different from the developed ones.



However the general center structures show some similarities: High accessibility

makescentral location to be the most attractive place for retail trade and service types

which are used most commonly for big stores, shops for specialized goods. Thus

attraction creates a pressures on central locations and causes intensification of density

bothin horizontal and vertical dimensions. On the other hand, activities that need large

areas couldn't locate in the center and the existing ones are pushed out of the center

throughthe competition As a result, housing, industry and stores tend to locate out of

thecenter (Akvura, 1971).

In the Developing Countries in generally the rich people live in the inner city

areas and near to the CBD however, the poor ones live in the outer zones of the city

macroform because of their uncapability of paying the high rents and/or prices of

buildings. Akvura's study showed such a result for the case of Ankara (Akvura, 1971).

Beside of this situation, together with the increase in the development level and

problems of the CBD rich people leave the inner city areas and tend to live in the outer

region of the city.

The differentiation of the functions according to the consumers' social status and

income level may also lead to the differentiation in the spatial structure. Such a

functional separation is clearer in the center structure basing on the social structure of

the city, which has a role on the functional and spatial separation in the center. The

example has been given by Akvura for the city of Ankara (Akvura, 1971).

In developing countries the dual structure of the centers is more clear. These,

one of the centers serves to the local population and the other one to the population of

the governing country. Activities, services, organizations, physical structures, that take

place in the center the users of according to this dual character which depends on social

and economic status of the population groups in the city. (GuIer, 1990)

This dual structure also takes place in most of the developing countries. This

duality is mainly based on the dual character of the social and economic life in the city.

In these countries, on the one side richer income groups and more luxurious

consumption habits, on the other side poorer income groups and consumption habits

basing on essential needs of households and cheapness of the goods and services exists

(Akvura, 1971).



The center structure is also affected by the historical developments, which may

createa type of duality. This type of duality has been emphisized by the Akyura for the

caseof Ankara (Akyura, 1971).

The cities are in interaction with their surroundings and regions. It is possible to

understand the transformations of city centers by analyzing of their relations with

surroundings. One of the most important factors behind these transformations is change

ofthe functions and of inspection mechanisms.

The city centers in pre-industrial period were market and shopping places which

traditional works and the small scale manufacturing activities existed there. At the same

timethese places were administration, control and housing areas of merchants.

The industrialized societies define the city centers as "the brain of the city" due

to the coordination and control functions, which densely existed in these areas. As the

parallel of industrialization, central business districts (CBD) of a city were a place,

which had the highest land values and the highest accessibility. The main functions of

district are manufacturing, retail trade, and social and cultural activity transportation and

communication services. Particularly in recent years it is observed the increase of the

employment rate of producer services such as banking, specialized advertising firms,

counselling and legal advising firms, publication and press and multimedia services.

Thus the CBD can be defined as an area which the highest level of employment, capital

and good mobility exist there

The CBD in metropolitan areas grows and expands through sub centers in

respect of site selection of capital and city macroform. The new changes and

transformations have begun to life styles as to the restructuring of world economies and

developing information and communication technologies as mentioned in previous parts

of the study. It is possible to observe the spatial reflections of these changes and

transformations the macroform of the city and CBD on the aspect of physical and

functional changes.

Finally, central business districts are both indicator and determinative factors of

regional positions and of developments of the cities. It possible to understand the

changes and transformations of Turkish cities by studying as to the particular periods.



This period was a process of searching a new identity within the singled party

political system in Turkey. The years of 1920 defined as liberal and external regime,

while the 1930s and 1940s defined as internal and central controlled on the aspect of

economic structure. Internal economic policies take the place of the efforts of

industrialization and economic restructuring due to the economic crisis and World War

II. (Osmay, 1998)

In addition to this urban population became dense in major cities in this period.

16,4 % of total population lived in the cities as seen in table 10. The region and city

centers except for istanbul and izmir based on agricultural economies and began to

industrialize by the hand of the government.

The city centers controls and serves to the agricultural and limited non-

agricultural activities in this period with slow urbanization and population growth. The

mainactivities of city centers were administration functions, retail, and wholesale trades

individual and institutional services. There existed spatial differentiations of workplaces

as a parallel of organization level.

A dual structure of city centers existed in this period: the new developing centers

and the traditional city centers. Whether functional integrity or limited transportation

and communication opportunities caused to constitution of these two centers within a

close relation.

The traditional city centers settled in Khans and caravanserai regions that retail

and wholesale trade activities located these areas. Although they were partly different

from housing areas within the historical urban fabric, they were organic extensions of

these housing areas. (Osmay, 1998)

The small-scale manufacturing activities (farriers, ironsmiths, coppersmiths,

carpenters ... etc) which based on agricultural production, took an important place in

traditional centers. Except for this type of productions, retail trade was the first sector.

The second sector was the type of trade that exported the regional production to the

national and international markets by collecting the product of the city and

surroundings. The khans and caravanserais were important structures of business

centers. Since the lack of the buildings for transportation, communication, commercial

and residential activities, the khans were of service to these functions. (Osmay, 1998)



Table 9. Urban and rural population and proportion of urban population between 1927-

1990 (r: Annual population growth impetus in respect of population census)

Total 10000+ <10000
Census Turkey r Thousand r Thousand r %

Thousand

1927 13.648 2.236 11.412 16,4

1935 16.158 2,1 2.735 2,5 13.423 2 16,9

1940 17.821 2 3.203 3,2 14.618 1,7 18

1945 18.790 1,1 3.442 1,4 15.348 1 18,3

1950 20.947 2,2 3.782 1,9 17.165 2,2 18,1

1955 24.065 2,8 5.425 7,2 18.460 1,6 22,5

1960 27.755 2,9 7.308 6 20.447 1,9 26,3

1965 31.391 2,5 9.383 5 22.008 1,5 29,9

1970 35.605 2,5 12.754 6,1 22.851 0,8 35,8

1975 40.348 2,5 16.707 5,4 23.641 0,7 41,4

1980 44.737 2,1 20.330 3,9 24.407 0,6 45,4

1985 50.664 2,5 25.890 1,8 24.774 0,3 51,1

1990 56.473 2,2 31.805 4,1 25.668 -0,1 56,3

The new center was a new administration area. In 1950s "the provinces law"

coded as 1870 made and caused some changes on local government organizations in

respect of quality and quantities. The new centers constructed for new administrative

functions and new employees appointed from istanbul. Nevertheless the government

offices, municipality offices, railway station buildings, justice buildings were built and

the new attraction points were created for new developments. (Akttire, 1978)

Before the declaration of Capital City of Ankara, CBD extended from citadel to

Ulus. There were small manufacturer and traders such as ironsmiths, coppersmiths,

tailors on the one end of this center, on the other hand there were magnificent buildings

of the new government. The capital city Ankara with structural developments, became a

model for other Anatolian cities. The city center became a space, which reflected of

governmental authority after the 1924. For instance, The Central Bank, Etibank,

Siimerbank were built in the new center in Atatiirk Boulevard by notable achitects of

the period. (Yavuz, 1992)



In this period, the railway networks were expanded so that central government

couldbe reached all of the country. The railway stations were an important component

for city centers. The closeness to the railway network became significant site selection

criteria for new developing industries. (Osmay, 1998)

In this first period of Republic, in addition to planned economIC progress,

detailed improvement plans were presented. While this planning movements prepared

the space of western isation and modernization ideology by one side, on the other hand it

directed to aim of the planning new settlement areas for growing population of the city.

In tis context, for example, a project competition opened in 19278. Vlus and

surroundings planned as CBD. (Bademli, 1987)

However Yeni~ehir planned as an extension part of the city for administrators

and bureaucrats. But coming to the 1950, Yeni~ehir changed an important sub center.

Onthe other hand Ulus protects its position as CBD in a long term.

City centers became the spaces that the new cultural activities and services took

place in the direction of modernization movements of the Republic. In these years opera

building, theatres and exhibition centers were constructed in Ankara. Another

developments such as entertainment places such as Karpi~ Restaurant, Gar

Coffeehouse, and Ankara Palas point out the new way oflife. (Osmay, 1998)

The cities shaped in the direction of rapid industrialization, redefining of

industrialization strategies, the extreme growth of urban population and increasing of

transportation opportunities.

Industrialization process of this period based on importation of foreign

technologies and capital. The number of enterprises and small scale manufacturing

activities gradually increased. The highway investments as a strategy of

industrialization politics and urban transportation network investments caused to

expansion of the influence area of cities. The first migration movements lived in this

period. Urban population increased 80 % in proportion to national population between

1950-1960. Urban population reaches the highest value between 1965-1975. 30 % of

population began to live in squatters in this period. (Osmay, 1998, 143)

In generally the small-scale manufacturing activities became dense in traditional
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citycenters and its surroundings by destroying urban environment in major cities. The

mostimportant two events of this period are squatter houses and informal activities that

thecentral business districts were the most suitable areas for these activities. (Osmay,

1998, 143)

After the 1965, it was provided the governmental support to the manufacturers

whowere in tendency of establishing in outer city. Thus the small-scale industry moved

fromcity centers to the planned industrial areas. But the relation between the trading

capitalwith small-scale units and consumers and inexpensive labour market. In these

viewpoint a part of manufacturer moved to the industrial sites after 1980 and a part

continued to existence in city centers by effecting from the economic restructuring.

(Seymen,1998, 144)

Coming to the 1970s, it observed some transformations and changes in city

centers,particularly in major cities such as Ankara, istanbul, and izmir. For instance the

new center "Klzllay" constituted except for Ulus and Klzllay had been an important

regionthat the administration and service functions of capital city became dense in this

region.(Osmay, 1998, 144)

However, the transitions of service and commercial activities through the sub

centers were an important characteristic of this period. At the same time this process

was an organizational problem. While the services such as banking and hotels and

industrial activities controlled by the public administrations creates the new spaces,

semi-organized or unorganized commercial activities are settled through the

development areas into the dispersed forms. One of the most important examples of this

is retail trade. The retail trade is a dependent commercial activity to the market and

consumers. Consequently while it becomes the first appeared activity in the new

districts of the city one hand, on the other hand it doesn't leave from city center and

heterogenous customer crowds. (Osmay, 1998)

The transformation of retail trade from individual shops to the supermarkets and

to the multi-storey shopping centers shows that the organization of these sectors

depended on exterior factors. It observed that the retail trade in a low-level organized

cities, expanded through the streets. For example in 1960s, the retail trade in izmir had

never found its place. It developed through the Anafartalar Street. (Osmay, ]998, ]45)

A new solution to meet the profits emerged in central areas were passages,

which several shops existed. For instance Kocabeyoglu and Boulevard Passages became



important shopping places. This passages specialized in respect of consumer demands

and production diversity such as ready-made clothes, millinery, jewellers, medical

equipment and so on. (Osmay, 1998, 145)

In this period the most important corporations which were active in sub regions

of the new center of Ankara were financing firms, banks, industrial and commercial

associations and so on. As a parallel of population which employed this corporations

andtheir consumption tendencies, Ankara Hotel, and Bulvar Palas were constructed in

Atatiirk Boulevard near the Turkish Great National Assembly in Ankara. Taksim

became a hotels center, the new office buildings developed in axis from Taksim to

Harbiye in istanbul. If in izmir these activities became dense in Basmane and

Kordon.(Osmay, 1998, 145)

Another significant effective factors in changes and transformations of city

centers were new housing and transportation policies. Particularly after the 1950s, it

emerged from a population growth and high density in planned and improved city

centers. As a result of this one and two storey houses were demolished and multi-storey

housing units were built with legal changes in flat ownership law (1954 dated and 6217

coded) These process not only lived in major cities but also lived in Anatolian city

centers. The housing and construction sector became a balancing factor against the

inflation. It is possible to say that the functional and structural changes and

transformations of city centers accelerated in the direction of these processes. (Osmay,

1998)

The second significant factor in transformations of city centers was formal and

informal solution efforts of urban transportations. Even if the transportations

infrastructures, which provides the communication between central areas and

surrounding housing areas, were partially constructed by public investments, the lack of

the mass transport opportunities caused to the development of an informal

transportation network and private entrepreneurs found the shared taxi solution between

1950-1960. It was the most efficient transportation alternative for transporting the

crowds to the city centers. (Osmay, 1998) But the traffic congestion in historical city

centers resulted with the confusion and pollution problems. In this context the main

roads and squares handled precedencely. The increasing of motor vehicles in

metropolitan cities began to create some serious problems. Because of these problems

the roads were widened, some boulevards were opened and the squares were arranged



by making some legal expropriations such as istanbul Beyazlt Square, Divanyolu,

Aksaray subways and overpasses. The widening of roads encouraged the growth of

subcenters. Particularly in metropolitan cities sub centers expanded and it connected to

eachother. The Bosphorus, which connects the two sides of istanbul, opened in 1973

andCBD began to develop through the northern sides of the city. (Akkal, 1996)

After the 1970s, the private car ownership had begun to increase rapidly due to

the beginning of the automobile production. The second half of 1970s some particular

roadsclosed and pedestrianized to increase the traffic densities. While the gaining speed

of urban transportation and increasing of traffic densities constituted the significant

hazards for historical centers. In addition the widening roads caused to increase the

building heights and environmental decays. (Osmay, ]998)

In the last decades of 1980s, the different focalizations were observed into the

city centers. In generally it was seen that these focalizations followed through the

prestige housing areas and through the development areas of the city. For instance the

city center of Ankara was giving impression of consisting three parts: Ulus, KlZllay and

TunaliHilmi Street. However the functional differentiations were observed in this areas.

It is seen that this development has also continued today. In this period the

characteristics of Ulus, KlZllay and Tunali Hilmi Street began to become evident as a

parallel to the neighbourhood housing areas. These characteristics could be observed in

retail trade, individual services and the activities based on individual consumption.

While retail trade became dense in KlZllay (60 % of retail trade), wholesale trade

protect its importance. (90 % of wholesale trade) The old historical city center, Ulus

continued to serve low-income groups.(Osmay, 1998)

If KlZllay entered a new transformation process. The pubs, restaurants and

pastry-shops in a quality of delicatessen, which the intellectuals demanded in 1960s,

were closed and the fast food restaurants, beerhouses, buffets and coffeehouses took

their places in pedestrianized ways.

In addition Kavakhdere and <;ankaya where the high-income groups lived there

became a sub center with financial firms, banks cultural activity areas. Tunali Hilmi

street has begun to become an attraction center for the more professional services.



Turkey has entered a new period described as fundamental change "free-market

price".The objectives of this policy are:

• To increase importation and exportation

To realize economic reform

• To specialise the public corporations

• To develop infrastructure and housing construction

• The integration with United Nation (Osmay, 1998, 147)

As mentioned before it has been observed the limited falling in urbanization

rates as to the previous periods. The increasing number of urban settlement and

migration movements between cities caused to increasing of urban population. But the

decrease of prolificacy rates reduced the population growth. Urban population was 45,5

% in 1980, 51,1 % in 1985 and 56,3 % in 1990. (State Institute of Statistical, 1995)

However the economic restructuring and technological developments have

begun to effect the cities. It was determined that the number of the central business

district within the metropolitan areas, increased. For example it mentioned that there are

nine central districts in istanbul: Aksaray, Eminonii, Karakoy, istiklal Street,

Osmanbey, Mecidiyekoy, Be~ikta~, Uskudar and Kadlkoy. (Osmay, 1989) While the

producer services have gradually become dense, consumption services have begun to

remove outer areas. Another reason of this movement is mass housing applications.

It is evident that telecommunication and information technologies caused to

increasing of site selection opportunities of industry and urban services in western

countries. The significant part of labours has moved through the outer areas. But at the

same time administrative centers of firms and some producer services such as banking,

financial corporations, insurance firms, counselling and advertising firms prefer to stay

in city centers. (Sassen, 1991)

In addition, as a parallel of the developments of information technologies, it was

determined the significant increase in number of firms, which serves in information

sector and number of labours employed in this sector. This situation is also a current

issue for Turkey. The developing communication and information network accelerated



to the emergence of and expanding market from national scale to global scale. The

Majorcities constitute nodal points within this communication network. For this reason

itis inevitable the competition of firms to taking places in metropolitan city centers.

In this context these developments are observed in Turkey, too. There exist a

significant event, which developed by making use of the new communication and

transportation opportunities, emergence of multi-storey business centers and building

complex and plazas. For instance a new center has begun to develop in extension of

Si~li-Mecidiyekby central business district in istanbul after 1980. (Table 11.) There are

administration centers and directorships of large firms, communication and coordination

offices, car parks, entertainment and shopping centers in this area. Akmerkez, Sabanc!

Center, Medya Plaza, Yap! Kredi Plaza are intelligent buildings which equipped with

severalelectronic systems.

According to these findings business center of istanbul has experienced a

structural transformation after the 1980 and the expanding of service sector and

especially as a result of the increasing of producer services such as administration,

accountancy, investigation and marketing created their new spaces.

Nevertheless the retail trade changed after 1980. The increasing of foreign

capital after 1983, the increasing of private car ownership and developments of

electronic systems caused significant changes in financial activities and retail trade in

respect of consumption behaviours and geographical allocation.

It is possible to determine about the spatial organizations of retail trade and

shopping behaviours from limited investigations. First is the emergence of a structural

duality between small-scale and large-scale retail trades. However much retail selling

protects its dominant position into the market place, it was determined that the opening

and closing rates of these enterprises decreased. Secondly the shopping centers with

product diversity not only opened outer areas of the city but also it is opened in the city

centers. Because the infrastructures of city centers and being the attractive investment

areas of city centers are important factors for shopping centers. (Osmay, 1998)

Furthermore, the product diversity of shopping centers and at the same time

being an entertainment places constitutes an attraction center for the crowds. Credit

cards and purchasing with credit opportunities caused to tendency of mass consumption

oflow-income groups.



Region The Number of Bank %
Levent-Etiler -Si~li -Mecidiyekoy -Esentepe 31 46
Tepeba~l-Taksim 8 12
Karakoy 3 4
Kabata~-Be~ik:ta~ 5 7
Maslak 2 3
BiiyiikdereCaddesi 19 28
Toplam 68 100

Enterprises Unit %

Public 3 3
Banking and Financial 33 37
Industrial 27 29
Hotels, Cultural and Trade Centers 22 24
Insurance Firms 3 3
Health-Education 4 4
Toplam 92 100

Consequently, the entertainment sector as a third significant activity of city

centers, tends to move from central areas and it tends to gather new focal points.

Especially the shopping centers such as Galeria and Capitol, which established after

1990s, include several activities from food and drinking to the sport facilities such as

ice-skating. (Osmay, 1998)

The following stage of shopping centers is shopping cities that are established

outer of metropolitan areas and mass-housing regions. However much these types of

centers based on particular life styles anticipated private car ownership, they have

improved some adaptation mechanisms for the local conditions by organizing their own

transportation and communication services.

Finally it is possible to say that the more than one services creates some focal

points into the growth direction of metropolitan centers by organizing and taking into



consideration of investment and communication factors into the development process of

citycenters.

On the other hand it is not possible to say that these developments in the

metropolitan city centers are planned. Consequently the macroform of the cities are

experienced some changes and developments depended on the site selection criteria of

these shopping centers into the inner or outer areas of cities. Particularly the necessity of

the transportation and car parking areas caused the traffic congestion and high land

values. At the same time these developments changes the land use patterns and the

structure of employment.

In generally the problems concerning to the development of CBD are resulted

from paying insufficient attention to the plan decisions and from the development in

direction of developers and capital owners profits. The greater municipalities are

insufficient to directing the development of city centers. For example in Ankara and in

izmir, although the development of city centers comes to the limits, the new

investments can not be realized to the new development axis.

The city centers in metropolitan or the other cities where it does not enable to

construction of contemporary business centers faced with the alternatives of decaying or

restructuring and regenerating. The gaining of the new functions to the city centers and

restructuring of city centers based on the attractiveness of these areas for the

investments of private sector.



The cities in developed countries have some physical and social problems that

occurred with the industrialization period with the increase in accessibility, with easy

access by motor vehicles and increase in public transportation 1920' sand 1930' s.

During 1960s and 1970s, the industrial plants and commercial activities and much

middle invaded the city center and high-income groups left the city preferring to live in

the suburbs where no congestion existed. They left great areas of urban dereliction,

vacant buildings, unemployment, and poverty. Many people were left in the city center

with no jobs available, especially the poor.

Decentralization to the suburbs and the loses in the inner city population created

abandoned and obsolete areas. In order to stop the movement to the suburbs that cause

recessions of economy, governments decided to make interventions by regenerating the

deteriorated parts of the inner city. Upper and middle class population relocated in the

inner city where a satisfactory condition and a livable environment were available after

the regeneration process.

Regeneration became an important issue for many developed countries. There

are different types of of organizations that have roles in regeneration. These can be the

corporations established by the central or local government and local neighbourhood

groups.

The need for regeneration first occurred in 1972 with the obsolescence of the

inner-city areas. The governmental interventions to the issue have been directly related

with the encouragement of private sector to be involved in the regeneration process.

Many agencies and a large number of funding measures have been established for this

aim. These agencies were semiautonomous and centrally accountable institutions. These

effected the role of the local authorities. In addition to the agencies the National Urban

Regeneration Agency (NURA), for the provision of greater funds to the agencies to

solve the inner-city problem, and the Urban Development Corporations (UDC) for

uplifting the derelict industrial areas in the city center, have been established. UDC got



fundsfrom the government for the acquisition, purchase, and reclamation of land and to

improve the environment and the development on these areas. The local governments

were disabled in their works as they could not get more grants for other municipality

services (Savitch, 1995)

The closest similarities to the British city center situation are to be found in USA. Inner

city problems -physical obsolescence, declining economy, and services have been

recognized for longer in the USA than in Britain. American cities experienced large-

scale postwar redevelopment projects. American cities also experienced declines in

population, employment, investment, and the process described as de-urbanization

similar to the British pattern of suburbanization and decentralization.

Geographically central city problems similar to Britai n's are concentrated in the

north-east and north-central regions of the USA which have lost their traditional

manufacturing dominance to other regions and whose rapid 19th century urban growth

and 20th century immigration movements has now left a legacy of physical obsolescence

and social deprivation.

Some of the differences in the American situation can be seen by examing the

roles of the agencies, central and local government private and voluntary sectors.

The American government system based on a federation of states is less

centralized than the British system. The policy of regional development and job

dispersal controlled by central government would not be politically possible in the USA.

While the US Federal government has a more limited role in the level of financial

support given to local government, its mechanisms for grand (particularly the Urban

Development Action Grand, UDAG) aid have attracted some attention in Britain as a

different approach, the grant is to promote economic and neighbourhood regeneration

through innovatory projects with joint public-private sector finance and community

support. UDAG attempts to compensate for the higher development costs on inner

cities. (Jong, 1991)

The local governments handle the redevelopment and regeneration projects.

Federal governments provides finance and technical assistance and the state

governments have the responsibility to find a developer for the design and

implementation. For this aim, it establishes a development authority that will manage

and redevelop the derelict areas in success.



The regeneration in USA has two branches: revitalization of downtown areas

and neighbourhood renewal and housing(Gordon, 1996). Housing activity is more

significant in developed cities than the others and is handed to a wider extent and many

housingregeneration projects have been done.

In developing countries, the process of urban regeneration is a relatively new.

Efforts are generally concentrated on solving the problems of urban slums, where from

30 to 60% of the urban population residents and which are considered the fastest

growing portion of Third World cities. (http://www.cyberstation.net/hf/mchg/amb/amb

con.htm)

Before the 1980s, the mam approach to urban regeneration m developing

countries was in the form of squatter eradication and relocation of the population to

low-cost housing projects (Laquian, 1984). In the late 1970s, a series of unconventional

strategies, such as slum and squatter upgrading and sites and services, began to replace

the previous clearance policies. Most governments started to acknowledge the socio-

economic impacts of slum demolition, while substandard housing, including squatter

shanties, was recognized as part of the housing stock. Community upgrading appeared

asa way of improving living conditions in informal settlements (Laquian, 1984).

By the 1980s, many developing countries adopted an official policy of slum

upgrading, realizing the potential for existing squatter settlements to be viable urban

communities. Basic services were introduced on the sites and the residents themselves

undertook house improvement works. Settlements were upgraded by improving the

infrastructure and legalizing land tenure. Today, upgrading remains the most sensible

approach to resolving the problems of informal settlements in Third World cities,

although clearance is still commonly used. (http://www.cyberstation.net/hflmchg/

amb/ambcon. htm)

The development of London Docklands has generated huge interest from around

the world. The transition from viability to redundancy of docklands has been considered

as the largest example for urban regeneration in the Western Europe
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Figure 25. Up: Map of London Docklands Development Corporation Area

Down: Docklands compared to Central London (Crawford, 1990, 1)

The Docklands urban development area in London is some 2200 hectares, or 22

square kilo metres, in size. It starts at Tower Bridge and is bounded by the City,

London's fmancial center, and runs for 12 kilo metres to the east. (Crawford, 1990)

London was the most importantly used port city in the 19th century with its

docks. Docklands and its surrounding areas became the greatest and the strongest

employment center in all over the country due to establishments of heavy industry,

shipyards, refineries, serVIce industries, engmeermg and commercial facilities.



Figure 26. General VieWS from DockJands 1950-1967 (http//:www.ijpregeneration

.com)

In the beginning of 1960's the major implications of decay started to appear in

docklands. In spite of many new development and new transformations in technology

and in the world sea-trade, the London could not trace these developments. For a

number of complexes technological, trading and management reasons the port's

prosperity begun to dramatically decline in post war period. The great expansion period

of enclosed dock development was over. For the first time, government started to

consider the implications and consequences of possible closures and alternative

uses.(http://www.ijpregeneration.com )

Between 1967 and 1981 all docks were closed and the London Port city loosed

its importance. Within this period, employment and manufacturing industry in

Docklands started to diminish and unemployment level begun to increase to % 18 which



wasaccepted as the highest level for England. In addition Docklands decay caused the

migrationmovement from inner areas to other parts of London. (Karaaslan, 1991)

The problems related with the London Docklands reached the highest level in

1980s.Whether some policies determined and applied in the area for regenerating in

1970s, the fundamental change begun with establishing of Urban Development

Corporation in the direction of becoming law planning and land act-1980 by the

govemment.(Karaaslan, 1991)The London Development Corporation came in to

operation in 1981, consisting of 2226 ha, a resident population 40.000 and employment

population of 27.213. Part of the declared area receives additional benefits under

Enterprise Zone status. Over 1 billion pounds of grant in aided had been given to the

corporation, three quarters of which have been spent on infrastructural developments

such as the Docklands Light Railway and the Docklands highway. (Brodtment and

Johnson, 1993)

The LDDC has the adopted the policy of acquiring and reclaiming land which is

then sold on to the private sector for development. Owing to the proximity to the City of

London, the Corporation has been very successful in securing both developer interests

and development capital.

However the traditional approach to innercity reconstruction was clearly

inappropriate for Docklands. The Docklands was significantly larger and too diverse,

complex an area than any development areas. A new approach was necessary.

The LDDC has divided into several policy zones;

• Wapping and Limehouse

• The Isle of Dogs with its Enterprise Zone

• Surrey Docks

• Royal Alberts Docks

Wapping and Limehouse: This area is the nearest region to the London city

center. There exist small shopping places, small manufacturing unities, studios, and

historical warehouses. However the area enables mixed uses such as housing and

working activities. (Karaaslan, 1991)



Figure 27. Aerial Views from Wapping Left ill 1961 Right 1981 (http://ijpregener

ation.com)

Figure 28. Shadwell Basin Housing- Wapping Design: Princhard & Wright (Karaaslan,

1990)

Figure 29. Aearial views from Wapping in 1998 http://search.gallery.yahoo.com

/searchlcorbis

http://search.gallery.yahoo.com


Isle of Dogs: The essential feature of this region is to being a housing and

working( Industrial and commercial offices) zone. There exist in this region Enterprise

Zone that is about 200 hectares. Some tax exemptions and improvement privileges is

provided for this crucial functional area. The most significant project of Enterprise Zone

isChanary Wharf that employed 50.000 people. (Karaaslan, 1991)

Figure 30. Enterprice Zone, Isle of Dogs (http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/search

/corbis)

Figure 31. Chanary Wharf Tower, Designed by Cesar Pelli, Isle of Dogs, (Karaaslan,

1991)



Figure 33. Housing from Enterprise Zone (http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/search

/corbis)

Figure 34. Wolf Cressent apartment housing ill Surrey Docks (http://search.gallery

.yahoo.com/search /corbis)



Surrey Docks: This area that some deserted buildings changed to housing and

office uses is planned for a housing area and a regional trade center. There exist

housing, commercial, sport activities, green areas, marina, and recreational activities.

Thehistorical warehouses are gained the new functions in this area. (Karaaslan, 1991)

Royal Albert Docks: Royal Albert Docks is a policy zone where the open

spaces and green areas and housing development areas planned by depending on fme

waterfront views. The completion of third London Airport Project in this area in 1987

increased the attractiveness of the area especially for European investors. The

development centers and satellite developments are significant peculiarities of the area.

(Karaaslan, 1991)

The LDDC had many powers of the local governments such as development

control, land expropriation, purchasing and selling. Approximately 150 hectares of the

Docklands Planning boundaries were reduced and 2048 hectares were given to this new

corporation. (Brodtment and Johnson, 1993)

The LDDC's approach was to enhance and conserve what was best about area,

to promote and build on its many qualities by improving all the area.

The LDDC prepared a series of planning framework. This framework

demonstrated the potential of docklands by opening up development possibilities rather

than closing down options. Most importantly the strategies provided a framework for

regeneration with sufficient flexibility to allow for the changing economic and social

demands that would certainly arise during the period of regeneration of such a large

area. (http://www.ijpregeneration.com)
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The case for infrastructure improvements had to be argued incrementally as the

development potential of DockJands was realised. Commercial development,

particularly the large open floor areas required by international companies, could

readily be accommodated on the large empty sites available in Docklands so relieving

pressure on the City and the West End and the historic heart of London. This strategy

promoted a sustainable outcome, as people would be able to live and work in the same

area so reducing the need for long distance commuting. The mix of residential and

commercial uses would also enhance the viability of the shops, restaurants and other

amenities the LDDC wished to encourage. (Brodtment and Johnson, 1993)

However to achieve this the image of the area as a remote and desolate part of

London had to be changed. At the same time, to coincide with the designation of the

Isle of Dogs Enterprise Zone (EZ), the "red brick" EZ roads were built to provide access

to the first commercial development sites there. These initiatives provided the impetus

for the first wave of investment, which eventually culminated in the proposals for

Canary Wharf These in turn provided the justification, not only for the DockJands

Highways and the extension of the Docklands Light Railway to Bank but also for the

Jubilee line Extension as well. (http://www.ijpregeneration.com)



Government provided the Urban Development Corporation with unprecedented

powers, unprecedented in that local authorities acting as previously only exercised them

elected bodies to enable it to set about its task. The Board of the Corporation, some 12

members in all, was made directly responsible to, and appointed by the Secretary of

State for the Environment. Each member was personally appointed by the Secretary of

State for a period of three years or so, normally from the private sector but with three

places retained for borough nominations. (http://www.ijpregeneration.com)

The powers that Government provided the Corporation with were as follows:

I. Financial resources provided by the Treasury, through the Department of Environment -

initially an amount between £60-70 million per annum.

2. Powers as a single development control Planning Authority (in place of the three

boroughs), enabling the Corporation to provide a 'one stop service' for investors and

developers seeking advice and planning permission (but with no plan making powers,

responsibility for which remained with the local authorities).

3. Land acquisition powers, with the ability to acquire land quickly from public sector

authorities, through special Parliamentary vesting procedures to achieve regeneration.

4. Powers as an Enterprise Zone Authority responsible for the Isle of Dogs Enterprise

Zone, which was designated in April 1982 with a 10 year life;

5. Finally, powers for marketing and promoting the Docklands area.

(http://www.ijpregeneration.com )

Significantly, the Corporation was not provided with plan making powers.

Following so closely after the debacle of the London Docklands Strategic Plan, master

planning especially was considered discredited by Government. It was seen as a time

consuming activity which would not necessarily guarantee success but which would

instead inhibit rather than encourage early development, and also discourage the

Corporation from adopting an early entrepreneurial approach to initial development

activity.

In the light of the Secretary of State's remit to the Corporation, and the LDDS's own

analysis of the problems and opportunities, the Corporation Board set itself the

following initial and overall objectives:



I To rapidly improve the image of Docklands, not only by undertaking programmes

ofphysical works throughout the area, but also by creating confidence in the continuing

improvements to come;

I To use its financial resources primarily as a lever to attract private investment, given

that the amount of public money available to the Corporation was small in relation to

the size of the task the leverage principle;

I To acquire as much public sector land as resources permitted, in order to undertake

the necessary reclamation, servicing and site assembly, followed by remarketing to the

private sector wherever such sites were not the subject of suitable active redevelopment

plansby their current owners;

I To bring the roads and public transport network up to the standard enjoyed in other

partsof London;

I To bring about significant improvements in a choice and quality of housing and

community amenities without undertaking such work directly.

In London Docklands impacts of the Development Corporation have been

important in terms of economic regeneration and of effect on local employment.

(Church,1998)

Under these conditions, the major goals of the LDDC were summarised by Chief

I To bring land and building into effective use, stimulate existing and new industry

andcommerce, create an attractive environment, and ensure the right housing and social

facilities were created to encourage people to live and work in the area.

I To attract high technology industrial capacity to the region, however this attraction

and employment benefits will trickle down to the local population. (Page; 1987)

I To change social character of the region through the attraction of young professional

groups. (Page; 1987)

I To focus shifting from the infrastructure provision to wider social groups. (Church;

• To rebuild physical and social environment and to refurbish not only the buildings,

but also the whole urban environment. The basic principle has been to break down the

barriers between communities. (Shaw, 1990)
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belief that the private enterprise would provide the solution to the

area.But there was no any economical attractiveness of the area as the

's meantthat the LDDC' s initial inclination was to create a market and

newdevelopment. (Church, 1998)

Docklandsis large and extremely complex an area. The fine urban grain

development focused in the areas of London Bridge City, the

ide and Wapping and Limehouse, which contrast with the vast areas

'ng policies of the LDDC have sought to build on the intrinsic

development area. In 1985, once the broad strategy for regeneration

'shed local LDDC offices were set up to forge closer links with

'ty groups and businesses as specific development proposals were

for consideration and implementation. (Church, 1998)

S's approach was to combine flexibility, diversity and intensity within

framework which would provide access to and within the area as a

pment strategy for the regeneration of London Docklands, set out in

Report 1982-1982, comprised a number of key priorities, which

and Conservation: The architectural heritage of Docklands had, to a

ignoredduring the 1960's and 1970's. Many fine buildings were lost,

latharine Docks, the London Docks in Wapping and the West India

of Dogs where buildings dating from the early and mid-19th century

with hardly a second thought. Plans for the development of

prior to the creation of the LDDC, generally ignored or at best

, g reference to the area's architectural heritage, viewing future

, osprimarily in terms of redevelopment. (http//: ijpregeneration.com)

first actions of the LDDC was to formally invite the Department of

to reappraise the historic buildings of Docklands. This was completed

6 buildingswere added to the statutory list of Buildings of Architectural

est. In parallel with this the LDDC set about an assessment of the



area's historic character and eight new conservation areas were designated, with a

furtherfive previously existing conservation areas extended, between 1981 and 1991.

Above: St Johns Wapping, mid
1980's
Below: St John's Wapping, 1997

Figure 37. View from The buildings, which are a cultural haritage (http//:

ijpregeneration.com)

The River and The Docks: The earlier plans for the redevelopment of London

Docklandsnot only ignored the area's architectural heritage but saw the enclosed areas

of the docks as a problem and as a liability. The potential of the river was virtually

ignored as well.The docks and the Thames are most powerful symbols of the area's

heritageand a unique visual and recreational amenity. It is the docks in particular that

distinguishes the area from any other part of London and was therefore seen by the

LDDC as a major asset to be saved, enhanced and promoted. (http//:

ijpregeneration.com)

While the potential of the flver to provide an attractive setting for new

developmentwas acknowledged its value to London was virtually ignored. The policy

of driving continuous riverside access along its banks, hastened the demise of

commercialwharfs their use being incompatible with safe public access.



DC initially resisted the loss of viable wharfs. However following a

to consider an appeal against a refusal for the change of use, to

commercialwharf on the west side of the Isle of Dogs the Department

granted approval. This precedent was to have a

the way in which similar sites were to develop. (http//:

The improvement of public transport became the

prinity. Bus routes connecting the area with London Underground and

were introduced with subsidies from the LDDC. The Docklands Light

in 1987, between Tower HilI, Island Gardens and Stratford which

. impetusfor the regeneration of the Isle of Dogs Enterprise Zone.

vements for vehicular access to and within Docklands was accepted

1D1dergoa successful economic regeneration, major improvements by

buildingwas essential. The Docklands Highways opened in May 1993

ity. A series of major linked roads dramatically improving access to

s. The alignments chosen for the roads were inevitable. (Church,
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For the most part they avoided built-up areas, being routed through vacant and

derelict land and in the one location where a road through an already established

residential area was necessary, in Limehouse, the road was built underground. Finally

the Jubilee Line Extension due to open in 1998 will provide London Docklands with the

public transport and road infrastructure to match the City and West End. (http//:

ijpregeneration.com)

The Enterprise Zone: It was a key part of LDDC policy to create jobs by

encouraging private investment into an area. LDDC prepared design guidelines for the

area. It was this guide together with development briefs for individual sites that the

LDDC used to encourage and direct investment. At the outset is was virtually

impossible to get any private investment but slowly, as the perception of the area started

to change and as access and public transport improved, tentative developments were

proposed. The fIrst phase of regeneration on the Isle of Dogs that can be seen ill

Millharbour and Mastmaker Road was the result. (Crawford, 1990, 1)

Industry and Employment: By 1981 the economic decline of the docks had

impacted upon the whole of the area's economy. While many firms had survived and,

indeed, survive today, others operated on a marginal existence and soon succumbed to

the inevitable. It was important to keep as many jobs in the area as possible and the

LDDC promoted a large new industrial park just north of the UDA (Urban

Development Area) at Cody Road which was well serviced and allowed Doclands fIrms

which wanted to relocate to stay in the East End. (http//: ijpregeneration.com)



pnmary role in Docklands because

with it. For this reason, housing accepted as a comparatively low-

wsa quicker return, and has a flexible design form.(Shaw, 1990)

the structure of mixed tenure has been achieved within the same

of the units are for sale; some are for rent; and some are shared

all within the same estate and even him the same block.

populationincrease the area will create a new tenure mix and social

. effectof all these developments has been a massive increase in land

whichhad, negative land values in 1981. (Church, 1988)

IIIljor house builders concentrated their development activities beyond

the suburbs, beyond the green belt and in the provinces. With the

fGovernment and the LDDC they took a very tentative step into the

commencedbuilding houses for sale in Beckton in mid 1981. To the

, and the relief of the builders and the LDDC, the houses were an

WIth the further encouragement of the LDDC this led the house

market in what were perceived to be more difficult areas, the Surrey

of Dogs and fmally Wapping. Such was the success of these ventures

builders were encouraged to stay and acquire their own sites for
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development so maintaining the momentum of regeneration. House builders on LDDC

land had to give priority to local residents and insure that initially 40% of new housing

was affordable to people on average wages. (http//: ijpregeneration.com)

Cascades and A nchorage Point private

riverside develop.o-nent on the JsJe of Dogs

Homes built by local people at Maconochies

Wharf, Isle of Dogs

Affordable homes for teachers were part of

the new housing mix at Shadwell Basin,
Wapping

The Circle housing. Bermondsey
Riverside



Figure 44. Dwelling stock and Population Growth Graphics of LDDC (http//:

ijpregeneration.com)

The Creation of Viable Communities: To support these key strategies priority

hasbeen given to community development with an emphasis on education and training.

New schools and colleges have been built and a university campus is being planned.

Facilities for training and education have been enhanced and funding for new initiatives

hasbeen given.

The LDDC's objective was the regeneration of the half dozen or so city districts

which make up the UDA. As well as jobs, housing and schools, these areas needed

shops, health care, recreation and cultural amenities. Each of the key development areas

of Docklands now has a new shopping centre opened in the last 15 years; in addition a

brand new hypermarket, serving a large part of East London, opened in Beckton in

1993.

Consultation and Participation: Great importance has been gIven to

partnerships. In Dockland program, there are various types of public-private

partnerships, which involve cooperation in housing, both newly built and refurbished.

The public and private sector partnerships have been accepted as vital components for

the success of the program.

If the means of the planning, all the planning and redevelopment schemes have

been designated and altered in response to local and public concerns. The refurbishment

of housing estates by the LDDC has been prioritised by the local authorities and carried

out to the wishes of the residents. The LDDC has established and maintained liaison



withresidents' and community groups during this process to maximise the opportunities

for them to benefit. (Crawford; 1990)

Urban Design: The LDDC's aim is the creation of coherent and diverse yet

distinct and identifiable districts similar to those, which constitute other metropolitan

areas. This is achieved through the preparation of development frameworks, design

briefs and a positive approach to development control. According to the Annual Report

of LDDC; the design of a clearly defined public realm is critically important to

comprehension of the city; it helps orientation, creates a "sense of place" and greatly

assists enjoyment of cities.

It is important that spaces are designed to create a focus or to enable a "change

of pace" from the hectic activity adjoining a railway station to the quiet solitude of a

city park or square for example.

The single characteristic which is common to all established city areas is that

they have achieved a level of complexity which makes them interesting and

enlightening places to be. To a great extent such complexity can only be established

over time, as the city absorbs the diverse characteristics of its citizens and adapts to

their changing desires and aspirations.

However, in the regeneration of large areas of vacant land order rather than

chaos was essential. The positive aspects of the area's character should be

acknowledged and enhanced, thus avoiding anonymity. The introduction or protection

of landmarks and the creation of a hierarchy of routes and spaces within an overall

landscape strategy provide orientation. The ordering of space and its definition by

buildings, landscape, and other such devices becomes a key objective.

Continuity and harmony of scale and the controlled use of materials become the

means by which a civilised cityscape was achieved. The LDDC has sought to ensure

that frontages at street level contribute interest, particularly in predominantly

commercial districts where as far as possible blank facades are avoided.

Diversity was a vital ingredient of well established urban areas both in erms of

land uses and building types. Whilst it is important that amenity was protected, the

LDDC has fostered the development of different land uses and allowed their

interrelationship to develop.

Areas of water dominate much of Docklands. The scale of these spaces, both

river and docks, creates a conflict between the fronts and backs of buildings. Lighting,
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advertising and slgnage make a positive contribution to both understanding and

enjoyment of urban areas. There exists a frontage (a quasi street) on the docksides of

equal importance to the actual streetscape. Architects have encountered difficulties on

these sites between docks and roads in adequately addressing both "frontages". Car

parking has been located under buildings, which has led to dead frontages at ground

level on both street and quay relieved only by ventilation grilles. One of the special

features ofDocklands urban design must therefore be the recognition that both the street

andthe quaysides have to be better understood and given equal respect by designers.

These issues were the subjects of a particular study in the development

framework plans prepared in the 1980's for the Royal Docks. The work, which sought to

learn from the early developments on the isle of Dogs, around the Millwall and West

India Docks, formed the basis of the infrastructure built by the LDDC to support the

subsequent development. The high quality landscape and transport infrastructure in the

Royal Docks underlined the LDDS's commitment to securing the best possible

standards in the new development it sought to attract there. (http://ijpregeneration.com)

Landscape: The strategy for Docklands is focused on the communities that exist

there and is set out in the development frameworks prepared by the LDDC for each of

the major development areas within the development area .. An important component in

the LDDC's land use strategy has been open space. Approximately 13 per cent of the

area of London Docklands is water. The 12 per cent of the land area that is open space,

includes a network of waterside walkways which apart from creating safe routes within

the development area enable the full amenity of the Thames and the docks to be

appreciated. (http://ijpregeneration. com)

The LDDC sought to provide the infrastructure and create an environment in

which investment would be encouraged. While the LDDC acquired or inherited much of

the vacated land, private investors would undertake the majority of building. The task of

the LDDC's landscape strategy was, therefore, twofold. Firstly, it had to significantly

enhance the environmental quality of Docklands by landscaping, the refurbishment of

key buildings, and other environmental improvements. Secondly, the creation of new

parks, the enhancement of existing open spaces and the creation of pedestrian and cycle

routes to provide access principally to the river and the docks for the first time took

priority. (http://ijpregeneration. com)



The importance of environmental quality is fundamental to the successful

regeneration of Docklands. Whilst inevitably some of the new development has fallen

short of the architectural standard of the best of Docklands' new buildings, the

landscaping has achieved a consistently good quality. The LDDC has maintained a

policy, originally set out in 1982, of securing high quality landscaping, both in the

infrastructure work it has carried out and in demanding that landscaping is given proper

anddetailed consideration as part of all planning applications. This is a unique aspect of

theLDDC's approach to regeneration. (Shaw, 1990)

While the development of Canary Wharf had the single most significant impact

on the regeneration of Docklands across the board, it had a particularly crucial role in

establishing standards of landscape quality. The design, specification, construction and•
maintenance of the public realm at Canary Wharf is unmatched by any commercial

development in this country and it has lent considerable support for the initiatives of the

LDDC to promote a high standard of landscape design throughout Docklands. The

object of the LDDC's landscape strategy was to co-ordinate and unifies the design of

the urban development area. It sought to provide physical and visual linkages within

andacross the area. In recognising that many of these vistas would be obscured with the

development of the area, the LDDC sought to identify key vistas to existing landmarks

andexplore new opportunities for the creation of new landmarks which would provide

visuallinks and assist orientation as new development proceeded.

The landscape strategy sought to maximise the importance of the Thames to

Docklands by establishing links to it and along its banks and by protecting or creating

visual links from one side of the river to the other. View corridors were established

focused on key buildings including the church towers of St. George in the East, St.

Anne's Limehouse, All Saints Poplar and St. Mark's Silvertown. Tower Bridge, Stave

Hill in the Surrey Docks and the Beckton Alps are also important landmarks and aid

orientation. The single most dominant landmark in Docklands is of course the Canary

Wharf tower, which provides visual links and orientation with the whole of the UDA

both north and south of the river and beyond and gives an identity to Docklands. The

landscape strategy also identifies a number of local landmarks, which provide a focus

andidentity to individual communities.

All open space should have a recognisable purpose, clearly defined in the

landscape design. The landscape could contribute positively to the social, communal



andcommercial life of Docklands by establishing an attractive and healthy living and

working environment, which caters for an appropriate and relevant range of outdoor

activities. Provision might be made, for example, for the varying requirements of

differentage groups ranging from noisy play for the very young to contemplative sitting

forthe elderly.

Figure 45. St. George in the East of Dock lands (http://www.ijpregeneration.
com)

Figure 46. Left and right up: View from Chanary Wharf 50. Storey Right down: View

from Mil End Channel (http://www.ts2k.org.uk/eastprtfolio/urban.htm)



Figure 47. View from Chanary Wharf (http://www.ts2k.org.uk/east/ portfolio/

urbanlurbanpl.htm)

DockIands is largely urban and it is appropriate that the landscape should reflect

and strengthen this character. The LDDC established a preferred vocabulary of

materials and details to guide rather than to be prescriptive. The LDDC produced

"Landscape Design Guidelines" to assist developers and their designers in the

preparation of schemes which respect the special characteristics of DockIands.

The LDDC recognises the aesthetic and physical value of planting. Due to the

largely urban character of Docklands, the opportunities for extensive soft landscape

treatment are relatively few and need to be maximised.

Water and the Waterside: Docklands is defined and dominated by water; it

forms the most important landscape element. The LDDC has a policy for the provision

of public access to the water's edge wherever possible and is establishing

comprehensive pedestrian networks through dockside and riverside landscape projects.

Sites, which front the water, are generally expected to be accessible to the public and to

respect the range of waterside materials and details established by the LDDC. It is

policy that dock and river related artefacts should be retained wherever feasible and

incorporated into the landscape.



Notwithstanding its policy on public access to the waterside, the LDDC is aware

thatsuch access is not compatible with many commercial uses of wharves. The policy is

thusimplemented only in areas not used for industrial purposes, where public access

wouldbe unsafe, and is not intended to frustrate or otherwise blight such uses.

Development Frameworks: The fundamental planning policies for Docklands

were set out in the LDDC's 198/82 Annual Report which indicated opportunities for

new housing developments and employment and the major highways and rail

infrastructure necessary to serve the area.

The LDDC's aim to create districts of individual character has been achieved by

adopting a flexible and responsive attitude to development opportunities over the more

than20 year projected time scale for the regeneration of Docklands. This approach is

crucialto accommodate the changes, which will necessarily occur over such a period of

timeas the area develops.

When they were prepared Area Development Frameworks were widely

publicised locally and public exhibitions mounted to explain the LDDC's ideas. They

hadthree main functions:

• To inform people who live and work in the area that the LDDC has considered the

future development and completion of the area in a comprehensive manner, and to

provide an opportunity for those with an interest to comment on the LDDC's

strategy;

• To inform future investors, both developers and people who are considering moving

to the area, of the LDDC's aspirations for the area; thus providing assurance and

continuity.

• To provide a clear statement of the LDDC's policies for the regeneration of the area

as a comprehensive and coherent input into the statutory planning process which

remained the responsibility of the borough councils.

Frameworks were used by the LDDC to promote regeneration and were not

proscriptive. They sought to raise the profile of the area concerned and generate

investment interest by illustrating possibilities rather than making precise proposals.

The frameworks provided broad development guidelines, which may, where

appropriate, be followed up with urban design studies and development briefs for

specific areas and individual sites.



Conservation: The regeneration of London Docklands was initiated primarily

foreconomic and social reasons. But it created a unique opportunity to conserve the

architectural heritage of a large part of London's East End, to invigorate the historic

urbanfabric with new activity, and to enhance the character and appearance of those

areasof special architectural interest. The area had been devastated by neglect and by

thedemolition of many of the buildings, which had served the docks and wharfs of the

Port of London. The buildings that survived represented an enormous task if they were

tobe saved for posterity as a record of the Greatest Port in the World.

The designation of conservation areas has provided the means of retaining the

character of the historic areas and of ensuring that new buildings within those areas

respecttheir surroundings. However, the fact that an area within Docklands has been

designated as a conservation area does not mean that changes have not been permitted.

It does however mean that the area's special character has been recognised and that any

proposals for new buildings or the demolition of non-listed buildings must comply with

environmental objectives. New buildings and alterations and extensions to existing

buildings within Docklands' conservation areas have had to be of a high standard of

design and have to make a positive contribution to the architectural character of the

area.

The LDDC has accepted that protection of buildings is most important and as

the local planning authority is able to ensure that such buildings are not demolished.

TheLDDC is able to help with repairs to unlisted buildings within conservation areas

by offering grants.

The conservation ofDocklands' architectural heritage has been accepted as a key

part of the LDDC's regeneration strategy. It has been seen as playing a major

constructive role in its regeneration policies and programmes.



Figure 48. Comperative Views from UDA , Before and after refurbishment

(http://www. add ington 3.freeserve. co.ukllddcregen. html)



Baltimore, Maryland, is often cited as a prime example of urban revitalization, in

particularthe area focused on the inner harbour. The city is located on the east coast of

theUnited States, between Philadelphia and Washington DC, and has approximately

750,000 inhabitants, with a population of over 2 million. The proximity to the federal

capitalis of increasing importance for the economic perspective of the region.(Jong,

1991)

Figure 49. Aerial views from Downtown of Baltimor and inner harbour. (http://www.

fwkc. com! ency clopedia/low/ articles/b/b003 00025 5f.html)

The 12th largest city in the United States, Baltimore is one of the nation's

leadingports and industrial centers. The city's maritime character is evident along the

waterfront,a busy area of factories, warehouses, railroads, and docks. The largest city in

the state, it is also a center of education and culture for the entire country.

(http://www.fwkc.com!ency clopedia/low/ articl es.html)

Baltimore lies near the head of Chesapeake Bay, along the estuary of the

PatapscoRiver. Cities developed along the fall line because rivers were navigable only

tothat point and cheap water power was available there. Baltimore's position at the head

of navigation and its closeness to inland cities did much to enhance its ranking as a

worldport.



Figure 50. Geographical location of Baltimore, Maryland (http://www.fwkc.comJency

clopedia/low/ articles/b/b003 00025 5f.html)

Baltimore was originally conceived to be a hub for business. Founded in 1729

onthe north shore of the Patapsco Basin (the area now known as the Inner Harbor) as a

tobaccoport, Baltimore's early growth was painfully slow. But coming to the years of

1800s,Baltimore had evolved into the third largest and fastest growing city in the

nation.

Credit for this dramatic growth spurt belongs to the foresight and vision of the

businesscommunity of that day. Spurred by the opportunity to capitalize on the nation's

westwardexpansion and keenly aware of competition from cities such as New York and

Boston,these individuals time and again seized opportunities to plan and invest in the

city's future. The Great Fire of 1904, destroyed most of the downtown section, which

was,however, soon rebuilt. Downtown was almost completely rebuilt with wider streets

and improved infrastructure in the next several years. The two world wars promoted

greatindustrial growth, which led to a diversification of the economy. (Jong, 1991)

As the central business district matured and became more geographically

specialized through the concentration of business and financial services Downtown;

retail and light industrial on the West Side; and shipping and wholesaling along the

harbor, business leaders looked inward to improve the district's appearance and

function.



Figure 51. Rubble and the remains of buildings after the Great Baltimore Fire in 1904.

(http://www.search.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbis )

After World War II, however, the city's economy experienced a decline and its

population decreased. Not unlike other North American cities, shortly after the Second

WorldWar the city of Baltimore was suffering severe economic problems: urban flight,

thegrowth of the white, middle-class suburbs, and a declining tax base. The inner-city

problems became particularly manifest in the 1950s, when employment growth

stagnated, real estate investments dried up, retail sales declined, buildings were vacated,

etc.(Jong, 1991)

Figure 52. Row houses in inner harbour went through a slum of Baltimore, Maryland,

USA. (http://www.search.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbis)



After 50s, in the subsequent thirty years, Baltimore has experienced a

remarkable regeneration/revitalization process, which has attracted attention from all

over the world. Baltimore provides an interesting example because of the successful

inner-city redevelopments in which public-private cooperation facilitated the

process.(long, 1991)

Downtown was almost completely rebuilt with wider streets and improved

infrastructure in the next several years. In 1950s, a visionary group of business leaders

reclaimed 33 acres of the district and created Charles Center, an internationally

acclaimed project that became Baltimore's premier office district.

As a reaction to the decline of the downtown Baltimore during the post-war

decade, the private business sector established a Greater Baltimore Committee (GBC) in

1955. Bringing together board members of the largest firms in the Baltimore region,

GBC would become the most important private sector organization in the revitalization

process. One of its first actions, together with the downtown retailers association, was to

commission a master plan for the future of Greater Baltimore, with an emphasis on its

inner-city problems and perspectives. This master plan was presented to the community

in 1958 and in a short time it passed the municipal council and was accepted as the

framework for downtown planning in the years to come. Indeed, the master plan proved

to be very influential throughout the regeneration process. (Jong, 1991)

The revitalization process can be divided into three stages, corresponding with

different projects and approaches to development. In retrospect, the first project stage

(Charles Center) may be characterized as "assisted development", the second (Inner

Harbor) as "directed development", and the final stage (Market Center) as

"collaborative development". In the first stage the initiative and investments came from

the private sector; in the second stage the public sector assumed the lead. Full

partnership arrangements characterize the last phase. (Cook, 2000)

In the original master plan priority was given to one major project, the Charles

Center. This choice was based on the idea that a project was needed of sufficient size to

attract investors and to have a profound impact on the whole central business district;

also that it should not be too large in the initial stage, both from the perspective of

investment and of organizational capabilities. It was clear that there would be no federal
138



assistance for the construction of non-residential buildings. As a result, the Charles

Center area is a relatively compact downtown location, where almost all existing

buildings have been replaced by large high rise structures for office use, a hotel, and

some cultural and retail facilities. (http://www.ci.baltimore.md.us/news/digital

harbor.htm)

The initiative for the revitalization of the downtown area at that time and of this

"assisted development" project rested clearly with the private sector. This may also be

illustrated by the role of the Greater Baltimore Committee in a project, which preceded

the design of the master plan. The municipal government had decided to build anew

auditorium and exhibition centre in one of the suburbs. Only after a lobby by G BC and

the Committee for Downtown in February 1958 was a central location selected. This

civic centre is located directly adjacent to Charles Center, and on the route to the Inner

Harbor by way of an elevated walkway.(Jongs, 1991)

Although the original planning horizon for the Charles Center project was set at

ten years, it in fact took three decades before the last building was finished. Accordingly

later plans were designed to take longer periods. Charles Center, the first finished, is a

clear success in terms of leverage power. By 1984 a total investment of $180 million

had been realized, of which $35 million (20 per cent) was public money and $145

million (80 per cent) was provided by the private sector. On top of this were extra

benefits, like multiplier effects and extra tax results, already in 1964 estimated at $2

million per year .(Jongs, 1991)

Responsibilities and tasks were clearly divided between the business sector and

the local government. Funds were not pooled, and project components were functionally

divided. The municipality took responsibility for the acquisition of property, relocation

of businesses, and land development, while the private sector had to find investors and

new occupants. Project financing and planning was also handled by the private sector.

In 1959 the municipality to implement the project established a Charles Center

Management Office (CCMO). The retired president of a downtown department store

and initiator of the Committee for Downtown became head ofCCMO, thus establishing

direct links between this government funded agency and the business community.

(Jongs, 1991)



According to longs although the first phase of the revitalization project "Charles

Center"is considered to be a successful project, it is doubtful whether Baltimore would

haveattracted so much attention on the basis of this project alone. The true value of

CharlesCenter was as an anchor for later projects. The image of the inner city as a

locationto invest and as a place to be was improved. Moreover, valuable experience

wasgained with public-private partnerships and complicated development projects.

(longs,1991, 187)

Figure 53. Office Buildings in Charles Center, Downtown of Baltimor (http:// www

.search. gallery .yahoo. com/search/corbis)

The second of Baltimore's physical development projects, the Inner Harbour, has

been the most spectacular. Whereas the private sector took the initiative for Charles

Center, the municipal government decided in the early 1960s to redevelop the zone

around the Inner Harbour or Water- front. The business community was at first hardly

interested. The problems of the area were enormous, with vacated, derelict land, and no

remaining viable economic activities. The Inner Harbour project area is not exactly

defined, but covers an area about eight times as large as Charles Center. Originally the

idea was that almost the whole project would be publicly financed, and that functionally

it would be oriented towards residential, public, and retail uses, rather than the office

functions which dominate Charles Center. (longs, 1991)



Figure 54. Views from inner harbour of Baltimor (http://www.ci.baltimore.md.us/news

/digital harbor. html)

After that project was substantially completed in the 1960s, business leaders

focused on a more daunting challenge: revitalizing Baltimore's aging dilapidated

waterfront. Starting in the early 1970s, a partnership of private developers and key

governmental leaders initiated nearly two decades of development activity resulting in a

host of projects which now adorn the Harbour skyline, including Harborplace, the

World Trade Center, the Maryland Science Center, the Baltimore Convention Center,

National Aquarium in Baltimore, the Hyatt Regency Hotel, Sheraton-Inner Harbour

Hotel, and many new towers along Pratt Street. (http://www.tbrpc.org/water

front/balti more. htm)

Even so, it was not until the mid-1970s that construction in the Inner Harbor

reached the point where the private sector was making substantial investments.

Examples are a Hyatt hotel and the Harbour Place shopping arcades. Harbour Place,

developed by the Baltimore-based Rouse Corporation, is probably the best known

project of the Inner Harbor; similar centres are found in Boston, New York, and

elsewhere. (longs, 1991)



Figure 55. The Baltimore National Aquarium in Baltimore, Maryland (http://ww

w.fwkc. corn!encyclopedia/low /articl es/b/b00300025 5f html)

Figure 56. Harborplace, a group of waterfront restaurant and shopping pavilions, is part

of the revitalization of downtown Baltimore(http://www.fwkc.com/encycl

opedia/ low/articles/b/b003000255fhtml)

Figure 57. Hyatt Hotel and Harbour Place Shopping arcades(http://www.ci.baltimore.

md.us/news /digitalharbor.html)



The third phase of the restructuring of the inner city of Baltimore started in 1979

withthe establishment of the Market Center Development Corporation (MCDC), which

wasentrusted, with the task of executing the Market Center Urban Renewal Plan. The

aim was to strengthen the retail and housing functions downtown through selective

public involvement. Notwithstanding the remarkable renovation of the inner city,

reflectedin the expansion of office jobs and the attraction of activities and functions for

the general public around the Inner Harbour, people started to realize that long-term

economic success would also depend on the increased consumption of the inner-city

working and residential populations. Nevertheless the downtown population was

continuing to decline. Apart from housing projects, which were given higher priority,

MCDCwas established to stimulate the downtown retail market.

There were three aspects to the MCDC strategy: the development of major retail

anchor stores, the improvement of the infrastructure and of important shopping streets,

and the development of housing near the retail centre. However, the financial

capabilities of MCDC are limited. The main hope is that the private sector will be

willing to invest in the retail functions, while the public sector's role, apart from the

activities of the development corporation, is limited to the creation of a favourable

environment. The approach has therefore been labelled "collaborative development",

which may be a bit of an overstatement in the light of the rather conventional roles of

bothparties in this project phase.

Between 1977 and 1981 the city planned four significant projects in hopes of

attracting visitors to the Inner Harbor in numbers great enough to elevate the Baltimore

waterfront to that of a major tourist destination. In 1979, The Baltimore Convention

Center was opened. $35 million in funding came from the state legislature after a

feasibility study revealed that a convention center would greatly benefit the state of

Maryland as well as the City of Baltimore. (http://www.tbrpc.org/waterfront/baltimore

.htm)

In 1980, Harborplace a Rouse Company property, opened. Located on the

promenade of the Inner Harbor, Harborplace provided the shopping component of the

plan in the form of two pavilions of shops and restaurants. It is reported there were 18

million visits to the shops and restaurants in its first year of operation. (http://www.tbrpc

.orglwaterfront/baltimore .htm)



Figure 58. View from Harborplace, Baltimore (http://www.tbrpcorg/waterfrontfbalti

more.htm)

While a pernicious recession stalled investment throughout Downtown in the

early1990s, a recent national economic boom has contributed to Downtown's strongest

economicperformance in a decade. For example, Downtown's employment base grew

by 2.9 percent in 1998 -ahead of both the national and regional growth rates.

Additionally, real and projected public and private investment Downtown jumped 40

percent -from $1.3 billion in 1997 to $1.86 billion in 1998. Additionally, the vacancy

rate in Downtown office buildings dipped from 20 to 14 percent, its lowest level this

decade,while the value of the commercial property base-jumped nearly four percent.

The transformation of the Inner Harbor into an office and recreational

destination of choice was clearly a remarkable accomplishment. It was so successful, in

fact,that the Inner Harbor has achieved a level of economic preeminence which has, to

someextent, caused it to eclipse other parts of Downtown. (Jong, 1991)

In order for Downtown Baltimore to fully achieve its economic development

potential, all of its parts the Inner Harbor, the central business district, the West Side

and Historic Charles Street contributes to this goal. While the Inner Harbor has

disproportionately benefited from new investment in recent years, other areas, such as

the historic central business district (CBD), the core area of Downtown still hold great

opportunity for further development and investment. Downtown's historic heart must

playa more active role in its unfolding economic renaissance and continue to encourage

growth opportunities and investment. Reviving the district's economic fortunes will

significantly boost the long-term health and vitality of all of Downtown, from the West

Sideto Mount Vernon. (http://www.tbrpc.org/waterfrontfbaltimore.htm)



The city has grown and prospered when its business community has worked

cooperatively with governmental leaders to plan its future. Private-public sector

activismwas a driving force behind the successful transformation of the Inner Harbor,

and is guiding efforts to revitalize the West Side of Downtown today as well. long

statesthat the most important reason for the success of the downtown revitalization of

Baltimore is the cooperation between the public and private sectors, which has evo lved

over thirty years. The evolution of three distinct phases of assisted, directed, and

collaborative development. (long, 1991,197)

Aleppo is a representative example of an old city that has undergone various

adaptations and restructuring through the centuries. Bab Al-Faraj regeneration project is

an important changes which plays a considerable role on urban development. The main

objectof the project which takes an important place on a strategically district of the city,

to end the renewal politics which anticipated to demolition the entire historical

environment and to exchange the old urban fabric with the modem architectural

buildings.

Figure 59. Left: Plan of the inner city of Aleppo Right: Aerial Views from northside of

Aleppo (http://almashriq.hio£no/syria/900/ the _lure_oCaleppol)



Aleppo is the most considerable and older city of Islam world. Already the site

of prehistoric tell, it became first a provincial Greek and afterward Roman, city and

established its urban structure; next the Umayyads and Ayyubids built its fortifications,

and the Ottoman administration expanded its commercial development through a

systemof khans. City was third important center of Ottoman Empire apart form Istanbul

and Cairo. In this period the trade center developed rapidly in Aleppo. Lots of

caravanserais constructed in this period. After the 16th century suburbs developed out of

the citadel. The most important of these suburbs is a historical region that a lot of

Americans and Christians live there today.

Finally as a modern city of 1.3 million it has adapted to the demographic and

traffic pressures of a regional center in a rapidly developing country. Though its growth

hasbeen dramatic, it is nothing like that of megalopolises such as Cairo and Baghdad. It

has been saved from runaway growth by being the second city in Syria rather than its

capital.

Bab Al- Faraj indicates the unexpected changes in urban development that have

taken place all over the world in the past twenty or thirty years. Between 1900 and 1930

the neighbourhood grew up when the medieval moats were filled and the city expanded

on the northeastern side of the old town, making it transition on between the modern

and the traditional part of the city. It grew into a crowded commercial and business

district and center of city's transportation system. The following to the independence in

1954, the city underwent the usual Third World urban phenomenon that combined an



incursion of migrants to the old city with the exodus of the middle class to the suburbs

andits resulting dramatic growth and central city decay.

At the end of 19th century, after the filling of the citadel's moats, the roadways

planned and constructed to direction of north and west surrounding the city. This axis

namedKhandag Street, were connective line between the old and new city. In addition,

the intersection of these two axes on the northwest side, near the Bab AI-Faraj district,

had been important node point within the urban system. Because the area had been

changed very rapidly and surrounded the main services. Numerous of hotels, restaurants

andstores and also the bus terminals constructed on this area.

The old city had grown by gathering lots of closed and turned inside spaces.

Contrary of this, in the new settlement the roads were planned and parcels drawn. These

were designed separately each one and planned through into the street rather than to

tom inside courtyard.

At the beginning of 1950s, a utopic plan was designed by French city planner

Andrea Gutten. Plan completed partially but in 1974, it was regenerated by G. Bansai.

The lack of finance and administrative problems was obstructed to completion of the

plan.

In 1970 municipality except for two streets and two mosques and Historical

Rajab Pasha House aim of the refurbishment purchased all the area. Coming to the

1983, an excavation unearthed the foundations of some of Ayyubid city walls, and the

department of Antiquities halted the project altogether, until a plan could be devised

that was better adapted to the historic context and was compatible with

recommendations made by UNESCO for the preservation of the old city.

Figure 61. Ruins of historic Rajab Pasha House against the background of the modern

city. (Bianca; 1991; 35)



The new project presented in this article aimed at easing traffic congestion in

andaround Bab-Al Faraj, reducing pressure on the old city by redirecting growth to the

southern part of the modern city, and creating intermediate zones between heavily

traffickedroad and pedestrian areas. The Ayyubid walls of the city were

preserved and integrated into an archaeological park; a large open space was created to

serve as a meeting point between the old and the new city, and the new urban fabric

surrounding this square was adapted in scale and texture to match the adjacent fringes

of the old city.

5.4.2. Development Strategies And Principles Of Bab-AI Faraj Development

Project

The proposals of UNESCO were entirely accepted by Aleppo Municipality.

These were the new urban design approaches for Bab Al-Faraj. Main elements of urban

form were completed and the building height was designated as two -three floors. The

bases of the project were to create the new center in threshold between old and new city.

To realizing of these aims, the new cultural center proposal was recommended to the

Bab Al-Faraj. The cultural center would be connected with the pedestrian zone, hotels,

restaurants, cafes, and commercial functions into the Bab Al-Faraj complex. The new

works started by leaving the ancient project.



• To unify the old and the new city and to create a nucleus which has its own identity

with historical reference.

• To complete the urban fabric with the new buildings which has traditional historical

facades

• To re-arrange the old city edges surrounding to main roads.

• To get attractiveness the city center and to gain a node point that connects the

Aleppo's old and new urban fabric, into the urban life.

• To form an architectural style and integrity invited typical architectural

characteristics of Aleppo despite of completely modern

• To surround the general outdoor spaces with irregular forms. These are theatres (1),

cultural center (2), commercial buildings (3), hotel complex (4)

Architectrual arrangaments in the northern side of the area were differnet VIew

point of its scale and environmental urban fabric. Problem of this area was to

consolidate and completion. While the road edges divided for the new commercial
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functions.An underground car park designed the plaza and commercial buildings. The

plazawas important because of two reasons. First, to be an unrefurd and considerable

central vacan land, second its hormonious with surrounding buildings and

environmental urban fabric.

Figure 64. Top: The plaza and the cultural center in west-east direction, Bottom:

Northwestern elevation of the hotel complex (Cantacuzino, 1982,23)

The west and south side of the plaza was separated to the commercial buildings

which obtains organical continuity eachother. Ground floors of these buildings were

designed as shops, cafeterias, restaurants and general passages. The firs and secon floors

were designed as office places and the studios and residence took place on up floors.

However, the new focal point emerged by completion of the project in this

cultural area. This focal point had taken on an important role in preventing the

migration of modern functions from central areas to the suburbs of the city.

The project implemented through five or six phases. The first underway, deals

whit the Khans and suqs in the souhern part; the second rehabilitate Bahsita Street; the

third deal with the rest of the suqs; the fourth with hotels and finally the fifth and sixth

with the condtruction of the cultural center the plan calls for. Funds will be raised by

the municipality to pay for the project phase by phase by selling or renting the

construcions completed in the preceding phases.



Since the 1950s Turkey has experienced a very high rate of urbanization but

Turkey is now entered into a different notion and process. This process addressed for

"stabilized face of urbanization", which requires the notion of urban regeneration issues.

(Bademli, 1992) In other terms, Turkey has now faced with a new period, which entails

urban regeneration as an obligatory issue in the planning efforts. Although the socio-

economic structure and the urbanization pattern in Turkey are very different from

developed countries, it is in need of regenerative planning initiatives with the aim of

preventing the deterioration of traditional built environments and to adopting them into

thenew demands and new requirements.

For this reason this chapter is intended to focus upon the reasons, dynamics and

prevailing issues behind urban regeneration process in Turkish cities, it is intended to

the analyses of urban planning context with respect to urban regeneration concerns, the

study of legislative, administrative and practical framework of urban planning with

reference to regeneration concerns in order to define both problems and possibilities for

the implementation, the evaluation of urban development projects according to

regeneration issues.

As a result of the rapid urbanization process Turkish cities have tended to lost

their historical and cultural values which come from both pre-republican and republican

periods in addition, continuous unplanned activities under the name of renewal and

redevelopment, caused the loss of identity in terms of architecture and urban quality.

This attitude forced the planning environment to start discussions on different aspects

and needs of the Turkish cities. Then a new period has started namely as stabilized

urbanization, which necessitates regeneration issues as an obligatory tool in the

planning process. However, first marks of regeneration operations have been

experienced in a very short period of time and constituted such negative aspects.

(Bademli, 1992)

In fact, Turkey is on a critical debate about urban regeneration issues because of

possibilities, problems, and unsuccessful previous planning experiences. Although such

countries have been able to allocate their resources in regeneration investments in a



more considerable way and able to use regeneration policies and programs in a more

efficient manner because of decreasing population rates and decreasing urban growth

which requires the implementation of urban development and stabilized face of

urbanization. This situation necessitates regeneration policies with the lower investment

opportunities. (Bademli, 1992)

On the other hand, especially in the last years, local governments and planners

have been much more aware of the need for urban regeneration in Turkish cities. For

this reason such parts of cities like city centers and old and historical urban sites and in

squatter areas should be focused upon in terms of regeneration to a greater extent.

It is generally accepted that there is a dual structure of city centers of many

Turkish cities. While the newly developing city centers provides modern functions and

demands, the older traditional center services to local population and low-income

groups. (Gunay, 1991) Generally these newly emerged centers have been subject to the

density concentrations, inadequate transportation and infrastructure systems, in

sufficient green areas, car parks and servicing systems. The older centers have been

experiencing degradation process.

One of the important processes experienced in most developing countries' city

centers is a tendency for growing replacement of housing from city centers by

commercial and official servicing. This process leads to "tertialization" of urban

centers and generates non-conforming uses as well as increases in density.

Some planning initiatives have been put into action to overcome these types of

problems, especially in big metropolitan cities, such as Ankara, istanbul and izmir. For

example in Ankara, regeneration planning initiatives have been started in the old town

and some pedestrianization programs have been implemented in the modem center.

Several operations are taken into consideration together with pedestrianization

movements with reference to regenerating the identity of Turkish urban culture. (Gunay

,1991)

In Turkey, the first modem city planning initiatives have been introduced in

Ankara with the start of the republican period. After World War II, Turkey had

experienced population grOv.1h and rapid industrialization which led to the high-rate of

urbanization and the massive migratory movements from rural areas. This process
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concentrated mainly on major metropolitan centers and generated urban expansion

pressures towards the under-developed peripheral areas and countryside. This situation

caused the continuous and the rapid changes in the physical structure of these cities. In

other words, there emerged unbalanced and uncontrolled process of urban dispersal.

During this period planners were unable to find solutions to these growing problems due

to the extreme pressures. (Kele~, 1981)

There is three level of settlement planning according to the Urban Development

Law (1985). These are regional, territorial and urban development plans.

Regional Plans: The aims of regional plans are to identify socio-economic

development trends and growth potentials of settlements and to determine the

distribution of economic activities and infrastructure. The State Planning organization

prepares those plans when deemed necessary. GAP and <;ukurova Region are two

important planning experiences for Turkey.

Territorial Plans: Territorial plans comprise the second level in the planning

system. According to their definitions in the legislation, these plans maintain a general

framework for urban development plans on the basis of a set of principles asserted by

the regional plan. They prepared for such sub-regions with special characteristics In

terms of urban development, industrial growth, and tourism potential and so on.

Urban Development Plans: Urban development plans constitute the third level

in the planning process through two consecutive stages, namely as "master plan" and

"implementation" plan. Master plan shows the major land-use allocation and gross

densities for existing and future land uses. This plan guides the preparation of

implementation plan. The second stage is implementation plan. It defines the building

blocks, respective densities, and future building construction rights. Laws also specify

minimum space standards for social and technical infrastructure and design norms.

Municipalities have the options to prepare the plan themselves, tendering them

out, or letting them to be prepared by the Bank of Provinces. On the other hand, the

Bank of Provinces can prepare the plans itself and tender them out to planners in the

private sector. Within a metropolitan area, major municipality holds the authority to

prepare and endorse the master plan, while the right of the preparation of the

implementation plans is in the hand of the district municipalities.

Implementation programs are prepared for the five-year period through defining

municipal actions and investments that have to be carried out for the urban
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development. Fundamental issues included in the programs are compulsory acquisition,

land adjustment, and service provision schemes.

The previous planning efforts indicate that Turkish planning practice and

legislation have always been in favour of new urban development and of expansion

rather than urban regeneration. (Gezim, 1993)Nevertheless, recent development

emphasises that planning profession has been experiencing the process of change.

Several Greater Municipalities have begun to prepare structural plans such as Ankara,

Bursa, and Antalya. In 1986 the first structural plan in Turkey was prepared for Ankara

metropolitan area by a planning team from the Middle East Technical University.

(Gezim, 1993)

Planning authorities have begun to prepare urban projects instead of producing

comprehensive plans. With these projects, the planner's role has changed. Planners have

taken more managerial positions and they have become negotiators and mediators. In

addition when those changes have been experienced in the planning profession,

planning education have been facing with radical changes, too. (Kovancl, 1996)

In Turkish planning system, the concept of "urban regeneration" is much more

new as compare the other European and Western countries. However, it does not mean

that there are no regenerative operations. Such initiatives under the name of urban

renewal have been much more popular in all the planning instruments. As mentioned

the previous chapters, urban renewal is the mostly used sub-title of urban regeneration.

Like in many developed and developing countries, it is possible to consider that the

regeneration of urban environment has always been studied discussed under the heading

of different names, such as renewal, conservation, redevelopment and so on. Although

the rapid urbanization phenomenon in Turkey caused some difficulties in the planning

approaches and the urban regeneration issues had been neglected, now public

authorities and urban people become more conscious of the need for urban regeneration

of urban environment and improvement of life in cities. In the last years, these issues

have become the most important concerns for local administrations and planners.

Therefore, local administrations have tried to use their limited sources for the

improvement of the urban environment and of settlement quality.



The reasons behind the city center regeneration in Turkey come from three

complementary concerns: social and economic changes, changes in activity pattern, the

characteristics of the physical environment

Changes in the Social and Economic Structure: State Institute of Statistics

defines three demographic stages of transition for Turkey. The first stage is period of

1923-1950. With failing death rates and rising birth rates the population growth rate

increased rapidly. Between 1923 and 1955, the population almost doubled increasing

from 13 to 24 million. The second period of Turkey's demographic transition is dated

from 1955 to 1985. These years population doubled from 24 to 51 million. The most

important development of this period was rapid urbanization. The rate of urban places,

which measures the degree of urbanization, rose from very little before the 1950s.

Urbanization and fertility decline was mutually reinforcing processes. The third phase

with a definite and irreversible decline in the rate of population growth. This happened

during the 1980s. In 1980, more than one third of the urban population lived in three

metropolitan centers: istanbul, Ankara and izmir.

According to population projections of State Institute of Statistics (1995),

Turkey's population of 60 million in 1994 will grow to between 95 and 98 million by

the mid 21 sl century and remain more or less constant after that time seen in Table 5. In

the light of these statistical data's, we say that Turkey has entered the new and the

different urbanization period. For these reasons, Turkey's cities have started to face new

process and evolutions that belong to the need for regeneration issues even more than

the need for urban expansion and urban development. It means that although urban

regeneration is not explicitly introduced to the planning policy and tool, local

administrations, planners and urban people pay much more attention to improvement

and adaptation of the urban environment (urban regeneration) than before. (Kovancl, P.,

1996)

More conscious efforts are being put into action in order to regenerate urban

environment in spite of the fact that the operation realized under the different names.

Several big cities have undergone some urban process, which constitute aspects of the

newly defined stage of urbanization.



YEARS iSTANBUL ANKARA iZMiR ADANA BURSA

1960 1 161 897 650097 488 188 231548 1503866

1965 2070755 905660 589799 289919 211 644

1970 2709000 1 236 152 757848 384014 275953

1975 3579370 1 701 004 947315 475384 346 103

1980 3579370 1 877 755 1 335075 574515 445 113

1985 5560908 2737209 1800797 777 554 840094

1990 6753929 2836719 2 134816 1 350339 1 157805

Population at
midyear 1990 1995 2000 2010 2020 2030 2050
(1000)

Alternatives 56204 61122 65864 74677 82588 89146 96063no migration

Alternatives
with 56204 61643 66834 76278 844434 91115 98156
migration

According to the Turkish Synthesis report of the sixteenth session of United

Nations Economic Commission for Europe, these processes are as follows:

• Urban macroforms remained compact until 1970s enforcing proportionately large

amount of density increases in the urban texture.



• The older regular residential areas went through urban renewal for higher

densities.

• Squatters developed in the peripheries of big cities.

• Historical centers, which had remained preserved, encountered demand for new

construction.

• Town centers became the focus of all density and speculative pressures.

• Public institutions also took part in this process through clearance and

redevelopment of old fabric.

• While larger cities and coastal towns faced processes of regeneration the smaller

towns socio-economicall y declined. (Gilnay, 1991,15)

These are the specific patterns of the newly experienced urbanization stage in

Turkey. These specific patterns entail urban regeneration as an obligatory issue in the

planning efforts.

Changes In the Activity Pattern: The physical structure of cities has

transformed rapidly as a result of socio-economic changes and migration movements

and the new demands of the citizens concerning with the new developments and

technologies. However the changes in activity patterns and social structure reached such

an extent that a very fast transformation process has started because of the inability of

local administrations to generate new development zones.

The big cities experienced movement inwards of business services in central

areas, which started to grow vertically for higher densities and horizontally into the

residential areas. Moreover, city centers on the other hand split to serve modern

functions in the newer parts of the cities and on the other hand to serve traditional and

lower income groups in the old center. This situation addresses the duality structure in

city centers.

The major planning efforts of the public institutions were either to choose

locations in the peripheral areas for urban growth or to initiate plans in the existing

urban environment, which cause clearance. This situation was also valid for industrial

development that took the form of haphazard growth in the built-up areas or in the

periphery. These areas were chosen without guidance for decentralized urban expansion.

(Cengiz, 1984, 37)

While lower classes either occupied old (historical) fabric or created squatter
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areas in order to solve their housing problems, residential demand of middle and upper

classes were met by the transformation of low density urban areas into high density

areas comprised of apartment houses.

After the 1980s, one of the important new trends in urban growth had been

"decentralization" through the emergence of the cooperative or mass-housing areas and

organized industrial sites at certain distances from the built-up areas. This trend became

a major official policy to deal with the pressures on existing urban environment.

(Cengiz, 1984, 43) These mentioned activity pattern changes have caused deterioration

of urban environment, which necessitates improvement and upgrading efforts.

Changes in the Physical Environment: "Turkey has a geomorphologic

setting which has always been restrictive for urban growth. The scarcity of plains and

continuity of mountains create a settlement pattern where except for the Black Sea

region, compact, self-sufficient units exist. Even the largest cities of the country are

located in a very limited land favourable for settlement. Istanbul has no other choice but

grow linearly in topographically harsh terrain. Ankara is situated in a basin open only in

certain directions and izmir has very limited land to grow between the sea and the

mountains." (Giinay, 1991, 16)

It is possible to derive a dominant and crucial results from the above analysis;

several restrictions and thresholds around the cities have forced the implementation of

some planning operations to maintain the newly rising demands of the urban people

within the existing urban environment than to encourage new developments.

Another significant character of Turkish cities is the inadequate urban

infrastructure. The reason behind this inadequacy is that Turkey has inherited an

irregular physical stock with almost no technical infrastructure. Both buildings and

roads have faced with difficulties in satisfying the demands generated by the new

activity patterns.

With the socio-economic development and change in the activity pattern, cities

could not resist to these pressures and transformation processes. For example, such

urban sites transformed into the high-density urban areas.

In terms of regeneration, some operations were realized that buildings were

either cleared for new construction or left to dilapidation without interventions.

Substantial parts of the old historical cities faced regenerative operations through two

processes namely renewal and dilapidation. (Kovancl, 1996)



The planning practice and the legislation in Turkey have favored new

developments and growth rather than urban regeneration. There are some problems for

implementation and revitalization of urban regeneration in legislative, administrative

and practical aspects of laws. In order to bring up these problems and regeneration

possibilities in our cities, we need to explain the legislative and practical framework of

urban planning.

Urban regeneration action is called and applied under the different definitions.

Urban regeneration con not take part into the existing Turkish planning system as

whether practical or theoretical point of view. On the other hand it is possible to

consider urban regeneration into the existing legal structure. In this way there are some

benefits to examine the law paragraphs, which take place into the Turkish planning

system.

Also the following laws mark the legislative framework through their

implications and contributions to the urban environment. There is a need for analysis of

them in order to understand urban transformations and changes.

The squatter law (1966): The law coded as 775 is the first legal document to

define certain items related with regeneration. These laws classified three types of

squatter zones: prevention, clearance, and improvement.

The law forced improvement and clearance of buildings and of urban

environments in unhealthy conditions and provision of the land. The most important

concern for squatters in Turkey should be re-examination, re-evaluation, and

improvement of existing squatter housing areas rather than preserving and directing new

squatter areas. Although the law of 2981 that called as "Amnesty Laws" were enacted to

give legalized status to squatters and unauthorized buildings with a political motive, was

developed for these purposes and the operations under this subject were considered as

the positive instrument, in fact they have brought about many urban problems. The most



important reason behind these problems stems from the idea of unoccupied land

allocation for development, which is based on political motivations.

Conservation: The concept of historical monument was firstly defined with the

law of Antiquities. In 1983 and 1985 two laws were prepared concerning with the

conservation plans to preserve historical and cultural buildings and natural

environments and to prevent the urban development plan in areas which have historical

and cultural concentrations. These laws together with the conservation of monuments

and single buildings, have two another concept which is very important result aspect of

urban regeneration: preservation of traditional architecture as well as monumental

buildings and preservation of the historical urban texture.

However, in this respect, two important concerns can be achieved conservation

and rehabilitation of old and historical districts and integration of them with

contemporary urban uses and facilities. Urban regeneration aims not only preserving but

also improving and developing urban environments according to contemporary

conservation and healthy integration principles.

Flat Ownership Law (1965): Flat ownership law brings about certain shared of

title in small scale instead of collective organizations in big scale. According to this law,

the units of the buildings are subject to certain definition and ownership right

guarantees, which previously were provided to all kinds of real estate. (Balamir, 1975,

69) This law caused important problem and difficulties to realize redevelopment and

regeneration decisions because of the independent share of units in buildings. We know

that today there exist an expansion of commercial, business, administrative and service

sectors towards residential areas. As a result of this, some organizational and financial

problems are occurred and it gets difficult to realize the regeneration process.

It is possible to say the current flat ownership low is not supported to generate

big scale organizations. This situation requires some structural changes in order to

accelerate regeneration process. Such central organizations like mass housing

Administration can also provide administrative and technical advises in addition to

maintain credits. Such a system is also recommended in the HABITAT 96's enabling

dimensions. Mass Housing Administration attempts to prepare some regulations and to

allocate recourses for the improvement of existing urban texture.



Other Laws Related with the Regeneration Process: Whether positive or not,

the following paragraphs of Public Improvements Laws coded as 3194, concerns to the

regeneration process.

16th Paragraph: The division or the unite and/or forsaking of private properties

within the municipality and neighbourhood area boundaries is approved by council of

municipality or committee of administrative provinces.

11h Paragraph: The municipalities are authorised the private ownership parcels

that remaining with compensation, to unite with the neighbour subdivision, and to

estimate for price and to exchange the parcels which are within the purchased area for

public purposes and to sell this problematic parcels if such changes do not wanted by

ownerships.

18th Paragraph: This paragraph of law is very important for regeneration aspect

of the implementation of a regeneration project. According to this paragraph the

municipalities are authorised the constructed or unconstructed parcels within the public

improvement plan (Urban development plan) to unit with the neighbour parcels which

are in public or municipality ownership, to re-divide these parcels into the new ones as

to the improvement plan and to disperse and registrate this parcels to the ownerships. If

these areas are out of the municipality and neighbourhood area boundaries,

governorship uses the authorities that mentioned below.

During the distribution of the building lands and parcels, which are arranged by

municipality or governorship, the Proportion of Arrangement Corporation (PAC, in

Turkish planning context: DOP) can be reduced amount of value augmentation, which

occurred because of the urban development plan. On the other hand according to this

rule, PAC (DOP) can not be more than 35 percent of the square measure, which before

the area are subjected to the arrangement.

PAC (DOP) can not be used the different aims apart from the public benefit like

road, green areas, carparks, playground and so on. According to these paragraphs'

judgements PAC can not be taken more than one from the same parcel. The buildings in

areas, which are reserved to the public services, can not be demolished without

purchasing by municipality or governorship. During the arrangement, a building that

necessary to conserve according to the development plan and the body of current law,

can just be allowed into the one improvement parcel. On the other hand the buildings,

which is impossible to conserve, can be allowed to come across into the more than one



parcel. The buildings which are in parcels divided into shares, can be continued to use

by owners without its prices are not paid or without holder of rights do not come to an

agreement between each other.

The required size of the parcel/land for construction of the new buildings is

supplied by joining two neighbour parcels. Thus the new coefficient rate of construction

(coded as E) can be balanced such a way. This flexibility of the law in application

makes easy to realize the projects and to get the wider area for projects. In the same

time, the waste land which remaining from the new ownership pattern as to the

development project, can be changed with contiguous parcels by ownership.

Nevertheless, 18th paragraph can not bring a fundamental solution in addition to

its positive aspects. Although there are possibility to get PAC (DOP) and to constitute

the new parcels, the need for compensation appears as an obligatory situation. This is a

very important difficulty for financing of a project. At the same time, the rule of taking

share of 35 percent in paragraph may not be fair. Because some parcels up down in

value according to the project in comparison to other parcels.

As a conclusion, especially in a high rate of rantability areas like city centers, it

must be supplied special conditions all the regeneration studies by making "special

project area" definition and by preserving to the ownership rights. In this way very

important flexibilities can be supplied whether in the process of design or in the process

of the project application.

Before the years of 1970s, the authority of central administration Iimited

individual and local initiatives in the political process because of the inherited attributes

of the oriental society. However the central planning authority kept control of all

planning actions. This situation changed in the 1970s, when the middle-income groups

becoming to be more influential and dominant in city administration. The transfer 0 the

planning authority to the local administrations created a new approach for a more

diffused participation in administration. Citizens have started to explain their negative

or positive impressions and their objections either through public debate or appealing to

administrative courts for the cancellation of planning decisions. (Gunay. T; 1991; 78) It

is possible to give participatory examples in Turkey like Ankara Guvenpark, the



conservation of green areas into a car park; in Dikmen the clearance of residential zone

intoa green area are accepted as court cases opened by citizens and over -ruled by the

administrative courts. Another one is the redevelopment schemes of the old Gas Plant

which belonging to beginning of the republican period. The public debate started with

the professional groups to urge the local administration for changing its program from

clearance and redevelopment into regeneration.

Consequently all the contributions from different social groups help to build a

strong base for healthy urban regeneration policies and programs. Regeneration will be

developed with the active participation process from the citizens in our countries.

Gilnay T. emphasized that the implementation concerning with the regeneration

Issues focuses the re-arrangement of urban densities, urban land uses and land

ovvnershippattern.

Urban density is the most utilized tool in Turkish cities. This situation requires a

necessitate for regeneration but in addition it gets some infrastuructural and

transportation problems. This process is still going on in the existing constructed areas

and especially in city centers. As a conclusion we can say that city centers in Turkish

cities requires re-structuring, re-evaluating, and improvement that are the major

elements of urban regeneration.

According to Gilnay, the second tool for implementation is urban land uses. As

we said that the process behind the urban regeneration bring together the new uses, new

shapes, new functions and the new visions of the city center. These changes must be

adopted existing functional uses. Thus the new urban land use pattern emerged.

The re-arrangement of land ownership pattern is the third tool. Even though this

re-arrangement was extremely used in older parts of the city with an irregular structure.

Today it is used to transform squatters into regular urban areas. This policy sometimes

produces unsolvable conflicts within the urban texture.

In addition it is possible to draw an important conclusion from the regeneration

operations in Turkey. Especially in Turkey, regeneration operations is not been an

individual concept or study In this way, we can derive significant clues for a



regeneration project by studying urban regeneration examples in Turkey comparatively

with European countries.

Ankara has more efficient and contemporary planning policies and urban

projects than other Turkish cities. It's different characteristics that are to be a capital

city of Turkey. The city has been an important intersection point and it has been cradle

for many of important civilizations because of the center point of Anatolian. So the fact

that Ankara was an important center which played an important role in the development

of its commercial functions. A certain part of 30 caravanserais in the city has been built

in this period, being located around the great mosques.

In the development period of the Ottoman Empire, the growth of the commercial

activities in Ankara, has gained further momentum with the soft wool, a special product

of the city, having acquired a global reputation. The construction of " Bedestens" ( a

kind of bazaars where wool, antiques and jewellery are sold) and great caravaserais

falls on the 14th and 15th centuries. In the first years of 1ih century, a third city wall has

been built as a means of protection against Celali outbreaks. In the 18th and 19th

centuries, the commercial and economic viability of Mediterranean countries, the

Ottoman Empire and Anatolian has undergone a sharp recession due to the shift of the

main trade routes to the Oceans and the development of the west. Being unable to

complete with the textile industry the economy of Ankara has entered a stage of full

depression towards the end of the 19th century which has further been aggravated by the

fact that the soft wool, the special product of the city, has also been produced in other

countries.

The advent of railway in 1892 has created an atmosphere of relative vitality, and

the boulevards named Station and Talatpa~a have been constmcted which connect the

rail way station to the old city; and the Vlus (Ta~han) center begun to prosper at the

same period concomitant with all the other developments. Its proclamation as the capital

of Turkey on 13th of October 1923, Ankara has entered a stage of planned growth and

development.

The "Slhhiye Plan" prepared by Heussler in 1927, and the plan realized by Prof.

Herman Jansen in 1928 as a result of international competition represent two important



steps in the planned development process of Ankara. (Figure 66) The establishment of

the urban reconstruction Directorate of Ankara City is a clear indication of the

determination to implement the plan resolutions.

Figure 66. A general VIew from Vlus Square 1923-1948 (http:\\ www.anakara-

buyuksehlr.gow.tr)



Figure 67. Old City in RJansen Plan (1930) (Project Competition Report on Ulus

Historical Center)

Further arrangements related with the historical site of Ankara have been

enforced in the reconstruction plan ofNihat Yiicel and Ra~it Uybadin who have won the

planning competition in 1957.

Ankara has turned into a metropolitan area in 1970' s with a 16 fold and 46 fold

increase in its population and expansion area, respectively. Due to the high rate of

urbanization, 60 percent of the city has developed out of the boundaries of the planned

area, while the historical sites have undergone a relatively lower degree of change as a

particular section of the metropolis. (Tunyer.,M., 1993; 9-14)



The basic aim of the planning studies in Dlus city center to find comprehensive

and contemporary solutions for the problems of the Historical Commercial Center of

Ankara and to define an operational planning process through administrative, financial

and spatial solutions the basis of public benefits. N this area, historical and cultural uses

and central business district's functions have been densely concentrated on

approximately 110 hectares of land.

The planing studies in this area are based on hierarchical integration of planning

levels. Each planning studies makes reference to the previous plan and guide to the next

one. Project try to define the general trends of central area developments in the Ankara

and changes and transformations both in Dlus and KlZllay and also to expose the

development possibilities ofDlus as main center of Ankara. (Fig 54-55)

In the development process of the capital Ankara the planning studies and

investments have focused primarily on the formation and development of the new

quarter called Yenil?ehir and as a modern center KlZllay. Dlus -the old center- had lost

many of its functions and identity in favour of the new modern center. However

Yenil?ehir has faced with some restrictions and difficulties in terms of development

patterns and directions.

If Dlus historical city center, had deprived of required detailed planning and

implementation initiatives. Consequently today's unplanned and irregular urban

structure has emerged.

The population of this area, which had included the entire city until 1930s, had

increased 20 fold and its expansion area had increased 50 fold until coming in 1980s.

Today Dlus is a subdivision of Ankara Metropolitan area. In addition to the urban

functions and social groups which placed historical urban fabric, its spatial

characteristics has also changed some deformations and changes has formed such to

lose importance and prestige aspect of social characteristics, to get poor, specialization

of functions devoted to low-income groups, unhealthy renewal politics, to decay and

obsolescent view point of physical environment
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Figure 68. The development potential and allocation of urban population in Ankara

Metropolitan Area. (Ankara Greater Municipality planning Studies of Dlus

City Center)

The politics of historical environment conservation which some methods and

tools may be used like encouragement, planning, repairing by creating financial sources,

conservation, precaution of legislative, technical and fmancial possibilities, could not

been improved. Traditional urban fabric has left its own conditions in widely urban site.

Out of housing usages and unhealthy urban functions has become dense in unrenewed

and unrepaired parts of the city.
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Figure 69. The structure of the city center in Ankara (The Report of CBD Planning

Competition in Dlus , 1993 ,75)

Traditional city centers conserves, repairs and improves for contemporary urban

life as society's architectural and cultural inheritance the entire world. Several planning

and partial implementation projects and programs have been prepared by the local

authorities to solve the central area problems and to revitalize the old center. The Urban

Development Planning Department Of The Reconstruction Directorate of Ankara City

has been exerting efforts towards the preparation of conservation oriented plans since

1983. Planning studies are going on at the moment.



A project competition opened by the greater Ankara Municipality in 1986. The

subject of this competition is, to find a comprehensive solution for the problems of the

Historical Commercial Center of Ankara. The project area combines the Ulus Historical

Center and nears surrounding. Talatpa~a road on the south, Haclbayram Mosque on the

north, I~lklar street and Kale Park on the east and on the west The Atatiirk Culture

Center Area are the boundaries of this project competition. The aim of this competition

is to develop Ulus Historical Center as a part of the Urban environment by

rehabilitating, conserving, renewing it without destroying the vernacular urban fabric

and its traditional production patterns, and achieving an economically sound and living

area. ( The Proceeding Papers of the Ministry of Public Works and Settlement, 1991 ,1-

lA)
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Figure 70. The Project Areas in Ulus City Center (The Report of CBD Planning

Competition in Dlus, 1993,121)



Dlus Historical City Center has been analyzed within the urban macroform of

Ankara. Functions and development potentials of the area have been evaluated as a part

of the dual character of the center. In the context of Dlus Central City Redevelopment

studies, fIrst 1:100.000 and 1:50.000 scaled projects were taken handled with the

characteristics of Ankara Metropolitan Area and was central business district in 1:5.000

scaled project. Dlus Historical City Center was evaluated in this context. The most

significant decision of this scale in respect of Dlus is regeneration of Dlus by

conserving. Area was dividen into 19 intervention zones. Hacl Bayram and its

environment is one of these zones. (Figure 71) Preliminary urban design and

engineering projects were produced, such as Hacl Bayram Mosque and Augustus

Temple. The are<;lto the northern part of Dlus Citadel axis was manuplated by Drban

Design projects.

Figure 71. Intervention Zones and environmental impact analyses of the area.

(Bademli,1993 ,67)



In this respect, in order to integrate the spatial structure of Dlus, a sequential

study was conducted to articulate three main plazas of the center; Dlus Governmental

Square and Hacl Bayram Plaza. To realize this integration transportation system was

planned for the regeneration of disorganized transportation system. In 1989, Dlus

Historical Center Conservation and Rehabilitation Plan has been produced, seen in

figure 72) The Plan determines basic principles and implementation decisions of the

projects at urban design and architectural scales.

Figure 72. Ulus Historical Center Conservation and Rehabilitation Plan (Bademli,1993

,71)



This project is not an implementation, but it is a structure plan. Therefore, based

on analytical studies like size of the parcels, existing neighbouring buildings, natural

terrain, transportation system, architectural features, and so, a preliminary project had

prepared. Project starts from the macro-scale decisions. It deals with the planning issues

from many different aspects through the different and contemporary intervention types,

such as renewal, clearance, redevelopment, rehabilitation, improvement, revitalization,

conservation and refurbishment. Area is divided into the parts of conservation,

rehabilitation, and redevelopment. (Bademli, 1991)

The planning decisions are prepared according to these intervention zones.

Conservation is used not only for registered buildings but also buildings and urban

environment, which has historical and architectural values. Rehabilitation is used for

areas, which begin to lose their functions through injection of new road systems, usage

of rear yards, and repair of dilapidated buildings. Redevelopment policies are taken into

consideration for inefficiently used dilapidated urban fabric. Total charge in the

physical structure is planned especially in areas with potential business growth, in order

to solve transportation, parking and building problems.

Project offers several urban design projects, which aIm revitalization and

refurbishmenr-of spatial systems. These projects are Hergelen Plaza, Roman Bath,

Hac!bayram, Odeon Axis; Ulus Government, Hac! Bayram Plazas and Dlus Citadel

Axis.

The basic goals of such projects are considered as re-evaluation of the

environment related with:

• Image of the center

• Circulation systems

• Spatial organizations

• Providing functional transformations

In the project area, the old Hac! Bayram Mosque and the August Temple are

located. The project is considered as the first step of preservation and improvement plan

of historical city center in Dlus. Although Hac! Bayram Yeli Project starts as a

redevelopment, it takes the form of physical renewal or townscape project. The

construction of the project started in 1990, after the legal requirements met.



This project has been realized in two steps. In the first step, 15.000 m2 of the

land have been redeveloped. 5.000 m2 of them have bee afforestrated, and 30 shops

have been constructed. In the second step, 70 shops are going to be added to this area. It

is considered to distribute new buildings among the old users of the area. Decision

Committees have been established to achieve public participation in the implementation

process.
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The basic problem of implementation in this project is the re-adjustment of

existing land-ownership pattern. The previous approaches to the regularization of old

irregular cadastral parcel simply ignored the existing physical structure. The past

approaches enforced a new order and operated procedures of the market mechanisms.

(Kovancl, 1996)

On the other hand there emerges a different approach to conservation areas that

old urban fabric with cadastral parcels is not changed. If there is a need for change,

parcels in this existing structure are unified. In addition authorised units try to find

solutions in order to maintain the meeting of relate owners for action. All these

approaches are rather new and necessitate a longer period of time for further

developments in taxation and crediting systems.

Organization: In Ulus Project, there are many design project sets. Each

intervention and responsibility of each institution are carefully defined in the

implementation stage. An important mechanism has been realized under the name of

"Thlunit for Conservation of Historical Sites in Ankara" (AT AK) which their

me ers come from the Greater Municipality and District Municipalities. This

establishment evaluates each project. On the other hand it arranges meetings with trades

and arranges technical coordination and decision committees.

Public Participation: The public participation is an essential issue for the

success of the project as mentioned before. One of the first decision committee

experience of the Greater Municipality is HaCl Bayram Decision Committee. These

consist of president of the greater municipality, trades, ownerships, and local

administrators. It makes decisions and it applies these decisions by consulting to its

members. Thus it was provided the success of the project by increasing of the probable

problems.

Financing of the Project: Haci Bayram was designed as a project that to be

able to finance itself. The funds of the project came from the own budged The

important part of the project costs was compensation purchases. For this reason to

lessen the project costs the exchange models improved. As a result of these the project

costs reduced half-and-half.



However, in Dlus Project there exist several undesired and unplanned

developments. These problems were related organizational and legal existing structure.

Inconsistency problems between the Greater Municipality and the District

Municipalities. Institutional and financial mechanisms are not ready and not able to

operate and coordinate this project. Because of these situations there has been very

limited progress since 1994.

Although all these undesired and unplanned developments, Ulus project IS

accepted as the most exemplary case in Turkish planning system. It is a contemporary

framework of urban development action program giving guidelines to the next projects.

This especially important for the regeneration of old urban environment, since

regeneration is a long-run process, which requires complementary and integrated

procedural planning process.

In addition to organizational, legal and financial problems of Dlus Historical

City Center Development Project, some transformation problems have occurred. There

emer~ the urban pressures upon Dlus central area. However a dual structure come into

view between KlZllay and Ulus central area. Atatiirk Cultural Center, the International

Trade Center, and the new CBD development area try to attract speculative forces and

pressure in the central area.

The International Trade Center was planned in order t provide a contemporary

central business area with international functions and appropriate infrastructure. It is the

first project that aims to create new central business area in Turkish cities.

In the project, land ownership pattern re-organized without change III the

ownership rights. There were no public contributions except the project coordination.

Local Government is responsible only designation of the project and provision of

infrastructure. The municipality's role is only to arrange coordination between the

parties, but not to be in a position of a financial guarantor.

As an organizational procedure, Project Decision Committee was established to

determine implementation of the project decisions. This committee was responsible for

management of the area after completion of the project. The members of this committee

are constituted property owners and local authorities. However a special administration

were established as a secretary of Project Decision Committee.



The proposed land-uses will help to define and maintain the characteristics of

this area as an important part of the Ankara's central business district. Within the

project area there will be an establishments of the United Nation's center, the

international Trade uses, offices spaces, multi-functional commercial shops,

showrooms, conference and exhibition halls and so on.

The international trade center project area covers about 25 hectares of the land

and comprises the first step of the new central business district development in Ankara.

The new center will be approximately 250 hectares of the urban land in total. Even

though UTM project has already been stopped due to political contradictions in local

government, if the planning issues abut the new central business district continue, this

project will help to control unbalanced speculative rent increases and to direct

developments into the northern part of the city.

London Docklands: London Docklands is one of the most striking regeneration

studies. Planning, infrastructural and operational strategies and design principles of its

ch:Jacterisized as one of the best urban regeneration example for regeneration required

urban areas in the world.

This regeneration program first achieved to attract major private investments. It

had ability to finance the costs of expropriations and infrastructures. Over 6 billion of

investments which had created 8000 services of jobs and building over 10.000 housing

units were succeed by the development corporation.

The Urban Development Area (UDA) was declared as an "enterprise zone" and

"tax-amnesty area". A great amount of public sector investments focused upon the

luxury houses and office developments with speculative purposes. These luxury houses

were sold before the construction and became attractive in the housing market. Thus the

self-financing of the project was provided. So it is possible to say that marketing and

promotion is important for the success of a regeneration project. However, offices

constructed in a huge amount of remained, financial institutions and banks that had

encouraged this development did not prefer to move into these areas and preferred to

stay in the area.



The mam principle of designing the project m addition to attract private

investments is to create a new urban image which occurred in the form of high-density

structure and to offer to new opportunities to the citizens.

On the other hand, there are so many criticisms about the project. In this

viewpoint, Chanary Wharf in Isle of Dogs is the most critisized part of the project.

Some advocate that it would not realized the expected developments. For example in

1998, the Labour Environment Spokesman stated that he would rather "Docklands were

still derelict than what was happened".

This regeneration program has not been completed yet because of difficulties in

obtaining resources from central budget system for completing public infrastructure

investments. The expected ratio of cost recovery was not achieved but it can be said that

the importance of this program has played an essential role in the British urban planning

system.

London Docklands urban development project is an important guide for urban

designers, architectures and planners in respect of development strategies, renewal

initiatives and design principals. It is an interesting example contributing to

regeneration studies which is inevitable for our major cities. There should be important

methods and principles to be learnt from these remarkable experiences.
~

Baltimore: One of the characteristics of successful urban regeneration is the

positive effect of investment and employment in the city center. In Baltimore, Maryland

there is evidence of a diversion from the downward trend in investments as well as

employment. The office sector in particular has shown positive development.

Baltimore downtown revitalization is one of the best examples in respect of its

success on economic regeneration. The public facilities around the inner Harbor are an

evident effect of the downtown revitalization in Baltimore. Especially the leisure

sectors, hotels and restaurants and the convention business have grown from almost

nothing to an important economic sector in Baltimore. Tourism brings in an estimated $

760 million a year (1983), creating jobs for about 20.000 people. On the other hand they

provide opportunities for lower-class inner-city residents. The improvement in the

image of Baltimore is without doubt the most difficult factor to define. In particular

attractive urban environments are generally considered to be an increasingly important

factor in the locational decisions of both residents and firms.



The most important reason for the success of the revitalization/regeneration of

Baltimore is the cooperation between the public and private sector, which facilitated the

process. The major characteristic of the project is to get full partnership arrangements

all the phases of it.

However there would be no governmental assistance for the construction of

non-residential uses. 19.4 % funds met by public money and 80.6 % funds was

provided by private sector. The municipality took responsibility for the acquisition of

property, relocation of business and land development while the private sector had to

find investors and new occupants.

The project has three phases. The most important phase of the project is Charles

Center that Baltimore had attracted so much attention on the basis of this project alone.

The second important phase of the project is the inner Harbor that whole project was

financed by public sources. There are residential, retail, public uses rather than the

office functions, which dominate Charles Center. The last phase of the project is inner

city of Baltimore.

There is an important peculiarity in restructuring of the development area. All

parts of the area has own organizational corporations that have different structures

related with regional characteristics of each area. Baltimore urban

re~lization/regeneration project fully achieved its economic development potential. It

is one of the most remarkable projects from this respect.

Syria, Bab-al Faraj: The developing countries' urban regeneration experiences

IS not considered particularly relevant for central city problems, mainly because

developing countries' cities are still receiving large-scale immigration movements. The

key elements of central city situation are lacking notably decentralization and dispersal

policies and inventionist local government.

Bab-al Faraj historical city center redevelopment project is rather different this

situation because of its aims and objectives. The projects are important changes that

play considerable role on urban development. The main characteristic of the project is

to change the old urban fabric with the modem architectural approaches. The basic aim

of the project is to create the new center in threshold between old and new city center.

Funds are raised by municipality to pay phase by phase by seliing or renting the

constructions completed in the preceding phases.



Bab-al Faraj project is a representative example of an old city that has undergone

various adaptations and restructuring strategies.

Turkey, Ankara Ulus Historical City Center Redevelopment Project: Urban

regeneration process is relatively new in Turkish planning system. After a very high rate

of urbanization process which have been experienced since the 1950's Turkey has been

entered a new process in the 1990' s. This process is stabilized face of urbanization that

requires notion of urban regeneration.

Although the socio-economic structure and urbanization pattern in Turkey

different from western countries, Turkey is in need of regenerative planning initiatives

that major aim should be to prevent the deterioration of old urban environments and to

attract the new investments to the economically declined urban areas by creating the

new images for the city centers.

Turkey should be able to allocate its sources in regeneration investments in a

more efficient way and able to use regeneration policies and programs in a more

efficient manner because of decreasing population and urban growth rates. In addition

Turkey has experienced fast population growth that requires the implementation of

urban development in all parts of the cities.

~ Turkey's legislative, administrative and practical frameworks of urban planning

have encouraged the new developments and growth rather than urban regeneration. This

situation should be change because particularly the major cities of Turkey today are in

need of urban regeneration policies. In Turkish planning system, the concept of "urban

regeneration" is much more new than other similar related planning concepts. It does

not mean that there are no regenerative operations. The several initiatives, under the

different names, have been much more popular than other planning instruments. In this

context Ankara Ulus Historical Urban Redevelopment project was examined under the

subject of regenerative planning efforts.

Ankara has more efficient and contemporary planning policies and urban

projects than other Turkish cities. The role of local government, the contributions of

several institutions and universities have been important within this process. Ulus City

Center planning studies are examined because their planning process are exemplary for

this study. The basic aim of the project to find comprehensive and contemporary

solutions for the problems and to define an operational planning process through



administrative, financial and spatial solutions the basis of public benefits. In addition

the spatial goals of the project to create image of the center, and to re-evaluate

circulation system and to provide functional transformations and its spatial requirements

in a contemporary planning and design approach.

The general framework of the project is to define conservation, rehabilitation,

and renewal intervention zones and to describe the principals that would establish the

relations between planning and implementation.

One of the important characteristic of the project is that when various policy

policies are proposed to regenerate Irevitalize the old center with the potential central

area developments. This initiatives shows the idea of integration between the old and

mus Historical City Center regeneration planning is considered as an important

attempt to develop a new approach to the old built-up environment in Turkish cities. In

addition the all regeneration methods (renewal, conservation, redevelopment,

improvement ... etc.) are utilized firstly in Turkish planning experiences.

Finally it is possible to draw a conclusion as following:

• Turkey may take benefits from the western countries experiences

• Jurkish planning system and initiatives should be re-evaluated with respect to these

expenences.

• If it should be possible to realize these two concerns, it can be produced new urban

policies and regeneration projects.

The major characteristics of the selected urban regeneration examples that

mentioned chapter 5 and chapter 6 are summarised in table xx conveniently for making

companson.



Table 14. The comparian scheme of the examplified projects (

To expose multi-aspect strategies
To examplfy the outlines of
planning experience in Britain
As an example of comprehensive
regeneration strategy
As an example of improve,
preserve and upgrade the city
center
Similarities with the case area

•
• A different example of special

administrative stmchrre •
• An example of full-partnership

BALTIMORE, arrangements all the phase of project
• An example of full achieved project •

MARYLAND • An example with stmggles to
nationallintemationallevel •

• An example with different
functional zone.

As an example of historical city
center regeneration
Reconcentration of housing and
employment
Similarities with the case area in
respect of economic restrictions

Largest area for urban regeneration
with respect to its scale, content
location and implementation
strategy
Big scale regeneration program
Enterprise and simplified
intervention zones
Financial aspects (tax aumesty)

Establishment of a base for the •
revitalization of the district •
Urban regeneration progranl on
agreed principles for a participatory •
process
Community education
programming
Public-private partnership
cooperation facilitated the project

To upgrade the old urban fabric
with the modem uses

Centrally established development
authority with legal partnership

GBC Greater Baltimore Comitee
CCMO Charles Center
Management Office
MCDC Market Center
Development Corporation



Example Sampling Aims Major Characteristics Organizations

• The best exemplary experience in • The hierarchical composition of • First important efforts to operate
respect of regeneration issues in urban plans public-private partnerships and
Turkish planning context • Important attempts to develop a efforts to establish such

• The most exemplary case in the new approach to a built-up institutions e.g., ATAK
Turkish planning experiences with environment in Turkish cities • Participition of dwellers,
a contemporary urban framework • Idea of integration between old shopkeepers and private investors
program showing to the directions and new traditional and modem

ANKARA, ULUS to the next plans • A number of special public project
sets with the aim of:
-To increase the imageability of
the center
-To restructure spatial and
circulation systems
-To enhance public interest and
provide functional transformations



Central areas in a city tend to undergo more rapid physical changes and

transformations than most part of urban areas. For this reason, city center regeneration

takes the most important part in urban regeneration process. Nevertheless, urban

regeneration in city centers is vital for the metropolitan area as a service center, as a

workplace and even as a place to live.

Changes and transformations in cental areas have great impacts all around the

city. They change very slowly in proportion to the human life. And also they need the

large scale of investments. Because major changes in a city centers, involving the

enormous project, the construction of new buildings and new facilities.

Regeneration of environment in central areas must respond to technological

demand of new activities and provide comfortable circulation between pedestrian and

open spaces. And also it must provide optimum adaptation between existing built

environment and new constructed areas. Furthermore, regeneration project must be

good balanced, point of view dispersion of land prices. In addition it must be protect the

remaining civil architecture and the historical urban fabric.

'----- However a successful urban regeneration requires consistent and restrictive

planning and designing to the desirable and necessitating of results. This can be only to

create the image of centers. Because the most important and the sole fact that the new

developments and changes emphasise to the cities is the image of the city concept. The

coming on these viewpoints, success ofthe regeneration of the cental areas depended on

the following factors;

• Providing maximum desirable densities,

• Physical appropriateness of central functions and activities,

• Providing present and future transportation and infrastructure needs which the

center can be afTorded.

The operational success of central areas related to regeneration process, have

great impacts the whole neighbourhood and metropolitan area. Also feasibility and

other development programs in the area affect healthy regeneration activities. In the



same time regeneration of central areas also reflects the economIC health of all

surrounding area. There must be a mixture of cultural entertainment, government,

recreation, and business activities to maximize its business potential. Most European

cities have a variety of regeneration activities that can help strengthen central and older

business districts, if organized effectively. Business district regeneration has also

economic development elements, induding retention or creation of jobs, new

opportunities for the minority or the other business, increased real estate and business

taxes to the local government. (Sower, 1977)

The primary aim of the regeneration is to realize the objectives exposed by city

and city centers. But this situation is not probable under the present structural condition,

especially in our cities. Also the result of the regeneration never constitute a sufficient

environment which expected from the new urban environment particularly built areas.

This is an agreement between conservation of the existent built environment as possible

by trying to close ideal surroundings and to close an ideal condition.

In generally, urban regeneration is applied in dilapidated and deteriorated areas

Offhe city as mentioned before. But level of the deterioration by itself, is not sufficient

criteria for site selection to the regenerating areas. The priority on regeneration

designates according to sequence of several corporations, which contribute to making

decisions within the renewing and planning application process. In Western countries

the priority of site selection criteria for regeneration can be listed like this:

• Economic Priorities

• Political Priorities

• Strategical Priorities

Economic Priorities: Project areas on urban regeneration should be bringing

satisfactory level of benefit. The financing of a regeneration enterprise generally

provides from three sources; the special entrepreneur's finance sources, the local

administration's sources, and the central government sources. The high rise of benefits



onthe area that regeneration will be applied will reduce the costs and will promote the

power of local authority as an administrative corporation.

Political Priorities: Urban regeneration means to sacrifice the settled people

point of view sociological and economical perspectives. In this way neither the

administrators nor the entrepreneur who contributed the project, desires to the citizens,

who has the high politic activity, lived such areas. Commonly, the areas which the

lower-income groups and minority means of political activity lives there, constitutes to

target for the regeneration.

Strategical Priorities: The most important and orientated force is profitableness

on urban regeneration. This situation is very natural results on capitalist society

invention. If the level of the wealth is considered, there aren't any of objection expect

for social inconvenience of urban regeneration. Thus it should be consider to the result

of regeneration enterprises fastidiously.

However in Chicago, Illinois State regeneration program, the following criterias

is used on site selection;

• Possibility of the regeneration area, not only the appropriateness to goal, in the same

times the effect on the city and near surroundings considered.

• Dilapidation propers of the area.

• If the area is suitable for regeneration according to economical aspects or not.

The studies in a project area are quite important for regeneration project. A lot of

factors are affected to determination for restriction of regeneration area. Its importance

and precedence are different between the cities concerning with special functions and

properties. The determination of a regeneration project area is emerged by examining of

these factors:

• The opportunity of the public intervention and of the compensation.

• Preferences of society: Precedence and preferences for making policy and decisions

should be given to the society.



• Relationship with planning: Urban regeneration project should be evaluated related

t~ the city plan and city program.

• General needs of the site: A land use program should be prepared as to the general

needs of the site .

• ' The opportunity of the meeting the requirements of the city with new functions

• Availability of special entrepreneur's finance source

• The land and regeneration costs

• The marketing opportunities

• The sheltering opportunities of the landowners in project area,

• Alternative solution and implementation politics which are able to replace the urban

regeneration. All the opportunities for the improvement should be evaluated.

• The project boundaries must be arranged as being inclusive the most dilapidated

areas. Thus the improvement opportunity of the neighbourhood areas can be

developed.

The regeneration project area defined as "the large scale or completely declined

planning areas" in respect of a project study in Province. The regeneration project area

can be defined as the activity region, which realized by particular social movements and

which effects the ownership pattern against the declining of urban areas. (Louis 1982)

Consequently these factors not only effective in declining areas which are

suitable for dwelling construction but also they are acceptable for vacant lands and the

areas that suitable for commercial and industrial developments.

A successful regeneration project depended on the establishing the right

relations between time and space concepts. This process includes the determination of

goal and objectives, the appropriate designation of these objectives and implementation

A process description is given for the urban regeneration studies This is a

general process description, which may be different between the improvement areas
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Izmir, one of the biggest metropolitan cities of Turkey is developing physically,

economically, and socially like the other cities of Turkey. Izmir with its strong

infrastructure, historical and cultural values and its exporting port and high level of

income, takes an important place within the other developed cities of Turkey. However,

the beginning from the 1980's, Izmir can not develop by improving its own monetary

sources because of the decreasing of the share in public expenses and permanent urban

problems such as uncontrolled migration movements, rapidly population growth, illegal

housing (gecekondula~ma), and insufficient infrastructure systems and so on.

The city is located around the gulf ofIzmir on the West End of Anatolian and on

the 38° north, 27° east coordinates. Izmir is the largest metropolis of Aegean Region of

Turkey and is the third largest city in the country. With its 3 million and projected 4

million inhabitants in a decade, Izmir intends to improve its commercial and economic

status within the first decade of the 21 st century.



Izmir was frrst established on the Lydian and Frigian mountain of Spil near

Bayrakh around the year 3000 BC. The oldest remains of settlement in the Bay Area are

presently preserved in the area called Bayrakh. It is the site of Ancient Smyrna. This

settlement is considered as contemporary with the sixth level of Troy and the Early

Hittite culture, the remains of which are found around Izmir.

During the Hellenistic Period after Alexander, a new city was founded on the

slopes of Mount Pagos with its harbour on the Bay ofizmir. There is old Greek legends

connecting the foundation of the city to Alexander himself The city was conquered

several times. After its siege by Alexander The Great in the year 334 BC, the city

developed on the outskirts ofPagus Mountain. (Todays Kadifekale) After this date the

city took the frrst steps in its growth and developed.

The Hellenistic city developed around the harbour had straight, well paved

streets and other characteristic monuments of the Hellenistic period including a stoa in

honour of Homeros, who was claimed as a citizen born in Smyrna. In the stoa

(Homeraion) there was a deified statute of him. In the Roman period agora, theatres,

and temples embellished the city. But the city was utterly destroyed by an earthquake in

178 and later reconstructed by Marcus Aurelius. After Constantine the Great, the Early

Christianity imbued by the Hellenistic tradition of the East, slowly dominated Eastern

Roman Empire. Smyrna became a metropolis, seat of a bishop, second in importance

after Constantinopolis. In the early Middle Ages, under the assaults of the Arabs, port

cities like izmir had their intimate relationship with the capital, through the sea. izmir
193



became the base of the Byzantine fleet in the Mediterranean. This medieval Christian

iZrrllrwas destroyed by another earthquake in 1025, and nothing remains in izmir, from

this period.

Political and cultural life in Izmir was dim during the Byzantine period. It was

istanbul, instead which was on the crossroads of the Roman network that attracted all

the attention. But, when in the 11th century Byzantine declined, flow of goods and

commerce returned back towards izmir. During this period the city was made up of two

main parts: the fIrst was Kadifekale, defmed as the upper city, and the second included

the outskirts, lower citadel and the harbour area. (Atay, 1978)

iZrrllr's rural population frequently changed up until the 14th century, the city

was not only a military area but also a marketing center. And during the Ottoman Period

(15th_16th centuries) izmir's commercial zone was to be found around the harbour.

IZrrllr was a cosmopolitan, commercial city, and most important port of the

Ottoman Empire on the Mediterranean. Like Genoa, Venice, Barcelona, Marseille,

Alexandria kept its Mediterranean, mercantile and cosmopolitan character.

After the collapse of the Spice Trade the cities in Syria connected with it, lost

their importance. The Italian, French, English, Dutch traders and Ottoman Greeks, Jews



and Armenians established their offices at Izmir. Izmir also became a center of

attraction for the other Turkish cities in the area.

The commercial development of the city gave impetus to the Ottoman

government to improve the urban conditions of Izmir. Another castle at the entrance of

the Gulf of izmir provided further improvement for the security of the city. Despite all

this developments the port city of Izmir was not very large. It was still within the

confme of its walls. In the second half of the 17th century, according to the famous

traveller Evliya <;elebi izmir had a population of about 60 000. In 1688 another

disastrous earthquake and fIre destroyed the entire city. Out of 17 mosques only three

survived. But the citizens, Ottoman and foreigners, built Izmir in a few years. This was

an extraordinary international endeavour.

The inner harbour lost its importance in the beginning of the 18th century. They

were the eastern and the western parts of the harbour that took over its role. The astern

part developed rapidly, while the western part developed slowly. Commercial life in the

urban area and the region gradually got organized. In this century izmir became the

commercial center of eastern Asia.

IZMIR IN 18th CENTURY

,.l~
Figure 82. Izmir in 18th Century



After the second half of the 18th century, there was more variety in the urban

functions of the CBD and its surface area started growing. As a result of this, the inner

harbour was filled. The CBD starting enlarging towards the north. The population at the

end of the 18th century was estimated around 100 000. The major change in the 18th

century was the gradual filling of the old harbour. The new commercial quarters were

developing in this area. Another change affecting the future development of the city's

surroundings were in the suburbs like Buca where the foreign merchants started to build

their large estates. But one has to underline that, except a few khans and mosques,

nothing remains from this city of the 18th century.

19th century created an Izmir with a more European character like Istanbul. The

population estimated about 150 000 at the beginning of the century was reduced after

the bubonic plague of 1812. Until the beginning of the 19th century, the functions of the

CBD became complementary and formed a unity. When exportation gained importance

during the second half of the 19th century, functions dealing with these took an orderly

form, whilst other stayed unchanged. In this period, the center of gravity of the CBD

that moved towards the Gfumiik waterfront witnessed a growth of demand by the high-

income group. With the moving of the CBD towards the north. Punta (Alsancak)

became the housing zone of the wealthy population (Krray, 1972).
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Figure 83. Functional Areas in Izmir at the end of the 18th Century
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Figure 84. Functional Areas in Izmir at the end of the 19th Century

A plan of the city from the mid 19th century shows that the city limits reached

the castle at the south, Alsancak at the east. The shoreline gained ground from the sea

and was densely built over. At that time the city covered an area of 240 hectares and

had a population about 180000. The new quays of the city were built only in 1868 - 72

T~ foreign commercial community was the instigator of the building of railway which

would serve to carry the merchandise from the hinterland to the port.



By the end of the 19th century the area between Konak and the end of the Punta

Peninsula was occupied more intensely by land use having a regional significance

(Atay, 1979).

~ At the beginning of the 20th century the historic city occupied the southern part

of the Izmir Bay, between Goztepe district and Alsancak Railroad terminal. Behind the

port installations there was a large district of warehouses and the Bazaar Area. The main

elements of the Konak Square, the administrative and representational center of the city

were already established at the beginning of the century. This part of the city, with a

great military barrack from 1827, had an almost European atmosphere. But izmir never

had monumental architecture. And residential architecture was composed mainly oftwo

or three storey high houses of a characteristic style of the Aegean and some quarters

with inner Anatolian wooden houses. On the northern shore of the Bay the Kar~lyaka

(the other shore) district was a sparsely built suburban area with a Western character.

The traditional center of Izmir was organized according to its typical characteristics and

was also specialized in its functions. (Atay, 1979).

Izmir was devastated by fire in 1922. In 1925 eminent French urbanist Henri

Prost and his collaborators, Danger brothers prepared a plan for the burned out quarters.

Today's Alsancak up to the Basmahane train station was executed according to their
198



plan (except the building heights) (Greater Municipality of Izmir, Turan-Alsancak

District Urban Design Competition Contract).

Between the years 1923 and 1950, almost no specialized land use was seen in

the CBD. Big foreign companies settled in different parts of Alsancak, which had not

been affected, from the ftre. Banks and related fmancial uses occupied buildings, which

were located between Atattirk and Cumhuriyet Boulevards. In the traditional urban

center, however land uses were rather mixed. Another difference that may be noted of

this period is the move of warehouses outside the CBD. Some of the vacated buildings

were taken over by banks. Yet, the number of buildings occupied by offices as well as

the area used by exporters was not noteworthy. (Krray, 1972)

In the period between 1931-1941, during the mayorship of Behyet Uz new

streets and piazzas such as the Place of Republic were built. Swamp areas between the

river Melez and Bomova were dried and planted with eucalyptus trees. The new frre

department, the frrst inter-city bus terminal, the new sewer system, the slaughterhouse, a

new transport authority, were all founded and executed in the thirties.



Between 1923 and 1950, izrnir had two planning studies. French architects Rene

and Danger prepared the city's ftrst development plan in the year 1924. This plan deals

especially with damaged areas of the ftre of 1922 and most of this area was allocated

residential units of one or two storey height. The commercial zone was dedicated to

offices, shops, warehouses, and small-scale production units having two or three

storeys. This plan started with today Fevzipa~a Boulevard and included a very big part

of Alsancak. (Figure 87)

In 1938 the central Government has been involved in urban regeneration and the

ftrst plan of the city was prepared at this time. An important future was the allotment of

40 hectares in the center of the city for a culture park. Later partly occupied by the

buildings of the international trade fair ofIzmir, it is still the only area left in the central

city, with a conspicuous element of green.

In 1939 the Municipality intended to establish a planning commission in which

Le Corbusier was to act as an adviser. Le Corbusier came to Izrnir only in 1948, and

spent only a week in the city. He prepared a few sketchy proposals. Two interesting

proposals of Le Corbusier were the new business center near the proposed port area and

almost 1.000 hectares of green area in and around the city, combined with the concept

"green industrial sites".

/ In 1951 an international competition for the master plan of Izmir was opened.

Kemal Ahmet Aru won it. The plan was prepared for a population of 400.000 and was

completed in 1955. This plan remained in effect for a long time, but like the limited

plan of Danger - Prost, the plan remained a two dimensional document while

municipalities gradually, but continuously, increased the density by augmenting the

building heights from three to eight floor.

Towards the end of the 1960's, one function, which seems to have never found

itself a stationary location stand out as retailing. It may be noted that by 1968, some

retail units surpass Cumhuriyet Boulevards.

The municipality as well as the central government sought the advises of foreign

experts. Thus L. Piccinato from Italy in 1958 and A. Bodmer have prepared reports on

the future of the city. At that time the projected population was 1.200.000. In 1968 an

office of Metropolitan Master Plan was established. The plan was completed in 1973.

The fIrst urban conservation plan was integrated into this plan. The most important



decisions of this plan was the establishment of new industrial areas completely outside

the present city as well as the removal of the port and to turn the Fair Area into a Park,

as it was intended at the beginning. During the year 1968, planning studies conducted

by the Metropolitan Bureau of izmir envisaged in 1972 plan, that all type of commerce,

as well as export-import, banking and similar activities which were located in the

Giimrlik. Basmane and Atatiirk's monument area would be moving towards the harbour.

Accordingly they expected the CBD to be expanding in four branches:

• Basmane-Tepecik axis, which serves as a center for daily commerce and rural

hinterland, provides facilities for a widespread housing squatter zone.

• Mezarhkba~I-E~re:tpa~aaxis provides facilities for low and middle-income housing

areas, these facilities, like in others, are also of a commercial type.

• Konak-Giizelyah axis provides daily commercial facilities especially for higher-

mcome groups,

• Cumhuriyet Square-Birinci and ikinci Kordon axes embodies serVIce and

commercial uses. These units mainly sell luxury goods obviously required by the

high-income groups, which were located in the vicinity.

On the other hand, as the land use structure that related to the year 1978 was

carefully analyzed, it could be seen that planning proposals about the development of

the CBD in 1972 plan were not actually realized. Especially residential areas of

/Alsancak region, where prestigious high-income people were located were invaded by

new commercial activities. Here limited building stock in the CBD that didn't supply

the space requirements of service and commercial activities limited vertical growth

because of the historical characteristic of the CBD and insufficient social and technical

infrastructure. Hence, these are important reasons for the expansion.

In 1989 a master plan of communication was prepared. The contemporary transit

system has been partly executed according to it. Today's population projection for izmir

is 4.2 million in 2005. The need for an inviting and challenging central area is the most

important item on the agenda of the city administration.

Izmir has entered a rapidly metropolization process especially after the second

half of 20th century. While the CBD has expanded through the all directions, the sub-



centers that not competed with the CBD emerged within the housing zone with the

development of accessibility opportunities.

The most important factor on the shaping ofthe activities or functions in a city is

the physical structure of the CBD. It is possible to restrict the CBD of Izmir with

Mithatp~a Street on the west, E~refPa~a Street on the east, ~ehit Nevrez Boulevard on

the north and on the south Birle~mi~Milletler Street. The various type of retail trade and

wholesale trade activities differentiated in a groups.

1- Konak -Gilzelyah
2- MezarhkbaSl-E~refpa~a
'3.:.Basmane-Tepecik

4- Cumhuriyet B. - Alsacak ~ ..._~~\, .:.....'.~! .....;':':
.~~ .

!~:. ., " ..;.:.~-); .

However the new business district developed in the area between Basmane-

Giimriik and Cumhuriyet Square. Banks, offices, exporting and importing activities tend

to settle in these areas. There are various small scales manufacturing activities and

'warehouses in these areas like traditional business center. But the removing of the ports



to the <;andarh Buy, it is expected that these activities will be organized in outer areas

ofCBD.
Today, the activities, which have different characteristic, develop into the four

axes. Basmane-Tepecik axes which serve low-income residential areas and squatter

housing areas. In this axis, mainly retail and wholesale activities occupied ground

floors. There is no any trend of occupation of ftrst and upper floor by workplace units.

Also, Because of train station which was located at Basmane, activities related to this

land such as hotels, motels, cheap restaurants, and some small scale shopping units were

settled around it.

Mezarhkba~l-E~refpa~aaxis has stronger expansion characteristics as compared

to Basmane-Tepecik axis. Some of the multi-storeyed commercial and business

buildings were located in this axis. It serves middle and low income residential areas.

Mezarhkba~l, which is the location of retail units, cheap hotels and restaurants, is also

the location of small-scale production. Halting places (Konak) of the past decades were

converted into cheap hotels and workplaces.

Konak-Giizelyah axis, on the other hand, serves middle and high-income

residential areas. Beside ground floors, ftrst and even second floors were occupied by

service uses such as offices or jurists, medical, dental and related workers. Upper floors

were occupied densely by housing units. Because the demands of the housing units.

Because the demands of the housing units in this axis did not reach to sufficient dense,

these units were concentrated in some distinct parts. These are Karata~, Karantina,

Giizelyah regions. Especially Goztepe and Giizelyah regions were specialized in

clothing, jewellery, flower shops, and banks.

Cumhuriyet Square and Birinci and ikinci Kordon axis serve high-income

groups. In this axis, besides housing units dense retail and service uses were widely

located. While ground floors occupied by retailing and service units, ftrst second and

third floors were preferred mainly by service uses. Especially in Birinci Kordon, upper

floors were occupied by export and import companies. In Alsancak, Giindogdu region is

a part of this axis. It is known with its retail and service uses which reflect the main

entertainment and shopping characteristics of the area and it is also the meeting point of

the people. This area is the liveliest area of the Alsancak region both at daytime and

nighttime. In addition functional change is very widespread in this axis.



Area between Alsancak Port and train station has an historical importance. So

functional change is not as clear as it was in the Birinci Kordon and Giindogdu regions.

In this area, housing units were converted generally into bars, cafes, and restaurants by

keeping their historical characteristic. In parts, which are close to the Alsancak Port,

mainly consulting, assurance and financial services were located. Today Cumhuriyet

Square-Birinci and Ikinci Kordon axis which serve Alsancak Region is important part

of the CBD because of indicating high CBD characteristic with its cultural,

entertainment and shopping facilities. Saraphane or Umurbey District is in the northern

side of the port. This area is the most important part into the development axes of the

CBD because of the inconvenient topographical situation in the east, large public and

military areas in the south and Aegen Sea in the west. Today some significant

developments are observed such as Hiirriyet Plaza, the new company main offices and

showrooms. However the Greater Municipality of izmir has arranged a comparison in

order to evaluate the development potential of the area.

The determination of the project area reqUIres a companson between the

alternative sites cited above according to criteria given below:

A. Excellent central location of the area

B. Cost of the land acquisition

C. Inconformity with new uses and surrounding areas

D. Willingness of the property owners to sell or to lease the properties

E. Function of the site

F. Development potential of the area

G. Availability of the public open spaces and green areas

H. Conservation and registration decisions of the area

I. Aging and obsolete buildings

J. Profitableness of the area

The alternative sites were determined by examlllg of the base maps,

landownership, master, and detailed plans and observing of each sites. According to
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this, in the fIrst stage, each alternative sites were graded by considering its strength and

weakness related to criteria (see in table 15). These points exposed the effective values.

However this points are insufficient for selection of the site. Because each criteria has

different priority for site selection. Consequently there were need for the second stage.

In the second stage some coefficients appointed to each criteria in respect of priority

order. The generalized results were obtained by multiplying the effective value and

criteria coefficient (see in table 16).

•
1 /
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2-KAH RAMAN LAR
3-BASMANE
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CRITERIA & SITE A B C D E F G H I J

KAHRAMANLAR 4 6 8 8 4 6 8 10 6 5

$ARAPHANE 10 8 8 4 8 8 10 6 8 10

KEMERALTI 8 4 6 4 8 6 4 3 6 6

KARATA$ 4 4 4 8 4 6 6 10 4 4

BASMANE 10 6 8 6 8 8 8 10 4 6

CRITERIA COEFF. 0,6 1 0,8 0,5 0,6 1 0,8 0,6 0,6 1

CRITERIA & SITE A B C D E F G H I J TOTAL

KAHRAMANLAR 2,4 6 6,4 4 2,4 6 6,4 6 3,6 5 48,2

$ARAPHANE 6 8 6,4 2 4,8 8 8 3,6 4,8 10 61,6

KEMERALTI 4,8 4 4,8 2 4,8 6 3,2 1,8 3,6 6 41
~ KARATA$ 2,4 4 3,2 4 2,4 6 4,8 6 2,4 4 39,2

"BASMANE 6 6 6,4 3 4,8 8 6,4 6 2,4 6 55

The comparison shows that Saraphane region is the most available place for

urban regeneration. In addition some other factors encourage redevelopment of this

region physical and social points of views. These are;

• The removing of the Alsancak Port is the most effective factor in regeneration of the

area. Harbour is in the inner bay, in the center of city and developing but causes

many effects the inner city. Transportation and pollution are the fundamental

problems in this are. The capacity of the port is very limited. Today the container

traffic of the port has increased every year systematically. Alsancak port is not an

attractive harbour for the big tonnage ships in case of wharf depth and length. It has

not potential as a main container port. For these reasons The Northern Aegean Port

Project is considered in <;andarlI Bay. (See in Figure 90) Alsancak port will serve
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the traveller transportation. Saraphane region will lost economical and physical

function.

• Easily and rapidly developable area because of the structure of the ownership

pattern.

• The availability of public-private partnership for development

• Have not mixed land-ownership pattern

• Area is in transition zone of existing CBD. It was suggested that the area would be

CBD according to the existing plan decisions.

• Area is an economically declined area. Because the land value is more than the

building value.

• .'The Greater Municipality's demand m business center development m case of

change.



• Have much aging and obsolete building.

• Availability of public open spaces.

• Area is in powerful transportation network.

The area adjacent to the main port of the city, lies of the north end ofIzmir Bay,

and is the center of the whole urban agglomeration. The project area is located on the

south of the inner bay of the izmir. The physical boundaries of the area, which is in the

transition zone of CBD, are Alsancak Port in the north, Melez Stream in the east, Train

station in the west and ~ehitler Street in the south. According to development plan of

Izmir area is in the expansion area ofCBD. On the other hand the area was studied with

environmental relations. Because the surveys shows that the area shows integrity with

its surroundings.



The project area developed on 19.5 hectares of land. This area was occupied

since the late 19th century by industrial complexes such as gas and electricity buildings,

oil presses, warehouses, and small scale manufacturing workshops and repair-shops.

Now mostly abandoned and surrounded by residential areas of low standards or even

slums, some of the surviving industrial buildings are of surprising beauty and are of

great historical and architectural relevance.

For decades the two major rivers, Melez and Bomova, but especially Melez has

become a discharge canal for industrial as well as human waste. It became the major

source of pollution in the Bay of izmir, turning the seabed on the shore almost into a

contaminated swamp. This has led to a notorious smell, a disgrace for the whole area.

The environmental upgrading resulting from the abatement and prevention of pollution

in the izmir bay has lately been one of the major preoccupations of the Municipality of

izmir, and considerable improvement has been achieved in this respect. In fact Melez is

now taken into a well-planned open channel, and the discharge of waste is separately

connected to the main sewage system.



The area constitutes the most expensive and valuable area in the City of Greater

izmir, because of its centrality and its potential for expansive development. It is at the

physical center of the City of Greater izmir. It will complete the silhouette of the

shoreline around the Bay of izmir and will constitute the core of the future

physiognomy of the city. This old industrial area has very large plots belonging to

single owners, private or public, which could help in the eventual interventions for new

developments.

Recently there are some building activities m the district such as the

Administration Buildings of the Daily Newspapers "Milliyet" and "HUrriyet", are worth

mentioning among them. But a large percentage of the area needs a planned

development.

The actual port has been active for almost half a century. But since 1962 there

are plans to relocate the freight terminal. In the future the port will serve only passenger

vessels. The present freight terminal will be reconstructed and re-used as a leisure area.

In the area there is an incredibly fast change of land use. According to the Report of

Planing Organization of the State, the capacity of Alsancak port will reach 30-35

million tones per year. But today the main port can only meet the part of 7-8 million

tones per year. However the capacity increasing potential ofthe port today quite limited.

~ This negativeness exposed that the port can not meet the necessities of the growing

regIOneconomy.



Today Alsancak Port is a problem area within the city center. The port forced to

locate storing activities which is unproper landuse type for this area. Total employment

of the corporations which related to the port activities, is 5874 person and 2838 of it

employee in ~araphane region. ( izmir Chamber of Commers, 1996) Total population of

the area is 3461 person. (see in Table 17)

NUMBER EMPLOYMENT
SAILING FIRMS 42 1848
BROKERING FIRMS 117 467
PROVISION FIRMS 9 32
WAREHOUSES 26 312
REPAIR AND MAINTEN. 8 179
TOTAL 202 2838

The housing areas in southern part of the project area are surrounded with

warehouses. There are twenty-eight dwellings in the area and 6 of them registered

buildings and 16 dwelling units are used for small-scale manufacturing workshop. In

generally these dwellings are in low-quality standard and one or two floor heights. TEK

(Turkish Electricity Corporation) and coal gas factory are other registered buildings in

'the are. The most part of these buildings was constructed by Englishes in 1926. The

municipality because of the air pollution stopped TEK electricity factory in 1989. These

buildings had lost their economical life. However some oliveoil, cologne, and vinegar

factories are still active and they have polluted the environment.



In general warehouses constitute the dominant landuse pattern. Average floor

heights of the warehouses is between 3,50 and 7,50 meters. The highest structure in the

area is the coal gas factory's chimney with 65 meters in height. There is a densely good

and traffic flow in the area because of the port. Mostly, construction equipment and

materials, industrial materials and agricultural product goods such as tobacco, grain,

grape, cotton, wine, vinegar, biscuit, fig and apricot were stored in these warehouses.



The small-scale manufacturing workshops spread over all the area. However

they located densely through the Sehitler Street. Car repair-shops and services constitute

most of them. While public ownership constitutes 39 % of the area (7,6 ha), private

ownership constitutes 61 % of the area (11,9 ha). These ownerships are formed large

plots expect for the housing areas. (See Figure 97) All the uses in the area are given in

table 18.

Figure 97. Landownership Pattern
~

USES AREA (ha) 0/0

ROADS 1 5,13
ANUEXES 0,8 4,10
WAREHOUSES 4,4 22,56
INDUSTRY 1,5 7,69
COMMERCIAL 0,7 3,59
PUBLIC 0,1 0,51
HOUSING 0,15 0,77
VACANTLAND 0,7 3,59
PARKING AREAS 0,95 4,87
OPEN SPACES 9,2 47,18
TOTAL 19,5 100,00



The small-scale manufacturing workshops spread over all the area. However

they located densely through the ~ehitler Street. Car repair-shops and services constitute
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There are important main roads, which provide connections between the regions

and inner areas in the area. The project area is restricted with Liman Street in the north,

~ehitler Street in the south, Altmyol Street and Halkapmar Junction in the east.





Alsancak Train stations and its service area constitutes the western boundaries of the

area. The existing uses related with the port, the passing of the roads, which provide the

environmental connections caused important problems in pedestrian, and vehicle traffic.

The soil structure of the project area includes alluvion and sea remnants. This

caused the unsafe soil structure. The topographical conditions of the site are an

important factor that increases the building construction costs. It is a flat area and shows

a suitable structure for designing of the transportation systems.

The area is open for the winds because there is no important heights surrounding

of the area. The cool freezes from the best and cold air winds from the northeast are

effected in the area. Hot and sunny days in summer, cold and rainy days in winter from

characteristic of microclimate in izmir. The average temperatures are as followings:

Average humidity:

Annual average sunny days:

Annual average rainy days:

27,6 DC, January 8,5 DC

August 42,7 DC, January 6,5 DC

693,2 mm January, 141,2 DC

August 2,5 DC

July-August 49%

146,4 days

56,8 days'

Annual average temperature in July:

Max. and Min. temperatures :

Annual average precipitation:

The wind has an intensive effect in izmir Bay. It causes changes in water level,

in water temperature and in direction of waves. It has also an important role in sanitary

quality. The direction of waves is determined the prevailing winds. In summer westerly

winds in winter easterly and mainly northerly winds have effects in turbulence and

direction of waves trying to decrease the pollution by this way. There exist Melez

Stream, which flows from the south to the northeast direction in the area. Melez Stream



is extremely polluted because of the environmental churns. Today the Municipality

continues improvement project ofthe Melez Stream.

According to the 1/25000 Development Plan and 1/5000 Master Plan decisions,

urban renewal proposed for this area. In direction of this decision, it was determined

that the central functions would be located in the area. According to these plans,

construction coefficient is suggested as 2,50. Some industrial buildings wit plots such as

Siimerbank ansd Tari~, determined as preserving industrial area, but they will be re-

arranged in the direction of economical life.
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Globalization, the new developments and changes, the new demands of the

citizens concerning with changing world systems, the changes in regional attractiveness,

the new employment opportunities, the changes of the activity pattern of the cities,

economical restructuring and also quality of built environment (image of the cities)

have affected to the structural changes for the city centers and emerged the needs for

regeneration. All the cities in the world will have affected these structural changes.

While this changes and transformations exist in the world cities, our cities also

gets own share from this process. Particularly in the last decades, the cities have been

forced to exceed their boundaries by the effects of the significant developments in the

information and communication technologies and that of globalization phenomenon.

The cities are parts ofthe changing world system, and they are in a competitive process

to develop, growth and to become a world city. One ofthe most important ways for this

purpose is to attract the national and international investments by means of regenerating

the deteriorated and decayed urban environments. As well as in this process, izmir city

shouid take place and gain a new vision. Alsancak District was considered as the most

proper area in order to realize this objectives. Because it was supposed that this area

will lose its economical and physical function due to the removing of the port, and then

will face to the spatial and functional transformations.

The becoming of the project area in a central intersection point, which connects

the city center and significant settlement such as Kar~lyaka, Bornova increase the

development potential. Although the area is in transition zone of the CBD, it has not

developed since today. The most important reason of this is the warehouses and some

industrial corporations such as TE~ TARi~ and coal gas factory which, settled in this

area. The area comes to threshold the regeneration process because of the removing of

the port, to end the production of mentioned industries and to be closely pressed of the

other industries with the expansion of the CBD and the suggestion of the municipality

for the area as central business district.Today the economical, physical, environmental

and visual deterioration is lived in the area such the reason as the warehouses with

unpleasant facades, high land value, and the low structural quality buildings. The



pollution of the Melez Stream and the inner bay, uncontrolled and dense truck traffic,

industrial pollution and confusion effects the environment.

• To increase the total income generated in the region.

• To improve the image of the city in national center of dynamic changes.

• To improve the image of the city as a center of culture.

• To generate and regulate the vacant land with the replacement of the warehouses

and small-scale manufacturing activities

• To attract the private investments to the area for preventing of undesirable

developments and guiding the new developments.

• To create a new modern central business district that constitutes the new image for

izmir within the globalization process.

• To create a new modern central business district as a place to live, to work, to re-

create, and to enjoy.

• To increase the employment rate of the area.

• To increase the environmental, social and physical quality of the area.

• ITo create identifiable spaces and the creation of a hierarchy between these spaces.

• To conserve historical, cultural and environmental values of the area.

• To provide the integration the land and to neighbouring sites.

Development strategies contain the functional arrangements and the

development program, intervention zones, and project implementation process. This

regeneration project which will include the mixed uses, commercial, recreational and

social activities is a redevelopment project of the warehouses and industrial areas.

The functions which will have taken place in the project area was determined by

considering the identity of izmir in the future, the requirements and tendency of today' s



izmir, and physical, social and cultural, historical characteristics of the area. When the

buildings in the project area was examined in respect of physical, economic,

environmental and visual deterioration in the bases of conservation, rehabilitation and

redevelopment, it was suggested to preserve infrastructure and registered buildings and

to redevelop the other buildings.

In general sense, functional development of the site was generated with respect

to the functional group zoning. The proposed activities in the area listed as table 19.

Mixed-use developments were proposed in different two points of the area as an

entrance and fmal spaces. In some big cities of today as poor lived in the abandoned

buildings of the old port areas and in the inner city. These areas became the points of

crime and danger. To overcome these problems the mixed-use developments was

proposed as the savers of the area. The surrounding uses and landownership pattern

were effected on this type of development. On the other hand, the importance of the

owr-ership rights was effected too. The mixed-use developments in the area include

cultural, commercial, residential and recreational activities. It was also proposed to

increase the public and environmental quality in the area and to attract many people to

the site.

The leisure time activities and tourist activities such as entertainment center,

restaurants, open air city museum which models of historical and environmental values

of izmir will exhibited in the area was proposed for the existing port area. The eastern

part of the area, water sport center, and marina, balloon tour services was proposed

related with the using of the port for maritime travelling.

Hotels, entertainment facilities, open-air exhibition areas was proposed in the

west of the area that coal gas factory existed there. The pedestrian connection will be

provided between the port area and this area. The registered buildings will be used as

shopping centers. TEK building and Alsancak Train Station used for cultural activities.

TEK building will be used as Izmir Technology Museum and Alsancak train station as

Art Gallery and Railway Museum. An artificial lake was proposed in the south of the

area to improve the environmental and aesthetical quality of the area. ~ark industry will

used as an urban park by preserving its physical and historical values. On the other hand

Siimerbank industrial areas and buildings was arranged for exhibition areas and

commercial fair area. Because the physical characteristic of these areas are appropriate

for these types of transformations (see figure 103).



PROPOSED ACTIVITIES

A. OFFICES, FIRMS AND AGENCIES

• Legal offices, and legal ad-lisers
- Financial Counsellors
• Engineering and Architecture Offices
• Importing & Exporting Agencies

- Sailing Agencies
- Chartering Agencies
- Provisions Agencies
- Bunkering Agencies
- Stevedoring Agencies
- Media Corporations

• Land Transportation Agencies
- Sea Transportation Agencies

- Air Transportation Agencies

- Fastfood Restaurants
- Restaurants
- Pastryshops
- Wneshops and Pubs
- Hotels
- Coffees
- Handicraft: Material Selling
- Tourism Agencies

F.INSURANCE FIRMS
- Insurance Firms and Predictors

G. REAL PROPERTY SERVICES

- .A.uxaliary Firms and Corporations
- Renting Firms

C. RETAil TRADE

- Foodstuffs
- Textile and Clothing Goods
- Shopping Centers
- Furniture and Housing Equipments
- Pharmacy, parfumery
- Dutty-free Selling
- Transport Vehicles and Equipment

- Financing Firms
- Banking
- Change & Exchange Offices
- Stock Exchange Quatations

I. SOCIAL AND INDIVIDUAL SERVICES

- Research and Science
• Medical Services
- Profession Assocations, Social Associations, Clubs
- Labour Unions

• Counselling Firms (Education, Investment...)
- Advertisment Firms
- ColllJuter, Internet and Hardware & Software
Services
- Guidance Firms

• Cinemas
- Theatres
- Exhibition Halls and Areas
- Conference Halls
- Entertainment Services
- Planetoryum
• Community Centers
- Community Centers



USES AVERAGE NUMBER emp./un TOT. TOT. CAR %REQ. EMP. AREA PARKSPACE
A. AGENC.&FIRMS 50 sqm/un. 500 3 1500 25000 840 7,30

B TRANSPORT.
80sqm/un. 50 5 250 4000 135 1,20· SERVo

C. SAILING SERVICE 50sqm/un. 250 3+8 2750 12500 420 0,80

D. RETAil TRADE 100sqm/un. 800 5 4000 80000 2700 23,60

E. TOURISM SERVo

- HOTELS 27 sqm/bed 2000 bed 1 per/bed 2000 54000 1800

- OFFICE HOTELS 40 sqm/bed 200 bed 1 per/bed 200 4000 140 20,70

- REST & OTHER 120 sqm/un. 100 6 600 12000 400

F. FINANCIAL SERVo 250 sqm/un. 50 15 750 12500 420 3,70

G INSURANCE
80 sqm/un. 40 5 200 3200 55 0,50SERVo

H REAL PROP. 50 sqm/un. 50 3 150 2500 85 0,70· SERVo

I. RESIDENCE 80sqm/un. 1000 1 1000 80000 1000 23,60

J INFORMATION
100sqm/un. 100 5 500 10000 340 3,00. SERVo

K SOCIAl&INDIVIDU
· Al

SERVICE

- Cinema Hall 4sqm/per 1 20 20 3200 100

- Theatre 4sqm/per 1 20 20 3200 100

- Entertainment 4 sqm/per 1 20 20 12000 400 11,80

- Cafe & bar 100 sqm/un. 50 6 300 5000 170

INDIVIDUAL SERVo 80 sqm/un. 200 3 600 16000 540

TOTAL ------- ------- ------- 14860 338300 9670 100



CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT
SCHEME

The site is made accessible both for pedestrians and the vehicles. The mam

access to the site was provided with Sehitler Street and Liman Street. i~c;iler Street

which crosses within the south of the area will provide the direct connection with the

expansion areas of the CBD.

The motor vehicle routes divide the area into the four different parts. The main

aim of this was to make all the area quite accessible. The carparks generally considered

under the green areas and under the buildings. They are connected to the activity areas



with the pedestrian routes. The car park need is calculated according to the employment

rates in the area (see in table 20).
Pedestrian circulation is supplied with three mam axes. These axes show

continuity and connected to the metro stations. It also consists of various open spaces

for public gathering to the route. Especially the routes, which cut the area

longitudinally, considered as view corridors. These three routes should defmed with

specific planting, townscape, and landmark elements especially in public nodes.

Nevertheless, a nostalgial tramcar line that provides connection with the Kordon

and CBD was proposed. It also passes through the significant activity areas. On the

other hand recreational water transportation line was proposed between artificial lake

and proposed marina and water sport center on the Melez Stream.

There are five intervention zones in the area. These zones change in respect of

functional and physical characteristics and different development potentials. These

zones should evaluated separately into the master plan integrity.

1. Zone (Enterprise zone): Area is the key part of the development policy of fulfilment

for regeneration of the district. It is the most significant and valuable area in respect of

land value and general location. Area should take handled with distinct regulations.

Some tax exemptions and improvement privileges should be provided for this crucial

functional area. It is the most significant project should be designated for this area. It is

the first phase of the regeneration of the Alsancak district. It must be attracted the

private investors to the area by putting in to practice these encouraging policies.

2. Zone (Conservation & rehabilitation zone): These areas should be protected with

their natural, cultural and historical values by keeping alive. Area would restorating and

reclaiming into the close relation with new uses and functions. Maintenance and

operation of the area would provide by district development committee which takes an

effective role into the construction process.



3.- 4. Zones: Areas are different each other point of view land ownership pattern.

Areas would be developed by taking different design and application policies.

Dwellings in the zone would improve, a probable gentrification of settled dwellers

would prevented by employing in the area. The forth development zone has more

advantages than the 3. Zone with large plots and it has not mixed ownership pattern.

This area is easily developed area.

5. Zone: Area is an important nodal point and fmal position of the project. 80 % of the

area is public ownership. Social and cultural uses and open areas would project in the

The Administrative and Legislative Scenario: It is necessary to establish the

sufficient legislative and administrative tools system for the feasibility such a project. It

should be followed two efficient ways. The first is to search the new legal re-

arrangement opportunities. This means that to constitute the new laws, the new

regulations, and the new decision and agreement laws. Other is to provide the feasibility

of the project by searching proper solutions within the existing legislative and

administrative frame. To result the efforts in the first alternative takes a long time and it



requires consideration of related processes and relations. On the other hand studies

which makes in this context required redefining of the legal aspects of our planning

system and it required extensive legal researches. So it should be preferred the second

alternative, which types of re-arrangements can be made. The feasibility of this type

large urban regeneration projects dependent on taking effective technical and

administrative measures. If the taking these effective measures is based on municipal

policies and efforts. In general, inner city urban areas are risky for investors and

developers. Factors such as cost, the complexities of land assembly and commercial

uncertainty over the future of certain parts of the area can act as a barrier to the private

sector. To encourage developers, it is necessary to reduce the risks. In this project The

Greater Municipality ofizmir will be in charge of redevelopment.

First, The Greater Municipality of izmir should program this type of urban

regeneration project. Because the local governments plays leading role in urbanization

process. So, it is necessary to strengthen the municipality in respect of monetary and

technical sources and political aspects. For this reason the central governments have

some responsibilities in this respects.

Particularly such a large and complex urban regeneration projects, which will be

applied in city centers, should be executed by the municipality's leadership and

coordination. In other words the municipality should organize all the process from the

beginning to the last stage. The partnering of the project should be provided in this

effective way. Consequently, the municipality has some necessities related with

administrative and legal arrangements, which would provide the additional sources.

The municipality should prepare the organizational frame. The traditional

approaches for the regeneration of Alsancak District was inappropriate. There is a need

a development or management authority for implementation of this project. This

development authority which consist of the members of different community and

interest groups; the local authority agents, land ownership agents, university agents,

investors and developers agents and professions chambers that related with the

development such as the chambers of civil engineering, architecture, city planners and

environment engineering. These agents will be given the rights for developing the site.

This authority should be in connection with the Greater Municipality and charged with

the maintenance and management of the development site.



The municipality plays an important role in regulating the acquisition of the

land, the clearance of the project area, site development cost, maintaining and operating

cost and so on. So the public part is responsible with acquiring and clearing the land,

getting planning permission, preparing the programatic scenario, provide fmance for

social benefits and a part of maintain costs the area in pre-development period.

However the initial task of the management authority is to create a market and

encourage the new developments. The management authority should be powered with

the widen competence. It should be created a powerful development fund within the

development authority. The sources of this development fund would be public sources,

the taxes which would be taken from the entrepreneurs and right owners, incomes

which provided selling and renting, loans that provided national and private banks,

international monetary corporations such as World Bank and other fmancial

corporations.

The main powers and objectives of the management authority are to make

development plans, to control the development, to organize the developers, to sell and

rent the public uses, to provide coordination between entrepreneur, right owners and

local government, to nationalise the land to gain speed for the development under the

control of the municipality.

The major approach of the management authority should be enhance and

conserve what is the best about the development area. However much the management

authority has planning power, the approving power would be used b the municipality.

One of the most important powers of the authority is to control of the projects both

designing and constriction stages if it is appropriate for development or not. Therefor it

is necessary to provide sufficient technical personnel and equipment within the structure

of the authority.

The area includes a number of quite distinct and established intervention zones

in the area as mentioned before. The management authority responsible with preparing

and application strategies for each of the development areas. This authority should set

out the fundamental planning policies for the area. In this project, The Chamber of City

Planners, The Chamber of Architects, The Chamber of Environment Engineering can be

contacted and can make decision on the development of the site. Therefor, each of the

profession chambers would provide their agent members within the structure of the

authority.



The Planning organization within the management authority would be

constituted absolutely from public sector. Because the main aim of the management

authority should not only profit maximization, but also it should be to preserve the

public profits. For this purpose the planning organization that will take on the project

would be constituted within the structure of local and central government organization.

On the other hand this organization might effect the municipality in the direction of own

program and it should have certain autonomy. In this viewpoint, it would be necessary

to transfer a part of the incomes of the public buildings and public estates to the

planning organization within the management authority.

Financial Scenario and Staging: Where and how the monetary sources will be

provided for the implementation of the project within the proposed organizational

structure is an important issue. There will be different kinds of costs. These are the land

acquisition cost, site development cost, maintaining and operating cost. The most

important factor that increases the cost related with the building construction. Because

for the construction of the buildings in the area special methods are needed for the

stabilization and the strengthening the base, as it is land filled area. The concrete piles

will cause high expenditures. Also the transformation of the concrete covered ground to

a soil base is required for the availability of landscaping, and it needs additional

investments especially in the port area.

The amount of the monetary investments can not exactly determined because of

the lack of knowledge about of cost of filling, strengthening the base, landscaping and

others. But depending on he examined projects, due to the similarity of functions, the

development type and the total area in many foreign cities an investment cost of

approximately 50-60 million dollars will be needed for the realization of the project.

Therefore the amount that the local government should invest will be % 65-70 of cost.

In the first phase, it is determined two important resource for the fmancing of the

project. The first, is the fmance that provided from the central government to the local

government budget for the site development costs such as rehabilitation of the

infrastructure, the construction of public uses and so on. This source will constitute a

part of the project budget.

The another part of resources, which works the developer's scale, is the own

sources and credit mechanism. On the other hand there is no possibility to realize this

project by using only these two sources. The sources that consist of rant and other



incomes, which will be provided step by step after the fIrst applications, would enable

to self- fmancing of the project. These resources would meet the fmancial needs of the

project in a long term.
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Nevertheless it can not be expected to meet these resources immediately. For

this reason the investment programs and budget arrangements should be arranged by
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considering the construction stages. It is possible to make some fundamental predictions

related with this respect. For instance the funds provided by the government should be

used in the first stage. This is necessary for the frrst acceleration of the project. In the

second stage, in addition to the frrst stage's sources, the renting and selling incomes

which will be provided from the constructed area, and continued governmental

subsidies will be used for the construction. It is possible to continue the construction

with the sources that will increase step by step in the following stages.

The staging and programming of the project, which includes time and

investment programming is an important phase for the implementation of the

regeneration. The staging is a director and controller application tool, which provides

the project to be consistent with the resources. It is necessary to program the acts related

with the regeneration and to it is necessary to take precedence some special areas. To

provide the realization of the project with the stages will reduce the costs and it will

prevent the resource extravagance.

In this project the construction priority should give the transformation of the

port which will provide the attractiveness all the area and backyard of the port where the

warehouses existed there, and boulevards. Here, the most important criteria is being the

developments in these areas rantable, that is they are quite proper to sell and to rent. In

the second stage, the developments proposed in the south ofthe area will be realized. So

it will be created an attraction point to attract the area and its environment. In the third

stage, the developments directed at to rehabilitate and to beautify the area and its

environment such as green areas, public spaces, fair area, and artificial lake will be

constructed. In the fourth and last stage the removing of the existing railway network

and the commercial uses in the eastern edge of the project area will be realized. It was

considered that each of the stages would have been completed in the four-year

periods.(see in figure 107)

Partnering to the Project: The partnering of the project is the key factor of

successful urban regeneration. An efficient organization and partnering structure, which

reduce inter-groups benefit conflicts to the minimum level, in order to realize a

successful application. These benefit groups and their expectation from such project

were summarised as seen in the figure 108.
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1. Stage
2. Stage
3. Stage
4. Stage

Here the aim was determined as to clarify each group and to explain which

groups may participate rather than to produce some solutions concerning with how

these groups will have a role within the planning and implication process.

From these point of view four principle group can be determined. First group is

planning organization. The planning organization should become advocates and general

coordinators of the project. The role of planning organization is very important in the

process of participation. The most important function of the planning organization is to

investigate which type of inter-groups coalitions will realize the project. The another

partnership of the project is private partnership. The private sector comprises

entrepreneur organizations primarily concerned with making a profit or a return on

capital.



The private sector contributes a knowledge of the market and specific products

namely office and shopping center development and the ability to undertake feasibility

studies and market research activities. To organize the private investors on a

cooperative basis is the most suitable organization form since it will reduce the costs

and it will assist the implementation of the project. On the other hand it can be

constituted a cooperative association by uniting of these cooperatives.

The third group is the local government. Here the principle hypothesis is the

local government would take care of the public benefits. The municipality should be in

a director and controller status with the other benefit groups in coordination. The local

government is the main agents for implementing of urban regeneration policy the

success of local authorities as the main agent depends upon fmancial resources. The

most commonly used statuary power of local government to enable local authorities to

secure the assembly of sites for comprehensive regeneration is compulsory purchase.

The public-private partnership has been the major form for this project. In order

to attract private investments the public sector has to assemble land and give developers

various types of subsidies. It is clear that strong demand in the urban land market is the

most essential factor for success of the project.

The last group is the right owners in the area. The management authority and its

planning organization should work as an agent in the coordination of all the

partnerships. Especially in the process of making decision the planning organization

should become on a dialogue. The relation between the management authority, planning

organization and land ownerships is a significant factor on implementation of the
project.
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The decade of 1980s is bringing new policy directions and new ideas for the

urban people. Urban problems and solutions are quite different than before because

cities are always in a process of change and transformations, which effects whole urban

areas. In the urban pattern all parts of the city are subject to this transformations.

Regeneration issues seem to be concerned essentially for those areas.

Urban regeneration can be evaluated as the re-evaluating and re-examing of

functions and revitalization of cities and of urban environment and adaptation of them

into the new uses. When analyzing urban regeneration within the changing planning

context it is possible to say that urban regeneration issues can take place in the fmal

stage of urbanization, "re-urbanization". This stage is accepted as a process of

regeneration and revitalization particularly in inner areas which major aim is to enrich

cities with attractive positions for economic and social purposes. The major cities of

Turkey had observed a rapid urbanization in these stages. The reason of rapid

urbanization in Turkey is not only a result of the demographic aspects but also it is a

result of social process, which related to global changes and transformations.

The existing economic structure and information and communication

technologies exposed the necessity of exceeding the boundaries of the city. In this

context the cities can not be considered as independent units. On the contrary the cities

are a part of changing world system with elimination of time and space barriers. As a

result of these, cities are shaped and renewed by the effects of global dynamics. Within

this notion the growing importance of urban regeneration have become important

concerns for urban planning and urban design.

Today many cities in the world have experienced different problems of concern

to policy makers and planners. These concerns are indicative of such urban problems,

which lead to several factors known as reasons behind urban regeneration issues.

Although the nature, mixture forms and concentration level of problems differ among

various countries according to their peculiar urbanization process.

Within the urban regeneration discussions there are some general principles

which are applicable throughout the world. They are evident in the analyses of efforts to

bring new life to the cities. The major aim is not only to regenerate urban areas as



structural artifacts, but also to create environments m which residents can have

regenerative experiences.
These principles have special meaning in the urban regeneration issues because

urban regeneration is seen as a positive force for economic, social and cultural focus of

urban life, which has moved to a more livable environment. On the other hand the

success of urban regeneration depend on the full partnering by using the right initiative

with the right implementation instruments. It is possible to regenerate an area efficiently

and successfully through this way.

Financing of urban regeneration is a critical problem for new developments and

investments. However there are a wide range of sources and techniques which are

available for the fmancing of urban regeneration. The several methods may be

classified. These are tax-based methods, public funds, and international fmancial

organizations. Within the implementation stage, urban regeneration is a collector

concept which surrounding several elements of urban planning process. Urban

regeneration process has always been examined and discussed through the scope of

some methods implemented. These methods in the perspective of regeneration process

belong to the several operations such as revitalization, renewal, redevelopment,

refurbishment, clearance, and so on.

Ever since the emergence of the urban life cities have not developed apart from

the commerce and industry and other production activities. All the societies need to

provide special spaces for this type of activities. The city centers as a heard of a city

emerges from to meet these needs. The city centers with an extensive meaning is the

place that surrounds on the highest rate of accessibility point with the highest level of

communication and, good and service mobility and high level of specialized functions

such as retail trade, offices, technical services and so on.

The most important fragmentation point in development of city centers in

historical process is industrial revolution and industrialization period. Together with the

industrialization, the urban population increased an important rate, the cities expended

physically, and an evident specialization on the activities of city centers were lived to

meet the different demands. Today's city centers has been changed in the direction of

the global issues and the development of information and communication technologies.

The development and diversity of production, transportation and information

technologies is gained the new dimensions to the all functions. As a result of this the
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city centers today is in a rapid restructuring process both functional aspects and spatial

organizations.

The major cities of Turkey have experienced similar process. The

transformations and changes that Turkey has experienced since 1923 effected the

metropolitan centers rather than the other cities. The reason of this is the constitution the

dynamic growth poles of these major cities. Metropolitan cities are the best spaces for

observing of economic restructuring lived in the world, and changing structure of urban

production and employment, and the affect of communication and information

technologies. Consequently the activities densely existed in city centers and the

activities move through the subcenters are shaped in respect of the integration with

national and global market and the type of relations of it. While the high-level control

and administrative activities become dense in metropolitan city centers, the secondary

or subcenters become the important shopping focuses or become the area that small-

scale manufacturing activities or retail trade densely existed.

However the beginning from the 1990s, in the direction of the mobility of the

capital in global scale, and the development of information technologies, urban and

regional relations begin to change, and the economic processes and establishments that

acts apart from national economies begin to emerge. It observed the increasing of

specialized services in major cities, and the construction of entertainment and vacation

places, and communication and transportation networks.

The most important event which all these process depend on it, is dynamic

competition between the cities within continuously mentioned global issues for

attracting the international capital and investments. The city centers tend to undergo

more rapid physical changes and transformations that the other parts of urban areas. For

this reason city center regeneration takes the important part in urban regeneration issues.

The success of the regeneration of the central areas depended on the providing

maximum desirable densities, physical appropriateness of central functions and

activities, providing present and future transportation and infrastructural needs, which

the center can be afforded. In this context the city centers are in a process of

restructuring, regenerating and creating new spaces.

The city center regeneration is applied in physically and functionally dilapidated

and deteriorated areas. But the deterioration level of a central area by itself is not

sufficient criteria. The economic, politic and strategic priorities are important



determinative criteria of site selection for regeneration applications. On the other hand

the determination of the project area boundaries is quite important operational criteria in

respect of central city regeneration. Physical, fmancial and social opportunities of the

project are the most significant ones.

One of the most striking regenration studies is London Docklands Urban

Development Project. Planning, infrastructural and operational strategies and design

principles of its characterisized as one of the best urban regeneration example for

regeneration required urban areas in the world.This regeneration program first achieved

to attract major private investments. It had ability to fmance the costs of expropriations

and infrastructures. Over 6 billion of investments which had created 8000 services of

jobs and building over 10.000 housing units were succeed by the development

corporation.The Urban Development Area (UDA) was declared as an "enterprise zone"

and "tax-amnesty area". A great amount of public sector investments focused upon the

luxury houses and office developments with speculative purposes. These luxury houses

were sold before the construction and became attractive in the housing market. Thus the

self-financing of the project was provided. So it is possible to say marketing and

promotion is important for the success of a regeneration project. However, offices

constructed in a huge amount of remained, financial institutions and banks that had

encouraged this development did not prefer to move into these areas and preferred to

stay in the area. The main principle of designing the project in addition to attract private

investments is to create a new urban image which occurred in the form of high-density

structure and to offer to new opportunities to the citizens.

On the other hand, there are so many criticisms about the project. In this

viewpoint, Chanary Wharf in Isle of Dogs is the most critisized part of the project.

Some advocate that it would not realized the expected developments. For example in

1998, the Labour Environment Spokesman stated that he would rather "Docklands were

still derelict than what was happened". This regeneration program has not been

completed yet because of difficulties in obtaining resources from central budget system

for completing public infrastructure investments. The expected ratio of costs recovery

was not achieved but it can be said that the importance of this program has played an

essential role in the British urban planning system.

London Docklands urban development project is an important guide for urban

designers, architectures and planners in respect of development strategies, renewal
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initiatives and design principals. It is an interesting example contributing to

regeneration studies which is inevitable for our major cities. There should be important

methods and principles to be learnt from these remarkable experiences.

One of the characteristics of successful urban regeneration is the positive effect

of investment and employment in the city center. In Baltimore, Maryland there is

evidence of a diversion from the downward trend in investments as well as

employment. The office sector in particular has shown positive development. Baltimore

downtown revitalization is one of the best examples in respect of its success on

economic regeneration. The public facilities around the inner Harbour are an evident

effect of the downtown revitalization in Baltimore. Especially the leisure sectors, hotels

and restaurants and the convention business have grown from almost nothing to an

important economic sector in Baltimore. Tourism brings in an estimated $ 760 million a

year (1983), creating jobs for about 20.000 people. On the other hand they provide

opportunities for lower-class inner-city residents.

The improvement in the image of Baltimore is without doubt the most difficult

factor to define. In particular attractive urban environments are generally considered to

be an increasingly important factor in the locational decisions of both residents and

ftrms. The most important reason for the success of the revitalization/regeneration of

Baltimore is the cooperation between the public and private sector, which facilitated the

process. The major characteristic of the project is to get full partnership arrangements

all the phases of it.

However there would be no governmental assistance for the construction of non-

residential uses. 19,4 % funds met by public money and 80.6 % funds were provided by

private sector. The municipality took responsibility for the acquisition of property,

relocation of business and land development while the private sector had to fmd

investors and new occupants.

The project has three phases. The most important phase of the project is Charles

Center that Baltimore had attracted so much attention on the basis of this project alone.

The second important phase of the project is the inner Harbour that whole project was

fmanced by public sources. There are residential, retai~ public uses, rather than the

office functions, which dominate Charles Center. The last phase of the project is inner

city of Baltimore. There is an important peculiarity in restructuring of the development

area. All parts of the area have own organizational corporations that have different



structures related with regional characteristics of each area. Baltimore urban

revitalization/regeneration project fully achieved its economic development potential. It

is one of the most remarkable projects from this respect.

The developing countries' urban regeneration experiences is not considered

particularly relevant for central city problems, mainly because developing countries'

cities are still receiving large-scale immigration movements. The key elements of

central city situation are lacking notably decentralization and dispersal policies and

inventionist local government. Bab-al Faraj historical city center redevelopment project

is rather different this situation because of its aims and objectives. The projects are

important changes that play considerable role on urban development. The main

characteristic of the project is to change the old urban fabric with the modem

architectural approaches. The basic aim of the project is to create the new center in

threshold between old and new city center. Municipality to pay phase by phase by

selling or renting the constructions completed in the preceding phases raises funds.

Urban regeneration process is relatively new in Turkish planning system. After a

very high rate of urbanization process which have been experienced since the 1950's

Turkey has been entered a new process in the 1990's. This process is stabilized face of

urbanization that requires notion of urban regeneration.

Ankara has more efficient and contemporary planning policies and urban

projects than other Turkish cities. The role of local government, the contributions of

several institutions and universities have been important within this process. Ulus City

Center planning studies are examined because their planning process are exemplary for

this study. The basic aim of the project to fmd comprehensive and contemporary

solutions for the problems and to define an operational planning process through

administrative, financial and spatial solutions the basis of public benefits. In addition

the spatial goals of the project to create image of the center, and to re-evaluate

circulation system and to provide functional transformations and its spatial requirements

in a contemporary planning and design approach.

The general framework of the project is to defme conservation, rehabilitation,

and renewal intervention zones and to describe the principals that would establish the

relations between planning and implementation.

One of the important characteristics of the project is that when various policy

policies are proposed to regenerate Irevitalize the old center with the potential central



area developments. This initiatives shows the idea of integration between the old and

new. Vlus Historical City Center regeneration planning is considered as an important

attempt to develop a new approach to the old built-up environment in Turkish cities. In

addition the all regeneration methods (renewal, conservation, redevelopment,

improvement ... etc.) are utilized fIrstly in Turkish planning experiences.

The regeneration projects generally take place in urban centers due to the rapid

change according to the demands on these sites. The recreational, cultural,

environmental, working and mixed-use projects are applied. The mixed-use projects

have a vital importance for the provision of the both fInancial and social values, for

public attraction, for regeneration of life, for improving the image of the city.

In this scope, a planning, design and application process was studied related with

regeneration of the deteriorated part of the central area in izmir, where has potential to

becoming the CBD. To determine the case area, fIrst the structure of CBD was

determined. Second, the alternative sites were determined. These sites were compared

in respect of site selection criteria by using criteria evolution method as mentioned

previous chapter. Alsancak District was the most proper area for an urban regeneration

project according to this evolution method. The area was projected as an unconstructed

area since vacancy rates which resulted from deterioration in the case area in the

metropolitan city. In this viewpoint the area had an important potential for CBD uses.

On the other hand a rapid renewal actions could not realized because of the port

activities. But reconstruction activities would gain speed sooner or later in the area. In

other words, even the planner's interference would not realized, the area would

complete the development within the proposed period. On the other hand it should be

installed the physical and functional structure that occurred after the development

period.

Here the main aims are to control the process and to speed up and to guide the

development. The study was rather in an action plan quality. On the other hand it is

necessary to say that this type of action plans should not be considered apart from the

metropolitan planning process. But some restrictions of the study such as limited time

and some restrictions related with the scope of the study was not allowed to make this

type of approach. Proposed plan is physical and functional organization of the decisions

related with the future of the site. So, the project will be able to achieve its aims and

objectives. The following process should be the landuse decisions which dependent on



the functional scheme and which will be able to provide relations between physical

factors in respect of second and third dimensions. In other words this process should be

the preparing of the urban design projects which is in a quality of implementation plan

and which consist of some special subjects such as spatial organizations and

architectural images.
The achieved conclusions apart from the given before can be given as following:

• The site can not be considered apart from the southern part of the area. It has

integrity with these areas, which surrounded with Miirsel P~a Boulevard in the

east, Sehitler Street in the north and railway line in the west.

• A development plan should be prepared and applied for a high public and

environmental quality in the site.

• Saraphane Region, the backyard of the port, should be considered within the

integrity and it should be completed in a one stage.

• The project required a good programming.

• Efficient and coordinated management and administration process is needed.

• The municipality should play the most important role within this process.

• Partnership is the key factor for success ofthis project.

• Public and private partnership should be supplied for a developable project.

• Planner's role is vital within the implementation process of the project as an agent

between the partners.

• The municipality should be powerful in respect of monetary resources.

• An urban regeneration project should provide social benefits as much as

economical ones.

• Urban design studies should be the last stage in the preparation process of an urban

regeneration project.

Although the socio-economic structure and urbanization pattern in Turkey

different from western countries, Turkey is in need of regenerative planning initiatives

that major aim should be to prevent the deterioration of old urban environments and to

attract the new investments to the economically declined urban areas by creating the

new images for the city centers.

Turkey should be able to allocate its sources in regeneration investments in a

more efficient way and able to use regeneration policies and programs ill a more



efficient manner because of decreasing population and urban growth rates. In addition

Turkey has experienced fast population growth that requires the implementation of

urban development in all parts of the cities.

Turkey's legislative, administrative and practical frameworks of urban planning

have encouraged the new developments and growth rather than urban regeneration. This

situation should be changed because particularly the major cities of Turkey today are in

need of urban regeneration policies. In Turkish planning system, the concept of "urban

regeneration" is much more new than other similar related planning concepts. It does

not mean that there are no regenerative operations. The several initiatives, under the

different names, have been much more popular than other planning instruments. In this

context Ankara Ulus Historical Urban Redevelopment project was examined under the

subject of regenerative planning efforts.

To sum, Turkey should take benefits from the western countries experiences. For

this, Turkish planning system and initiatives should be re-evaluated with respect to

these experiences. If it is possible to realize these two concerns, new urban policies and

regeneration projects can be produced.
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